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INTRODUCTION 
This volume contains copies of the technical papers presented at 
the NACA Conference on Some Problems of Aircraft Operation on October 9 
and 10, 1950 at the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory. This conference 
was attended by members of the aircraft industry and. military services. 
The original presentation and this record are considered as corn-
plimentary to, rather than as substitutes for, the Committee's system 
of complete and formal reports. 
A list of the conferees is included.
NATIONAL ADVISORY COvIITTEE
FOR AERONAUTICS 
vii 
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ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND ITS EFFECT 
ON AIRCRAFT OFERAT]0N 
1 - ELEMENTS OF THE FATIGUE PROBLEM
By Paul Kuhn 
Ingley Aeronautical Laboratory 
Some of the problems associated with atmospheric turbulence 
and its effects on airplane operation can be appreciated readily 
without any background of special knowledge. Even a layman with-
out any knowledge of flying can appreciate the effect of turbulence 
on passenger comfort. With a little imagination, he can understand 
that very violent turbulence may break the airplane. The most 
insidious effect of turbulence, however, and potentially at least 
the most important, can be appreciated only with some background 
of specialized knowledge. It is the promotion of fatigue failure. 
Fatigue failures are an old story to transportation engineers. 
In 1850, there was a meeting of mechanical engineers in England at 
which a paper was presented dealing with fatigue failures of rail-
way axles. The speaker stated, among other things, that he was 
collecting statistics on service failures. A few years later, a 
German railway engineer started systematic fatigue tests on rail-
way axles.. The curves he 'plotted are known to engineers in Europe 
by his name, in our country, more prosaically, as fatigue curves 
or S-N curves. Around 1950, there were several engineering meet-
ings in England, in Australia, and in the United States, devoted 
specifically to discussions of fatigue, and railway axles received 
their share of attention in' all of them. 
Now, it is not, impossible to build machinery that will live, 
perhaps not forever, but certainly to an astonishing age. One-
lunger boat engines half a century old are not uncommon, and steam 
engines even older are still going strong without fatigue failure! 
However, if the age of such engines is astonishing, their weight 
is even more astonishing. Airplane engines and airplane frames 
built on similar principles would most certainly be safe against 
fatigue failure in the air, because they would never leave the 
ground. If man insists on his machinery leaving the ground, he must 
accept some risk of static or fatigue failure. 
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2Static failures in: the air were counnon in the earliest days of 
aviation0 This sitiiatibn was greatly improved by the use of more 
careful ste'ss.analysis, accompanied by strength tests and by the 
use of high load factors. With relatively high load factors, low 
airplane speeds and . small numbers of flight hours, fatigue failures 
were rather rare end generally attributable to vibration induced by 
the engine': or aerodynamically. 	 However, over twenty years ago, a

series of fatigue failures'occurred in the spar caps of a European 
transport type that were probably aused by gust loads. Since then, 
there has been a steady trend to vthittle don the load factors, 
to increase the speed, and to increase tnt total nurnoor of flight 
hours of tiansport type aiiplanes With this trend, it is becoming 
riona and more difficult to postpone fatigue failures long enough 
to obtain the desired service life of the structure 
1 Jhat can be done to ensi.re a structure that is at least reason-
ably satisfactor s now to be cons1dr3d A glance at the history 
of airplane. engine desgh may .
 be . instructive. For a longtime, engines 
'tere notorious for developing atigue troubles
	 Intnsive efforts

wer3 made to cecrease these troubls by rnproving design methods and 
features, materials,and mateiials processing, nnd by keeping close 
tab on service experience
	 1ith all tnis vast bacl'log of experience 
for trio improvement of engine design, each nw type still goes 
through a lengthy debugging period, and an acceptance run is still 
required for any new typ of engine 
Considr ration has been given to fatigue tests on airplanes 
comparable, to the acceptance, runs of engines, Assume that the air-
plane is to have a life of O,OOO flying hours the fatigue tLst 
v . ould have to duplicate the fractaon of that tine tnat is spent in 
turbulent air. A widelj used number for that fraction is one-tenth. 
The fatigue test would thus require ,OOO nours, or about 7 months. 
That would be 2b hours a day running time, with no time allowance 
for stops to inspect for cracl-s, or perhaps to repair the parts of 
the loathng apparatus that hao faild in fatigue The time estimate 
assumes furtherroro that the test speed can be adjusted to obtain 
values corresponding to flight conditions This may be extremely 
difficult in some airplanes without running the risk of having the 
test become masleathng, 1t appears, then, that the road to a good 
test technique will be a long nnd exoensive one. 
In any event, a procedure for testing a completed airplane is 
obviously not a good subtitute for a design procedure when dealing 
with such a large and expensive structure as an airplane. The 
desired goal is to predict the fatigue life by calculation. Such a
prediction, just like a prediction of static strength, requires that 
three questions he answered: 
(1) What are the repeated loads? 
(2) What stresses are caused by these loads? 
(3) What are the allowable stresses? 
The first question, that of repeated loads, is dealt with in sub-
sequent papers. Attention should be called to the fact that the 
loads àan be defined only on a statistical basis, This means that 
it is impossible to predict the life of one given airplane. It is 
only possible to predict something like the average life of a large 
fleet of airplanes, a hundred, for example0 Some airplanes will live 
longer than the average, some not so long. The operation of any 
given airplane therefore necesarily involves some risk. For design 
purposes, it is necessary to put a number on this risk, in order to 
make it a calculated risk. How to arrive at this number is one of 
the many open questions. For passenger airplanes, perhaps as good 
a suggestion as any is to make this risk equal to the risk of every-
day life on the ground as measured by the premium rates of life 
insurance companies. 
On the second question, that of stresses caused by loads, it 
should be noted that a reasonably reliable prediction of fatigue 
life would req uire a. much more complete and accurate stress analysis 
than is currently customary. Much can be done by more complete use 
of available knowledge.. A considerable portion of the. NACA research 
on structures has always been devoted to stress analysis0 However, 
ruch additional research is needed on such items as stresses around 
cut-outs, sudden changes of cross section, and the large complex 
of problems usually lumped in the term "secondary stresses." This 
term was coined in the days.
 when only, static strength, was of concern. 
When fatigue comes into .the picture, the so-called secondary stresses 
often assume primary importance. 
The third question, that of the allowable stresses, is rather 
easily answered for static strength design, but not so for fatigue 
design. A number of factors that are unimportant or non-existent 
in the static case become very important in the repeated load case. 
The r&in factors are scatter in test results, "complexity of load 
history, and stress-concentration effects..' 
The first factor is illustrated in figure l The figure shows 
results obtained in rotating-beam fatigue tests. The maxinium stress, 
S, experienced by one fiber of'the beam during one revolution is
Ii. 
plotted against N, the number of cycles to failure. At each stress 
level, a number of specimens wnre tested. The average life for the 
group is denotei by a circle. The circles fall fairly close to a 
smooth curve; and in this particular case, this curve agrees very 
closely with the corresponding one established by the Aluminum 
Company of America. However, the life of the longest-lived scimen 
at a given stress level, dcnotad by a tickmark, differs from that of 
the shortest lived one by a factor of about ten. In other tests, 
this scatter may be worse, and the average curves obtained in 
different labo.ratories often differ by quite a margin. 
This scatter has often been attributed to variation of material 
properties, bi4t .
 rio correlation with any material property has been 
established to date s
 It is knovai qualitatively that the machining 
procedure used to make the specimens is quite important, There is 
also. a. school of thought which holds that at least part of the 
scatter is associated, with the fact that the atoms of the material 
move about in a random fashion, which is of course beyond control. 
•	 Figure àonveys some idea of the problem of complexity of 
• load pattern. The top of the figure shows an actual load record 
from :a.fl airplane flying through turbulent air. The acceleration 
at the airplane C.G. is plotted against time. Obviously, the 
pattern is very complex. The lower part of the slide shows load 
patterns obtainable in fatigue machines. Pattern One is a stress 
oscillating with constant amplitude about a mea.n value of zero. The 
rotating-beam machine has such a pattern. Pattern Two shows a 
constant mean stress and, superposed on it, an oscillating stress 
of constant amplitude. This is the pattern used at present to 
obtain design allowable stresses. In Pattern Three, a certain number 
oi cycles i applied with one stress amplitude; then the amplitude 
is changed, and the loading is continued until failure occurs. 
Now, f, the larger amplitude were applied first in this test, and 
thea the smaller amplitude, the result would be quite different. 
The allowable stress depends not only on the number and magnitude 
of the stresses, but also on the sequence of application. 
• Pattern Four has a number of amplitudes, arranged in a block 
or sequence. The entire block is repeated until failure occurs. 
If the number of cycles at each amplitude is made to agree with the 
frtatistical distribution of gust loads, the test is Imown as a gust-
spectrum test. It is the closest approximation to the actual load 
pattern in the airplane that is now considered practicable. At 
present, there is no fatigue machine in this country capable of per-
forming such tests efficiently. However, a medium-capacity machine
of this type is undergoing calibration at the NACA Langley Aero-
nautical Laboratory and a larger one is under contract. . An impor-
tant phase of the research work will be to see how well test results 
obtained under Pattern Four can be predicted from the design allow-
ables obtained. under Pattern Two. Later, the electronic control on 
the first machine will be changed; the new control will use a one-
hundred hour gust load record as basic control medium to apply the 
actual complex load pattern to the test specimens. 
In the past three years, a large amount of work has been done 
under a large-scale program to establish design allowable stresses 
for airframe materials. This work is carried out in part by the 
Battelle Memorial Institute, in part by the NACA Langely Aeronautical 
laboratory. It includes determination of allowable stresses on the 
most important airframe materials, the effects of stress raisers, 
the effect of size of stross raisers, and the effects of yielding. 
A large amount of work remains to be done, however, to establ&sh 
these effects quantitatively. One of the groat difficulties in 
this work is the inherently large scatter in all fatigue tests 
which makes it necessary to test large numbers of specimens. 
A number of other fatigue problems are being investigated under 
contract at several universities. 
The problem of detecting fatigue failures as early as possible 
is one of great interest to research men as well as to operators. 
The failure starts as a very small crack, which grows slowly or 
rapidly until the part breaks statically. In simple specimens, at 
least, the crack does not form in the majority of cases until 0 
to 90 percent of the fatigue life has been exhausted thiat is, the 
major part of the fatigue damage is done before there .is any crack. 
Although much effort has been devoted to the problem of detecting 
fatigue damage, there exists at present no method for detecting 
damage short of an actual crack. Once a crack has formed, it is 
possible to see the damage, provided that the crack is located some 
place where it can be seen. There are various methods for facilita-
ting the detection of cracks. On an air plane structure, many parts 
are unfortunately not accessible to visual inspection. There are 
methods for detecting internal cracks, but there seems to be little 
hope that these methods can ever be applied to anrhing but extremely 
simple indi.vidual pieces. 
Fatigue tests being made on transport airplanes are another 
example of MACA research in the fatigue field. Twenty C-146 airplanes 
were obtained from war surplus. The central portion of the fuselage
is mounted between to supports Th outer portions of the wings 
are removed. A concentrated mass is attached to the new tip of 
each iing to produo in the root region tresses of the same 
magnitude CS: the I g stresses' s in level flight0 Pushrods fastehed 
to 'the wing tips produce an ' osciliating load of O62 g at the 
natural frequency of.the wing; 101 cycles per minute. Thedistri-
button of the flight stresses is approximated fairly closely over 
a spañwise distance of about' one-third of the original span. From 
these tests an effort will be made to determine whether the scatter 
in tests.
 on complex- structui'es is greater, less, or the sane as in 
tests . on simple. specilnens.	 . 
It mays.eem' that.the fatigue poblem is a somewhat hopeless one. 
Unque.tionably a very large amount of work remains to be done and 
it must be admitted that the picture dbs look conlused at present 
in some respects. However,there is good reason to believe that the 
situation. will improve considerably within a few years., Methods of 
accounting for some of the disturhin factors, such as size effect, 
have been roposed that seem to offer good promise, and the elimina-
tion of any one disturbing factor greatly helps to speed up the 
task of cleaning up the remaining ones. 
In coiiclusion, a. parallel may be dawn. The fatigne life of a 
structure is analogous to the life of a human being in that it is 
finite, and that it cannot be predicted for .an.y one individual with 
great certainty or accuracy. Advances in medical resenrch do not 
constitute a guarantee that the life of one given individual will 
be increased, but they do guarantee that the average life span will 
be increased, other things being equal. The same applies to fatigue 
research.	 .
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ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND ITS F±'ECT 
ON AflcRAFT OPERATION
2 INTRODUCTION TO TER PROBLEM OF
REPEATE1Y GUST LOADS
By H. B Tolefsçn
Langley Aer-onaut:ical Laboratory 
The problem of repeated. gustS loads 1 to define the gust load 
experience of an air plane d.urin its life. The problem is general 
in that it covers all the many gust load experienbes of the air-
plane without specific regard to the occurrence of single large 
loads or to the sequence in which the loads are applied. The solu-
tion to this problem is required so that the effects of gusts upon 
airplanes can be desigued for, reduced, or avoided The purpose of 
this paper is to present the elêmnts of the recurrent-gust-load 
problem and to provide some background f or subsequent papers on 
gust loads. 
The problem of repeated gust loads resolves intO three parts: 
The determinat4on of the prtinent gust characteristics and the 
frequency of occurrence of gusts in the atmosphere; the influence 
of airplane characteristics on the loads imposed by the gust, and. 
finally, the determination of the operating conditions, or the 
manner in which the airplane is flom and dispatched with regard to 
rough air. 
Before taking up the three paxts of the problem, a review will 
be made of the concepts of gusts and. of available methods and instru-
ments for measuring gusts. It is obvious that gusts in the atmos-
phere have a wide variety of dimensions, or sizes, and that the vel-
ocities may have any vertical or lateral direction. From the 
standpoint of wing loads, however, past work has indicated that the 
vertical velocities are most important. The work has also indicated 
that sigaificant gusts are those roughiy the size of the airplane, 
although quite wide variations exist. The two basic elements of a 
gust used in this work are therefore considered its vertical com-
ponent of velocity and its size. These elements are fllust'ated in 
the first figure, which .shows the velocity profile of an average 
gust. As indicated, thevelocity is directed upwardBè.nd the profile 
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i assumed o De symmetrical. 'Ihe exact shape of the profile is 
not too important for most work, and in some cases a sine wave 18 
assumed while in others a peaked gust is used. The distance if 
in which velocity increases to a maximum is used as a measure of 
the size of the gust and is called the gradient distance. The 
vortcal velocity at any point iithin the gust is assumed to be 
uniform across the airplane spaa 
In reducin.g the calculation of gi.ist loads to its simplest 
form, consider the condition in which the airplane is traveling 
at velocity V and suddenly encountersthe vertical gust velo-
city U. The gust equation in figure 1 for this condition indi-
cates that the maximum acceleration increment experienced by the 
airine is a funtion of air density, slope of lift curve, vertical 
componeflt of gust velocity, forward speed, and wing loadng (refer-
ence i). The factor K accounts for the.vertical movement of the 
airplane in the gust and for the fact that full lift is not realized 
immediately for a sudden change in anle of attack. 
In routine evaluation of large amounts of data with the equa-
tion it has ben found convenient to base the value of K on a 
gust iith an average gradient distanOe and.to use sea level air 
density and equivalent airspeed. The gust velocity obtained with 
these substithtions in the equation is called the effective gust 
velocity (refererce I). This is a fictitious value, but since it 
is a measure of the load producing capabilities of the gust and is 
quite easily obtained, the éffebti.re gust velocity is widely used 
in loads wOrk, 
• The bes-b estimate of the true maximum.gust velocity is obtained 
if true airspeed and density are used in the equation and K is 
computed on the basis of actual gust and air plane characteristics. 
With respect to the current desiiof rules of reference 2, the 
30 feet-per-second gust at structural cruising speed isan effec-
tive gust velocityand corresponds to a true gtist velocity of about 
50•feet persecond at sea level. 
In order to illustrate the method. of measuring these various 
gusts,fiure 2 shois a portion of anNACA accelerometer record 
taken during flight in roiigh. air. Vertical deflections of the 
trace indicate magnitude of the accelerations and the horizontal 
scale denotes time. Some imaginatithi and experience is required 
in interpreting sothe of these records, but ordinarily the large 
successive peaks in the record would be classified as gusts. The 
magnitude of the acceleration peaks with respect to the reference
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line of unity are read for evaluating the gust velocities and the 
gradient distance is obtained by measuring the time to reach peak 
deflection. 
The . NACA é.ccelerome.ters.üeed for open time scale records of 
the type shown in'fiurë2 àe' used priwarily or pecial gust inves-
tigations. In view of the relatively short recording time available 
with these 'instruments, other instruments have been used for 
obtaining data on gust characteristics for operations where longer 
recording times are required. 
A large amount of the available effective gust-velocity data 
has been obtained from the familiar V-G recorder (reference 3). 
A sample of the type of record obtained from the., recorder is shown 
in the figure 3. The record consists of an area which is erased 
from a smoked glass plate by a stylus within the'4nstrument. During 
flight, changes in airspeed cause the stylus to niove horizontally, 
and changes in acceleration cause the stylus to move vertically. 
The boundary, or envelo pe line of the resulting area on the smoked 
plate, represents the maximum positive and netive accelerations 
that occurred throughout the speed range for the period of operation. 
The period covered by the record of figure 3 was about 100 flight 
hours. The type of record obtained from the instrument does not 
permit the many small accelerations that fall within the erased 
area to be identified. The V-G recorder is therefore unsuIted for 
obtaining a statistical count of all the accelerations to a low 
threshold, such as might be desired for fatigue studies, but only 
the outstanding large values at any speed can be determined. When 
these maximum positive and negative accelerations and the corres-
ponding airspeeds from figure 3 are substituted in the gust equa-
tion of figure 1, the maximum effective gust velocities encountered 
by the airplane are obtained. 
In order to obtain a statistical count of the accelerations to 
a low threshold, an ixistrument called the VGH recorder is used 
(See reference 4 ). This instrument is shown in figure 4. The 
VGH recorder gives a time history record of airspeed, accelration, 
and altitude, from which comes the term VGH recorder. . It consists 
of an acceleration transmitter that is installed near the airplane 
center of gravity, p. recorder base that contains airspeed and alti-
tude units, and a film drum. With the YGH recorder it i's possible 
to obtain approximately 100 flight hours of record with the film 
supplied with each drum0 
As an illustration of the type of recprd obtained from the 
VGH recorder, figure 5 shows a portion of a record taken from a
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commercial transport during flight in. rough air. The time scale 
is given on the abscissa, and the lower trace is airspeed, the 
middle trace acceleration, and the upper trace altitude. The fine 
acceleration peaks are gusts. The peaks are very close together 
because of the slow film spied used with this instrument. The 
film could be speeded up, but the recording shown in figure 5 has 
been found satisfactory for obtaining statistical data from trans-
port oerations .  . In evaluating these records.for the loads, the. 
magnitude and number of the acceleiation peaks are read. The air-
speed is also read. for converting the acceleration data to effec-
tive gust velocties, From the three traces, the load and gust 
history of the airplane, together with pertinent operating sta-
tistics, such as. airo.ed.s and altitudes flown, canbe obtained. 
The three types of records described -- the VGH record, the. 
V-G record, and the open time scale record - - are the instruments 
and method usually used in taking data. In some cases, where 
fine details of the gust profile are needed, instruments to inca-
sure rapid changes in indicated airspeed, or angle of attack vari-
ations, are also used. 
Samples of data on gust intensity and gradient distance are 
shown in figure 6 (from . reference 1); in which intensity of gust 
is plotted as the ordinate, and average gradient distance as the 
abscissa. The average gradient distance is used to obtain a repre-
sentative value for the spread that is usually measured for any 
gust velocity. It may. be noted that the gradient distance in 
figure 6 is given in terms of airplane wing chorl rather than in 
feet. Gradient distance is usually expressed in this manner 
because of all gusts in the atmosphere, the size of significant 
gusts is selected by the airplane on the basis of the airplane 
size. This selecting process of airplanes is analagous to the 
case of large and small boats on the ocean. It is apparent that 
the short or choppy waves that toss a rowboat around do not affect 
the motions of a large battleship. Conversely, the longperiod 
swells that make rough goiig for the battleship give only gentle 
vertical motions to the rowboat. The airplane reacts in a similar 
manner to the disturbances in the atmosphere. In figure 6, then, 
in which data have been plotted for airplanes varying in size from 
the Aeronca with a chord of 4 feCt to the XB-15 with a chord of. 
18 feet, it maybe seen that the gradient .iistances in choxds tend.. 
to fall within a; bend and increase somewhat as . gust intensity. 
increases. The curve.. in the figure was drawn to agree beet with 
the XC-35 data which is considered the most extensive sample. In 
view of. the large variation in the size of the airplanes, it is 
felt that the relation provide a suitable, basis for relating gust 
size to airplane size.
Other characteristics of gusts not illustrated in figure 6 
are that, on the average, the velocity coniponents in the three 
directions are the same. In addition, gusts are randomly dis-
tributed. according to size and intensity in any stretch of rough 
air. While an individual gust can have any conceivable shape, 
both in the longitudinal and. spnwise directions, a shape as was 
shown in the first figure is generally assumed in: treating large 
masses 0-f data. The number of gusts and their intensities vary 
with the weather encountered, alid so far as.is known, the number 
would decrease with altitude 
The second part of the problem of repeated gust loads, which 
relates to the influence of airplane characteristics on the loads, 
will now be discussed. For the ideal case given by the gust equa-
tion (fig. i), a1rine characteristic,s were.represeëd. siznly by 
the K factor, slope of the lift curve, and wing loading. In the 
actual case, the loads, are influenced by many other factors 
One of these factors is the potential effect of variations in 
piloting technique on the loads during flight in gusty air. Some 
special tests on the effect of piloting technique on gust loads 
indicate that the loads may be increased from 5 to 20 percent if 
the pilot attempts to correct for all the disturbed motions of the 
airplane in rough air rather than correcting for only the major 
disturbances. - 
Another factor is the effect of center of gravity location 
on gust loads. Both analytical and.-expeimental work have indi-
cated that the gust loads are decreased. by about 2 percent for 
• each one percent forward, shift of the center of gravity. 
The factor in gust response of airplanes that has probably 
received the most attention recntly is the effect of airplane 
elasticity on the loads and stresses. It is well known that under 
transient conditions, vibrations of the structure can cause higher 
stresses than would be obtained from the same load applied under 
static conditions. Data on the magnitude of these .vibrational 
ef:ects were recently obtained from strain gages and accelero-
meters mounted at the èenter of gravity and at different points 
along the wing span of a modern transport airplane (reference 5). 
Records taken in rough air showed dynamic response effects 
by vibrations from the wing-on the records. Figure 7 presents 
some of the acceleration data as an indication of these effects, 
which are borne.outby- the stress measurements as well. In 
figure 7 peak acceleration for individual gusts as measured at
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the center of 'avity of the airplane is plotted as the ordinates 
The accelerations at the wing xodai points were found to be free 
from the effects of primaiy vibrations These values were taken 
as a measure of the applicd load and are plotted as the abscissa 
Inspection of figure 7 indctes that iocal accelerations at 
the center of gravity were higher than the nodal-point accelera-
tons by about 20 percent or more This amplification of tie 
center of gravity measurements due to wing vibrations glveS eVi-
dence of significant dynamic response effects for modern airplanes 
These effedts' of the wing v1brting when loads are rapidly applied 
are continually being investigated. 
The final part of the repeated loads proolem is concerned 
with the influence of o.peratn.g conditions on the loads It is 
evident that tne operating conditions, such as weathei encountered 
or route flown, determine the gusts tnat are encountered. It is 
also evident that the loads from these gusts depend on other opera-
ting variableè', suáh'às flight speed. With the use of different 
types of. eqi4pment by . the airlines on different routes many corabi-
nations of operating variables can exist Because the gusts and 
loads aie influenced b these variables, isolated research ilghts 
cannot be expected to produce data that can be genera3ized The 
only method of obtnining statislically reliable in formation on the 
iepeated loads actually experienced by tne arplano is the collec-
tion of ,dta from service airplanes. 
These. data are., coflec.ted.,witb the V-G and YGH recorders, 
which have been descrioed In order to i1lustraie how some of 
these ecords are considered, take another port.on of a VGH 
record. In this..re.p .ord. (1 ig 8) the airspeed and altitude 
traces have been deleted and the record has been enlarged so that 
many of: the individual a.ccelrations can, be seen. Much of the 
detail has been lost, but i .t . càñbe seen that the record consists 
of a random series of positive and negative accelerations of 
different magnitudes When these peaks are evaluated for effec-
tive gust velocities, the gust history of the airplane is there-
fore a series of €usts of diff'éent intensities. The first step 
in obtaining some sort of a picture of this series of gusts is 
to count the nmibèr of gusté that have given intensities Thus, 
for a given reóoi'd there might be . hundred small gusts, below a 
quarter g ±nCremnt, 'tiiat âxe in the o1id black regions, nd 
only a few of the large, values over 1/2 g increment Actually, 
the count is made to a. .firier . 'division of gust intensities, and 
if these numbers are plotted, a frequency distribution is obtained
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This type of count has been used to determine differences in the 
gust exerience for. different types of operations, for instance in 
comparing high- and low...altitude flights. 
Since a count of the gust velocities, such as that described, 
shows that small gusts are much more frequent than those cf large 
value, the average number of miles flown for the occurrence of a 
small gust is low as compared to the average number of miles beftre 
a large gust is to be exoected. U3ing this. concept of average 
miles flow before given gust values would be expected, the fre-
quency distributions are traiisformed into what are called miles-to-
exceed curves toive an indication of the loads. Typicalexaples 
of these curves for special research flights in such conditions as 
thunderstorms and low-level clear-air turbulence are shown in 
figure .	 .	 . 
For these curves, gust velccit..es are plotted as the ordinate, 
and the logarithmic sc.Le o: the abscissa re presents the average 
number 01' miles that wr"ld be flown before. gusts of given inten-
sities wo.u1d be encountered. The plot may be considered as repre-
senting the chance of encountering difi'erent gust intens i t4.e s in 
terms of miles of flight. The plot has no siiificance as to the 
order in which different gusts tnay be encountered and does not 
imply that for the thunderstorm saop1e a l6-feet-persecongut 
was measured in the 10th mile or a 24-feet-per-second gust in the 
100th mile. In fact, the 24-feet-per-second gust might have been 
experienced in the first mile. The mileage scale represents only 
the liklihood of that gust being encountered. 
The curve shown in figure 9 for transport operation in rough 
air represents a combination of distributions for all types of 
weather since commercial airplanes fly under all combinations of 
weather. The transport curve may thus represent' 2-percent thun-
derstorm flight, 30-percent clear air turbulence, 20-percent 
stratus clouds, etc. It has not been found possible, however, to 
define given operations by the proportion of time spent under 
various weather conditions, and in order to obtain the required 
loads data, it is necessary to take the measurements during flight 
of commercial transport airplanes. 
In summary, the repeated gust loads problem embraces different 
aspects of the characteristics of atmospheric gusts, airplane 
reaction to these gusts, and incidence of gusts encountered in 
various types of operation. Information obtained to date has been
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the basis for much of the current gust-load requirements, although 
changes in airplane design and operation conditions are accompanied 
by.many new gust load problems.. Continued research, particularly 
in reference to higher operating altitudes, is in progress. 
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AThOSPH.ERIC TURBULENCE AND I1 E1CT 
ON AIRCRAFT OPERATION 
3.,. GUST LOAD EXPERIENCE IN TRANSPORT OPERATIONS 
By John R. Wéetfall and Roy Steiner 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
In the flight operation of transport aircraft, atmospheric gusts 
constitute a principal source of loads. These icads might be, for con-
venience, piit into two main categories: one le the large but relatively 
infrequent load which may cause structural damage or failure by a single 
application. The other is a smaller load which, in itself, will not 
cause failure, but because of its greater frequency of occurrence, 
affects airplane fatigue life and passenger comfort. A knowledge of the 
magnitude and frequency of both types of loads and of the factors which 
influence them isof concern to the airline operator. 
The number and intensity of gust loads imposed on an airplane is 
influenced by certain operating conditions and practices such as airspeed, 
altitudes flown, route, and season. The best way known to obtain data on 
the effects of these factors is to measure the loads and associated oper-
ating conditions on airplanes in routine ôonmiercial flights. To. do this, 
the NACA utilizes two instruments, the V-G recorder and the VGH recorder. 
It .i impossible to predict the gust loads experience of any given air-
plane on an absolute or precise basis since in transport operations there 
exist a great many possible combinations of gust. Intensity, frequency.,. 
and sequence, airplane speed, altitude terrain effects, and so forth. 
An.alrpiane's gust load exierence can be predicted, however, ona eta-
istical or average probability basis. 
Where statistics are thvolvèd one question that immediately arises 
concerns the amount of data necessary to achieve.adesirerl accuracy of 
réliahil ity. The answer to that question, of course, largely determines 
the samp l e size to be taken arid scope of the programs of V-G and VGHrec-
Ord collection. In statistical analysis, the.reliability of the results 
dep nds primarily on the xumber of measurements. In any sample of gust 
loads data,thè number of measirements .. of different values of acceleration 
my vary unduly, as illustrated by figure 1. These data were obtained. 
from about 700 hours of ' VGH records from one set of operations. The num-
ber of accelerations of a given value is the ordinate, plotted on a log-. 
arithmic scale, and the magnitude of acceleration increment, In g units, 
is the abscissa. A value of O.3g was taken as the reading threshold 
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because smaller values were hard to read from the cramped time scale of 
the VGH records so that the count of the smaller values of acceleration 
probably would be inaccurate .  It is evident that the frequency of occur-
rence decreases drasticaliâs we go from 0.3g to the higher values of 
loading. For example, there are.some 14,000 accelerations of 0.3g, but 
only about 200 of 0.6g. and only 5 equal to 1.0g. It is apparent there-
fore that with so few points the reliability of the data fol' the higher 
values of acceleration i much less than that for the smaller values, 
Assume it is desired to determin the loads which the airplane will expe-
rience, over a range of accierations from 0.3g up to the limit load fac-
tor increment (1,5 to 2g). If a reliability of the distribution of the 
large loadings comparable to that given by 14 .000 readings at 03g were 
desired, it would require about 70,000 hours of data from each route or 
set of operations instead of 700. 
It is not necessary,: however, to collect and analyze such large 
masses o VG-H data to obtain complete distribution of gust loads for any 
set of operations A 'ore practical method is to sLppiemert a imxerate 
amount of VG.data• with large quantities of V-G data, which are relatively 
simple to obtaiPathanalyzé.The.method of combining 'VGH and V-G data 
to yield the gust loads distribution is shown in figure 2, Acceleration 
increment in terms of g is piottea as the ordinate, and the number of 
miles •which must be flown toencountera given value of acceleration 
increment is the absCissa, plotted on a logarithmic scale.. It should be 
pointed out that each symbol does not necessarily represent a single meas-
urement but rather represents a single point on a frequency distribution 
curve such as showr rifigurel. In other words; each symbol may repre-
sent a few or a gre.t many measurements. The VGH data, shc;cin by the cir-
cles, were obtained frornabb.0 l 70000 miles of -flight, which is believed 
to be adequate to giv the desired 'eliability over the lower part of the 
curve, up to values of say 0,.8 or 0.9g. At higher g's, the number of 
measurements frohi:the VGE.data••is too small to give the desired reliabil-
ity. The V-G data, ehown by the squares, were obtaIned from about 
5,000,000 miles off1ight. The-reliability Of the V-.G data is likewise 
not too good in the region of. intermediate values of g, since while these 
values may stand out as peaks on some records, they will be obscured on 
others by the superimpsing of larger loads at the same airspeed and 
hence the count is Ukely to tie too small. The higher values of load, 
say above	 are not ikelyto be obscured in the V-G envelope, so 
that the count of these values is good. At the extreme upper end of the 
curve where the number of loads is ,sa1l:,. there may be some deviation 
from the general pattern Of t1e distribution, as illustrated by this 
point which is a singiC maximum load. While such points are true values, 
they cannot be given as uch. weight in fairing the curve as others which 
occur more frequently. - -. -	 -
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Data such as these ar of value in many respects. As has already 
been pointed out, the information they give with regard to repeated loads 
has a bearing on the fatigue problem. Even though it is not yet possible 
to make an accurate quantitative analysis of the fatigue life of an air-
plane, the data permit studies of the relative effects on fatigue of 
some desi and operating parameters. Such data can 'be used to determine 
the effect on fatigue life of one important operating variable, namely, 
speed in rough air. 
In figure 3 the same data shown previously have been transposed into 
somewhat dIfferent form. The magnitude of the acceleration increment Is 
the ordinate, and the number of times a given va l ue of acceleration incre-
ment was equaled or exceeded. is the abscissa, plotted.on a logarithmic 
scale. The upper curve represents the distribution of acceleration 
increments whIch could be expected if the airplane operateil at normal 
cruising speed (in this case 200 mph) at all times , in rough air as well 
as smooth. From well established relationahlp3 such as those described 
'in the precoEng Dapr (Part 2i, the reduction in load and load frequency 
for any given reduction in airspeed c-in 'be calculated. }e cults of such 
ca l
 culat Ions are shown in the two lowor curves. The middle curve repre-
sents the situation when the airspeed s reduced 5 percent in rough air, 
or from 200 mph to 1.90 mph. The magnitude. of all loads i.e reduced by 
. percent, 'but the number of i.oads of a given magnitude is redaced about 
30 percent .  If the. speed. is reduced by 20 percent, or from 200 mph tO 
160 mph, th magnitude of all loads is reduced 20 prcert. hut the fre-
quency is reduced 80 pocent. Two apparently identical airplanes may 
have a difference ol" several hundred percent in their respective fatigue 
lives 'one may have a fatigne life of two years and another a life of 
10 or 15 years. Assume the use of an airplane which would have a fatigue 
life of six years if it were operated at Its normal cruising speed at all 
tImes. If the aIrspeed is reduced only 5 percent in rough air, the 
fatigue life will be Increased from six years to nearly eight. A speed 
reduction of 20 percent in rough ai'r might extend the fatigue life to 
nearly 30 years. 
Besides indicating the nature of the over-all, frequency distribution 
of gust loads, VGH data disclose a number of other important facts relat-
ing to the detailed load, experience under actual operating conditions. 
Figure 4 presents, in ta,bular form, some of the Info'mat ion that can be 
obtained. The data are from some 700 hours of flight. The flight oper-
aticine have been evaluated in terms of time spent In three flight condi-
tions; climb, en route, and. descent, and each of these in turn Is sub-
divided into smooth, and rough air. Rough air was defined as any portIon 
of the flight path in which acceleration increments greater than ±0.3g 
were encountered,. The table also shows the average speed. in rough and. 
smooth air for the three flight conditions, so that the effectiveness of
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speelreduction 1i. terrns of relative fatigue life can be studied. Other 
information inoLides the maximum loads encountered, and the load 
freuoncies 
In the lower table the data are evaluated in terms of percent of 
flight rath for different altituae brackets It can be seen tnat in tais 
particular. samp1e the greater part' of the cperations was at altitudes 
1e 's than 5000 feet above terrain, which probably accounts for the rela-
tively high percent of time spent in rough air. 
Samples of gust load frequencies a'vailabie at this time are largely 
confined to low-altitude operations cud" as typified by the data 	 fig-
ure 4. ' It Is o great importance that similar samples be obtained for 
operations at higher altitudes, 'in order that 'the effect of'ltitude on 
the: gust loads experience of present and futtire high-altitude tráiispoi'ts 
may.be.appraised. Decigners have hoped that the frequency of gust loads 
might be substantially less at the higher altitudes than at the io-er 
altitudes. This seems like a fairly reasonable assumption since at the. 
hiher altitudes the airplane avoids some turbulence associated with 
conective-type cloud formations and also the thechanically-generated 
type of turbulence associated with surface winds and rough terrain, At 
preaent there is available only a small sample of VGR data taken on one 
high-attitude airplane. The trends indicated by these data should riot, 
therefore, be. taken as well established In figure 5 altitude in thou-
saiids of feet is plotted against the number of accelerations per 100 miles 
of flight from a sample of 120 hours .of VGH data. As can be soen, the 
frequency of loads decreases rather markedly 'as the altitude increases. 
The ..shoi't section of data at the right is ' from lc:c-altitude operations 
cf another . airplane over roughly the same route, and may be regarded a a 
partiai. check on. the load experience of the high-altitude airplane when 
it was operating at the lower levels. 
Little has been, said here about V-G data other than to point out 
that these data, in effect, supplement the VGH data by providing fre-
quency distributions of the larger and less frequent gust loads. Besides 
thua extending .the picture on repetëd loads, the V-G data serve to estab-
lich.. the:probability.of occurrence of the 1ai'ge single loads that my 
causefailure of the' airplane' structure'by ' simple overloading - a type 
of.fai.lure,wihich'hasnothing to do'with fatigue V-G"data also E;how the 
maximum apeds encountered. under actual operating condItions, which is a 
matter of considerable structural ithportance. 
Asitb rspe,ated' loads, 'the probability of encountering singl large 
loads.depends upon a number of operationl factors,' These include r,oute,, 
season. disjatching 'practices, forec'aetin,' and piloting p±'actices, 
especially.: speed reduction 'Iii rough ir ar 'circumnavigit ion of large
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cumulus clouds. An illustration of the type of information obtained from 
analysis of V-G records may be of inereet. The difference in gust expe-
rience for aIrplanes of the same type, flown by the same operator but over 
different routes, a trans Pacific and a Caribbean- South American route 
Is shown in figure 6. Effective gust velocity in feet per per second is 
plotted :
 as the ordinate, and the number of miles to equal or exceed a 
given value of gust velocity is the abscissa, plotted on a logaritbmic 
eca 1.e. Gust ve1octy instead of acceleration was used as a criterion of 
roughness to eliminate, any effects of differences In operating speeds and 
weights. For a gIven humber of miles flown, the Pacific route was less 
rough, by about iS percent. Analysis of data from routes in various parts 
of the United States Indicates that, all things consIdered, there may be 
a difference of 5 to 10 percent in the gust loads experienced by airplanes 
flying in different parts of the country. 
In conclusion, the determination of both repeated gust loads and 
single large loads under actual operating àondi'tions is of iniportance to 
the designer and the operator of transport airlanes. Both the V-G 
recorder and the VGH recorder are essential to such load determinations, 
as these instruments are complementary to each other. Data collection 
must be a continuing process, because operating conditions change and 
the loads experienced are affected to an important extent by these 
changes.
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FLIGHT 
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_______
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MAX.	 fl 
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NO. OF &Is 
^±O.3 9 PER 
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AIR 
CLIMB 4078 6999 36.82 167.0 165.2
______ 
+1.38
________ 
1630 0.3997 
ENROUTE 20686 72115 22.29 204.3 212.0 +1.20 8181 0.3955 
DESCENT 18463 21771 45.89 1900 2049 -1.02 8867 0.4804 
TOTAL 43227 100885 - - -
- 18678 - 
AVERAGE -
- 30.00 194.0 206.4 -
- 0.4322 
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ENROUTE 9.39 26.93 4.97 23.07 0.03 0.02 
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TOTAL 23.71 44.02. 6.27 25.94 0.03 0.03
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ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE AND ITS 'FECT ON AIRCRAFT OPERATION 
4. TEE DETECTION AND FORECASTING OF TURBULENCE 
By James K. Thompson 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
Previous papers have discussed the problem of repeated gust loads 
and have indicaied that satisfactory methods for reducing the gust-load 
experience of the airplane are desirable for both future and present 
transport operations. One method. of reducing gust-load experience of the 
airplane is through choice of a flight altitude and path that will avoid 
turbulent reg:ions. The methods considered here are the prediction and 
detection of the location and. intensity of regions of atmospheric 
turbulence. 
Although methods for predicting the location and intensity of atmos-
pheric turbulence have been studied for many jears, little success has 
been obtained because of the complicated natu''e of physical processes in 
the free atmosphere. The meterologist usually simplifies the problem by 
treating the intensity of turbulence. accordin g; to the predominate source 
of energy. Thunderstorm turbulence for example, is usually analyzed 
according to some measure of the buoyant forces within the storm. The 
methods of prediction now available are simple emprical relations based 
on observations of turbulence intensity andmeterological factors. 
Although the methods do not permit precise forecasts of both the location 
and intensity of atmospheric turbulence, they do provide some estimate 
of the intensity of turbulence that may be encountered by airplanes 
operating in the region of thunderstorm activity or at low altitudes in 
clear air. 
Low-level clear-air turbulence is seldom critical from the stand-
point of single excessive gust loads. Such turbulence is significant, 
however, to the fatigue life of the airplane and
	 passenger comfort. 
This clear-air turbulence is associated with atmospheric flow over the 
earth' s surface and is located, in a layer usually extending to an alti-
tude of about four thousand feet. Data obtained from a receit flight 
investigation in Ohio have been utilized by NACA to continue past studies 
Of the gust experience of airplanes operating in this turbulent layer. 
One of the quantities examined in the study was the product of total 
solar heating received on a .unit horizontal surface during the flight 
day,
 and average wind shear. Wind shear is defined here as the rate of 
change with a]tltude'of wind directiOn and velocity in the turbulent 
layer. The produë€ of these two variables was found to yield reliable 
estimates of the gust experience of an airplane operating at low alti-
tudes under certain conditions. 
RESTRICTED
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A measure of observed gustexperience as a function of this index 
of clear air turbulence is shown in figure 1. The ordinate is gust 
velocity and the abscissa (tur'ule .nce index) ia the product of wind shear 
and solar heating. Each of the points represent one of twenty-three 
flights made by the airplane during spring, fail, and winter seasons. 
The solid line represents the line of best fit determ±ned by a method of 
least squares and the dashed lines define the error band. About two 
thirds of the observations may be expected to fall between these error 
bands.	 . 
The. figure ,showsthat the . average . maximum effective gust velocity 
peimileof'f'light was usually .etermined within less than one foot per 
second and:that ,:theuneteoroJ.ogical . index of turbu'ence intensity is 
related .tothe 'gust exparience:of the airplane for the test conditions. 
The reiatLOn: has, been obtained empirically.and direct applicatior 'of the 
results to other regions is not warranted. The value of the index for 
other localities is for the purpose of estimating the re'ative intensity 
of:'iow . levei' clear-air-turbulence under certain conditions. 
The index' may .be. used to best advantage in connection with studies 
of. airplane behavior if. flights a.re to be made in clear air at low alti-
tu.des and' over.a given route or area. For this type of an investigation, 
the index. has .ena'bied.NACA engineers to determine if the prevailing tur-
bulenO.e is apt tobe sufficiently intense to warrant preparation for 
test'.. operations... Further investigations are required hafore meteorolog-
ical prediction's may' be utilized to enable any significant reduction in 
the: gust experiance' of the transport airplane. 
Larga: cumulus.' and thunderstorm clouds represent an important source 
of intense atmospheric turbulence. The clouds may form randomly thrbugh-
out an air mass or in lines along frontal zones. Gust velocities greater 
than those for which transport airplanes are designed are known to occur 
in those' regions. 	 . 
'The results, obtained from an investigation of a 'method for pre-
dicting maximum'effe.ctive gust velocity in thunderstorm3 are presented 
in figure "2. Tiae ordinate is the maximum effective gust velocity 
encoiintered by'a'n' airplane during a large number of flights through a 
thunderstorm. The abscissa is the predicted maximum relative hrzontal 
tempe'ratu±e:.difference between the varmes:t and coldest air of the 
thundertorm. The points rep.resent twenty-nine thunderstorms that were 
investigted The solid line is again the line of best fi' determined. 
by a".method of least squar es and the dashed lines define the error band. 
The index of 'thunderstorm turbulence is aparetly re1aed to tl'e 
maxilaum gust' intensity of the thunderstorms. The error band shows that
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the maximum effective ñst v'élocity is usul1y predicted within about 
five feet per second. Although the quality of the reltion is not as 
good as that of figure 1, the index has been determined from data that 
would be available to field personnel' for thaking the flight forecast. 
A part of the error is obviousy connected with errors in forecasting 
the temperature difference in the storm. The errors are representative 
therefore of those that would be made by a forecaster: This index of 
thunderstorm turbulence repre eñtS' one step in the development of a 
method for determining if gust velocities greater than that for which 
the airplane was designed are likely to be present in the storm. It 
does not however, attempt to predict the intensity of turbulence that 
will actually be encountered on any single flight through the 
thunderstorm. 
A reduction of the gust experience of the airplane may also be 
obtained by utilizing devices for detecting the location of regions of 
atmospheric turbulence. Of the methods investigated by different 
agencies, radar probably holds the only reasonable change of success 
in the immediate future. Radar is not a true detector of turbulence 
however, and its use depends upon the existence of ±e1ations between 
turbulence and the water content of cloudC. 
The lO-centipieter ground radar, the 3-centimeter airborne radar, 
and the 3-centimeter airborne radar with an attachment for indicating 
areas of light and of heavy rain, have been investigated for possible 
use in detecting the turbulent i'egions of thunderstorms. The investi-
gations represent the cooperative work of the Navy, Air Force,, American' 
Atrlines, and NACA. The results of these investigations may be more 
easily discussed ' if some elements of'thunderstorm structure and radar 
principles are first considered. An outline of the rain core and visible 
cloud of a large thunderstorm is shown in figure 3. The hatched area 
represents the rain core of 'the 'storm and the white area represents 
portions of the storm th hich the water content is low and. the droos 
are small. A projection of the horizontal area of the rain core onto the 
earth's surface is also shown. 
The rain core, of a. thunderstorm such as this dontains a multitude 
of tiny reflecting surfa'cs and may be considered. as an echo source. 
A portion of a radar signal, directed into the storm from some :erir 
position wil.1 be reflected as an' echo to the radar set. The direction, 
and distance from the, rada set to the reflecting surfaces are presented 
by the radar in a form that may' be 'utilized 'to locate the rain core of 
the thunderstorm. .''	 '	 :
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The 10-centimeter ground radar has been examined for use in 
detecting regions of thumder&torm turbulence by means of daia obtained 
from thunderstorm investigations conducted in Florda and Ohio. The 
data were analyzed for differenes'between the gust experience of 
airplanes operating within the indicated storm area and at distances 
of 2 to 5 miles from the indicated area of thunderstorm activity. The 
gust experience of airplaries.opera1ing wl.hin the-a- and 5-mile limits 
was assumed to be indicative of tubulence intensities in clear air 
near the thunderstorms. 	 ,. 
Some resultsof this analysis are presented in figure 4. The 
ordinate is effective gust velOcity nd th abscissa is average miles 
-flown to experience given effecti :ve gust velocities. The lower line 
represents the gust experience of airplanes operating.in clear air near 
the storm. The upper 1ine represents the gust experience of airplanes 
operating within the area giving a radar echo. 
The gust velocities Oncounteredin the indicated area of thünder-
storm activity Ore.in all cases greàtOr than those encountered during 
equivalent distances of flight outside the storm. For example, an 
effective gust velocity of about 30 feet er second"was encountered, on 
the average, once during . every l0Omiles of flight in:areus giihg a 
radar echo. A gust velocity of' bnly about 20 feet 'per second was 
obtained however, for equal distances Of flight in clear air near the 
storm. This represents a substantial difference in gust experience,. 
and indicates that the ground' radar set. is o.f value as a èuppiOmen'l; to 
pilot judgment in avo.i4'ing regions of intense thundertorm turbulence. 
The 10-centimeter ground'rader 'lacks mobility 'and. can cover only a 
limited area about the 'location'of the raar set. The'equipmert also, 
lacks the 'abi1iti ' to define the alti:tude t which the. turbuienc, ex.sts.' 
The instrument indicates, the. distan'cO 'Snd the horizontal dirOction from' 
the radar set to reflecting surfabes, wh'iöh may be at Cltitüdes of,5 to 
20 thousand"feet. Some nip1ication' of',lthese characteristics of ground, 
radar are shown in figure 3. .Ground'radai wouldindicate ar 'area ,of 
thunderstorm a'ctivity . similar "to the ground projection of' the rain core. 
An airplane flT:i.ng above this r'ound projection of ,t'he indIcated area of 
thunderstorm activity may actually be in clear air outside the storm. 
Airborn€. radni is supeioi to ground radar in that lus beam or 
signal does not intercept the'enti"estorm. Airborne, radar 	 'dicates 
only the horizontal extent 'of th 'stOrm in a layer. . about 2000' feet thick 
at the flight altitude. ' For storms such as this, airborne 'radar would 
detect the altitude differences in hoizontal area of the rain core. 
The area of the rain, core is piesented therefore in a form that is 
particularly advantageous for turbulence detection. The relations 
between areas of thunderstorm turbulence and airborne-radar indications 
of regions of thunderstorm activity have been investigated for the 
standard 3-centimeter radar and a 3-centimeter airborne radar set 
modified to indicate areas of light and heavy rain.
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Some results obtained from flights with the standard airborne 
radar are shown in figure 5. The da:ba are presented on a mileage basis 
as before. The gust experience of the airplane is showu for flights 
within the region of iouds giving a radar echo, in th cloud but not 
in the region giving an echo, and in the clear air.near th cluds. 
It may b noed that the res'uit gree 'with those for ground radar and 
showthat those areas of clouds giving a radar echo contain the more 
severe turbulence. The gust velocities are lo;er than those indicated 
in figure 4, however, inasmuch as the cloud3 investigated ith airborne 
radar were large cumulus clouds but not necessarily thuLlderstorm clouds. 
It may also be noted that the large gust velocities are sometimes 
encountered in cloudsnot giving i'adar echos. Some clouds or portions 
of clouds contain large gus-ve1ocities but have too small a water 
content to,be deected,by radar. This is 'especially true of small 
building cumulus clouds such as are represented by the greater portlons 
of this data. ,Although'the standard'radar sets enablea significant 
reduction of. gust experience, the instrunentation does 'not detect all 
regions of in'tense..turbulence. It'isalso oown that very little 
tuiulence is encountered in some parts of the areas giving a
	 ar 
echo.
If the flight must pass through a, front or, squall line, it is 
desirable to dtect;the smoothest possible flight path through the area. 
The standard.airborne a'ndground rada.rsets ae unabLe todetec:bthe 
smooth and rough port ions cf the am core	 ct icnrnei .ur i'idicating 
areas of light and heavy rain offers the 'most prommsng method for 
enab1i'ig airborne radar 'to pcform tM .s tasi:. Tho dovice akes use of 
vartaiohs in ,the strength of 'the return signal or echo as it is usually 
called. Since the strength "of 'th echo depends upon the number and size 
of water droplets in the,cloud, the attachment may be'utilizod to'bock 
or erase the' stronr signals receivtd from areas of heavy rain. 
An example of this tyne of presentation is shown in 'figure 6'. The 
photograph shows the usual radar method of presenting the indicated 
area of the rain•core. The dark eree represents the :area of'no rain 
surrounding the cloud. Th. hite portion, of he slide represent the 
area.of lmghL rein, and the ciclos dre t
	 range marks	 Th€. white dot 
in the very center represents the ioetmcñ of the airplane at the' time 
of the photoraph. The sigoi hs seen orpieteiy erased n. this 
portion of the storm where the heavy rain ,is occ'u"t.:.
	
' 
The cniarged inner portion of figure 6 is ,presertod, in figure 7, 
with tha airsiane position indication rmove4.. The circle is the 
10-mile-range mark and within it is the enirrgcd presentation of the 
areas of no rain, light rain, and heavy rain. , The interesting feature 
of this form'of preseittion is the variati i of distances between areas
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of no rain and heavy rain. L oia po:;tio of the storm, the cotour 
thdicatg the begirizling of lght rain is rery near the ctoua 
indicating the b2ginuing of heavy ran. In other portions of the 
stim the'distauce betvei these aamo contours, th contour spacing a 
it is usually called, is several time as great.	 - 
Greater sheari.ng stresses are generally associated with the regions 
of thunderstorms having a rapid rate of change from no rain to heavy 
rain .
 It would appear reasonable, therefore, to expect more intense 
turbulence in the region of narrow contour spcing than in the region 
of wide contour spacing. Available data. have therefore been analyzed 
to determine if airborne radar with the contour attachments is of any 
assistance in locating the areas of light and heavy turbulence in.regions 
of clouds-giving a radar echo.
	 " 
Some results obtained from this analysis are presented in figure 8.' 
The ordinate is the average number of gusts greater than 10 feet.per 
second encountered in each mile of flight for contours of a given 
distance. The abscissa. is the distance between contours and the points 
represent the average number of gusts per mile for various contour 
spacings. The curve through the, points indicates a rapid decrease in 
the number of gusts per mile as spacing between ontours increases. These 
d.ata would indicate that a substantial reduction of gust experience may 
be obtained by avoiding regions having a rapid rate of change of rain 
intensity.. The data would indicate that the 3-centimeter airborne rad±' 
with the contour attachment is apparently of value as a supplement to 
pilot judgment in choosing the smoothest flight path through the frpnt 
or squall line where the pilot has no opportunity to avoid the entie 
area of the rain core.
	 . 
The data shown would indicate that areas of intense preiitation' 
and. turbulence are associated and that severe tu:hu.ce arats in 
regions containing a rapid change from no rain to heavy rain. 'These same 
areas are considered by some meteorologists to bemóst favo'äblc for the' 
formation of hail. Since hail is sometimes the cause of. severe damage to 
airplanes, itis also desirable to avoid regions having a Serious.coii-
centretion of hail. The damage to one airplane as a reu1t of flight. 
through such an area amounted to about $25,000. Over on extended' 
period, the actual cost of hail damage plus the intangible costs result-
ing from having en airplane inactive might represent a sizable portion 
of the cost of installing airborne radar in the airplane. 
S 
In summary, the a'7'aiiab.e information indicates that the location 
and intensity of turbulent regions may he estimated u'pon the bcsi of' 
al	 Taee estjmcte3, especially of location, 
are rather crude and do not represent dependable methods for reducing
the gust experience of an airplane. Preliminary evaluations indicate 
that the greatest reduction of gust experience may be obtained through 
use of the 3centimeter airborne radar with the attachment for indi-
cating areas of light and heavy rain. This supplement to pilot judg-
ment, although still in the preliminary stages of development, appears 
to be of value in reducing gust experience by detecting the smoothest 
flight path through fronts and squall lines. 
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ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE MW ITS EFFECT ON AIRCRAFT OPERATION 
5. SOIE ASPECTS OF GUST ALLEVIATION 
By Harold: B. Pierce 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
The effect of what flying through rough air does to an airplane 
and. the people in it is familiar to mbst:perons. Gust alleviation Is; 
ideally expected to eliminate the 1Oàds and stresses normally imposed.. 
on the airplane by the roiighair and. to make the passengers feel as 
though they wre flying through calm air. Methods to fully accomplish 
these ideals for the modern transport airplane have not been developed. 
Although complete gust alleviation does not appear likely in the near. 
future, a partial attainment of either object appears possible and. 
would be of value. 
In order to show what effects partial alleviation can have, a cal-
culation..was made for a typical present day large transport .f lying at 
15,000 feet on a thousand mile flight vhiáh had 90 percent smooth air 
and 10 percent rough air. The results are shown in Figure 1 as the 
average number of times an acceleration increment of.. ± 1 g would be 
exceeded on this flight as a function of the lnd.ica:ted.airsPeed. The 
curves show the count f'or the airplane as Is (0 alleviation) and the 
count when the acceleration from. each gust i . alle:viated. or reduced by 
10, 20 and 11.0 percent Ib give you an idea of how big a bump a 1 g 
acceleration increment rOpresents, a minus1 Increment just starts 
to lift a passenger from his seat. Thus, the ume of accelerations 
or loads counted i.n this way. might bébf Interet to the operator as 
a measure of meals spilled or of possible physIcal damage to the pas-
senger if his seat belt were not fastened For the condition selected, 
this airplane did not experience acceleration increments greater than 
1 g until it flew through the rough air at about 225 miles an hour 
(FIgure 1). But; as the, s peed was increaaed. frpm 225 to 11.00 miles an 
hour, the number of acceleration increments greater than.l g Increased. 
rapidly to 150, showing .'how much the roughas.ofthe ride increases 
with speed.	 .•	 .. .	 . . ... 
Although the alleviation reduces the magiiIude of the accelera-
tions by the percentages shown, thati, ' ]O, and 40 percent, the 
effect on the number of accelerations oxceedin 1.. g is.much greater. 
For instance, at 350 mIles . an hour, 11.0èrcent alleviation reduces 
the count from 80 to 2 or nearly 98 percent. Another use of partial 
alleviation become8 apparentvhen consideration is given to Its ef-
fect as the speed of the airplane i incie.sed. If It is assumed 
that the roughness Of ride In the unmodified airplane at 225' miles 
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an hour should not be exceeded at higher speeds, figure 1 shows that at 
350 :es an hour about. li-0 percent alleviation of the acceleration would 
be required. It should be emphasized that these results are for an air-
plane with all its characteristics held constant, flying at different 
sneeds, through the same gust erwironment. In all probability, the in-
creases of forward speed considered here would, in the actual case, in-
volve, among other things, operation at higher altitudes with a subse-
quent reduction in the number of gusts encountered. However, if partial 
alleviation can be obtained, it can have a pronounced effect on the ap-
parent roughness encountered in bad weather. In addition it should 
reduce the loads encountered by the percentage of alleviation used and 
riot on1y provide . marin of safety for the large loads but also, by 
reducing the over-all level of the loads, it should Increase the fatigue 
life of. the airplane. 
This paper is concerned primarily with the alleviation of the loads 
and the stresses caused by flying through rough air. It is often con-• 
sidered that an alleviation of the accelerations caused by gusts is 
synonymous with the reduction of all the loads and stresses. This con-
coptis not always, true, because same methods of alleviating the accel-
eration reduce certain of the stresses but increase other stresses. 
Therefore, although the amount of alleviation of acceleration is a good 
prelin4nary measure of the, alleviation of load, 'further analysis is al-
ways required to be sure that the method used to alleviate the acceler-
.atio,n has actually reduced the stresses. 
The majority of the loads caused by flying through rough air occur 
during rpi,d motions, of the air planes that are characterized by quickly 
. .. -' . app.iied,accelerations or bumps "and small but violent pitching and roll-
ing motions Flight tests have shown that the lift changes causing 
these motions can occur in as little as a tenth of a second and at a 
frequency of from four or.five times a secorid for a,moderate speed 
transport !o 10 or 11 per second fbr high speedl jet fighter. Thus, 
agust alleviator to,reduce the load's must b able to detect the gusts 
and act very quickly to.counterà&t the lift Ôhanges. 
To simplify the dascussion the methods of alleviation considered 
here have been reduced into three broad categories. These categories 
are: alleviation by use of a detector and servo system, alleviation 
by a structura' deformation, and alleviation by reduced lifting abIlity. 
Figure 2 shows several different methods of obtaining alleviation 
using a detector-servo combination to operate a lift reducing system. 
..BecausQit Ia so..of ten propose. as a means of alleviating gust loads, 
the autopilot is considered first The autopilot attempts to maintain 
....,a constant pitch attitude' of' the airplane by measuring pitch angle 
changes or.pltching ve locity and then correcting for the attitude change 
of the airplane by moving the elevator. Normally a change in the angle
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of attack of an airplane is the same as a change in pitch attitude, but, 
in a gust, the angle of attack change is primarily a change in the direc-
tion of the relative wind and not a change in the attitude of the air-
plane. Thus, if the gust pushes the airplane up or down without chang-
ing its attitude, the utopi1ot can do nothing about reducing the load. 
In addition, with the elevator being used to correct any attitude changes, 
the ihole airplane must be rotated. to change the angle of attak of the 
wing. Since the gusts causing most of the loads are quickly applied and 
occur in rapid succession, it is unlikely that the elevator can rotate 
the airplane back and forth fast enough to keep up with the load appli-
cation When tests were made, no difference could be observed in the 
loads and motions in rough air whether a human pilot or an older type 
autopilot sensitive to pitch angle was controlling the airplane. No 
quantitative data have been obtained with the newer rate typos of auto-
piiot
A more direct method of changing the effective angle of attack of 
the ng than by rotating the whole airplane is to use a wing flap that 
can move up to counteract an up gust or down for a down gust. Since a 
wing flap weighs loss than the whole airplane, it can be rotated much 
more quickly and should be able to keep up with the rapid angle of at 
tack changes of the gusts. The remaining four illustrations of detector-
servo systems shown in Figure 2 make uce of the flap to reduce the lift 
on the wing. The first flap system shown measures the acceleration due 
to gusts and attempts to maintain the airplane at 1 g b moving the flap. 
The s,ecorid. system directly measures the angle of attack change by a vane 
ahead of the win and attempts to cancel its effect by moving the flap. 
Since flap deflection generally produces a tendency for the airplane to 
pitch violently, the ne±t system indicates the. .ddit1on of intercOnnected. 
O.levatormovement to counteract the pitching moment caused by the flap. 
This elevator interconnection, of course, would not be restricted only 
to this particular flip . system. Calculations have shown that. each of 
these three flap systems is a pro p4sing gust load alleviator. Because 
of their complexity. hówver, the .model tests have.not been made. The 
last system shown which attempts to .maintan constant aititudO within 
very fine limits bymoing a flap could be tested in. the:.MACAgust -tun-
nel t the Langley Aeronautical. Labpratory. The tests:.:were made to 
check our ability to predict gust alleviablon with systems using flaps 
The resultsf this. i.nveatigatlon are shown in.Figure 3as the 
acceleration alleviation as a function of the distance. to peak accèl-
eratioh or load: The curv represents the- calculated results and th 
circled points are test results obtained. in two different gusts,'otie-a 
sharp'.-edged gus' and o1e a gust whose horizontal distance to pek veloc-
ity was about 8 chords.' The altitude or vertical displacement operated 
flap system showed little alleviation when the load was quickly applied, 
for the airplane model did not have time to move vertically before peak 
load passed. However, as the time or distance to maximum acceleration
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became greater. themod.el had. more time to move vertically ;ith the gust 
and. the alleviation was greater. The other flap sys t;ezris mentioned. which 
detect acceleration or angle of attack should. p:ovid.e more allevIatLon 
in the shorter gusts. The agreement obtaIned. between experIment and cal-
culation indicates that the a.11eviatlon obtained. with a flap system can 
be predicted for the single gust. 
Although flaps can reduce the acceleration, vertIcal load. and bend-
ing moment on the wing, examinatIon chews that: large moments '6n1g to 
twist the wIng are developed. wher they are deflected.. FIgure i sho;s an 
example of the torque loads developed. by the deflectIon of gust allevIat-
ing flaps considered for application to a oarticular airplane. The re-
sults are shown as the aopliod. torueas a functIon of flap deflection 
in percent of the torque present with no . flap defleotion. The cIrcled. 
points on the curve show the flap deflections and. applied. torques for 
diferent amounts of acceleration alleviation. It can be ceen that 
20 percent alleviation (5 degrees of flap deflection) Increases the 
torque over 100 .
 percent. If the air plane wore already strong enough to 
WIthstand. this Increaee In torque load.., advantage could. be taken of the 
alleviation of the vertdcal load, and the bending mQmerfts. In this case, 
however, not even 5 percent alleviation could 'be obtaIned. Wi hout ad.d-
ing material to the wing and a comDlete redesign would be necessary to 
achiete any benef Its in weIght saving If 20 percent alleviation were 
desired.. 
Considering detector-servo systems as' a whole the allevIation to 
be obtained: may be predicted quIte well for a sIngle gust. The verti-
cal loads',. acceleratIon, heiiding moments, and torques are all amenable 
to calculation. Urfortnately, the behavior of aIiar;es In sequences 
of gusts e:i:tedIug beyond. about 20 or 30 chord. lenghs cannot be pro-
dicted.' :.satisfactorily at present. 'In addition. detec-tor-servo systems 
are potential oscillators and. thus maybe susceptible to possible f1nt 
ter or divergence reactions Little work has'beon done to handle these 
problems.	 '	 ' ..	 '	 .	 . 
The term, aeroolastic effects, is -used. 'to describe the structural 
deformations of' an airplane wing in'f light. In some:cases the struc-
tural, deformations are favorable and in o.ters unfavorablo. 1 Gust allovi - 
ation by structural deformation takes vonago of favoahlo az'oolastic 
effects, '- An Illustration of an aeroelastic effect from whIch gust alle-
viatio1l 13 obtained. Is a' sepbback w1ng SInce the center' of air load 
on the wing is outboard. on the wing and behInd the wing root, when the 
wing is pushed up as though an up ua were encountered, tho wing tip 
twists down and. reduces the .angle:of attack . (Figure 5). The result of 
thid downward. twIst In anup: gust Is an alleviation of the loads and 
moments on the i.ting. 'Tests weremad.e in: the gust tunnel ona model 
having a sweptback wing wIth a stiffness. representative of the wings 
of large transport airplanes. The experimental result agreed. with the
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calculated result of 20 percent gust alleviation. However, since there 
is more reduction in angle of attack at the tip than near the wing root, 
when the wing bends the center of lift on the wing shifts inboard on the 
wing and forward. In the model tests this effect caused a nose up pitch-
ing motion that reduced the alleviation from 20 percent to about 8 per-
cent.
Another system using favorable structural deformation has been 
checked experimentally in the gust tunnel. It was an especially de-
signed straight wing which twisted favorably when air loads were applied. 
Again, it was found that the reduction in acceleration was predicted 
with good accuracy. A wing of this type would be subject to aileron 
reversal effects, however, if the conventional aileron were used to pro-
vide control. 
There probably wou)d be a considerable amount of difficulty involved. 
In designing an actual wing structure to deform in a predetermined manner 
to provide gust alleviation. There is one big advantage to using struc-
tura]. deformation to alleviate the gust load, however, and that is, that 
once designed for and Incorporated, it is a property of the airplane it-
self and is not dependent on the operation of detectors and servos to 
achieve the desired alleviation. 
In contrast to the detector--servo and the structural deformation 
categories of gust-alleviation systems which move flaps or twist the 
wing to reduce the load, the third category, reduced lifting ability, 
reduces the load by a change in size or shape of the wing. Figure 6 
shows two possible ways of reducing the lifting ability of a wing. On 
the left is shown the effect of a reduction of aspect ratio, and on the 
rigit is shown the effect of sweep. The area of all the wings shown i-
the same. These curves of lift versus angle of attack are representative 
of what would be obtained in an ordinary test In a wind tunnel. The re-
duction in aspect ratio, in this case, from 6 to l.LIJ4, reducod the lift 
for a given angle of attack chang9.by 14.6 percent and sweeping the wing 
by 14.5 degrees. as In this case reduced tho lift about 30 percent. Since 
the wing was sweot by rotating the wing panels, the aspect ratio changed 
from 6 for the straight wing, to 3 for the swept wing, and a major por-
tion of the lift reduction is probably due to this change In aspect ratio. 
All of the wings shown in Figure 6 have been investigated in the gust 
tunnel and it was found that the alleviations obtained could be predicted 
satisfactorily and corresponded roughly to the reduction in lift shown 
in the figure. Of course these large values of alleviation were obtained 
under ideal test conditions where only the wing planform shape was 
changed. In actual practice, the wing area might have to be increased 
to obtain the desired high lifts necessary for reasonable landing speeds. 
An increase in area would also proportionately increase the loads In 
gusts with a consequent reduction in the amount of alleviation to be ob-
tained.
Another method. of reduring the liftIng ab1ity that ii cmet1 
considered. is a sdi ler that: :car be left extndel while flying through 
rough air. Tests In the gust. tunnel indIca'ed, howevoz, that the res - 
ponse of the spoiler to the transient angle cf attack change of a St 
as no fast enug'i ko ovde much alieviation 
The status of knole.d.ge on gust load, alleviation cari 'be sunL'a3d up 
s follois The a1Ie1 atIo1 to be oDta't"jed in a sinle gust b y we of 
alrnos any nothoc1. or device cei be •prdicted to a fair doree of acc.ur-
acy and the results Of
	
mo-del test are available as confirmation. 
A present, there is not sufficient knowled,e to. predict the response 
in a succession of gusts As far as is k iOW 1, Yere are ro quant.Lta-
five data o,vallaule from tests of gust aL,eviacioi devices on a fi,11 
scale airplane
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FLIGHT THROUGH ROUGH AIR 
By William H. Phillips
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ATMOS?HRIC TURBULE:ICE AND iTS EPCT ON AIRCRAFT OPERATION 
6 ANALYSIS OP AiS TO INCREASE THE SMO0TI'iESS 
OF PLIc-HT THP.OUc-H ROUGH AIR 
By William H Phillips 
Langley Aeronautical .Labortory 
This pa per is based. on a theoretical study of means to irove 
passenger comfort by increasing the smoothness of flight through rough 
air (ieference i)c. The paper is intended simply to give an indication 
of the types of device that would have to be incorporated in an airplane 
in order to provid.e smooth flight through rough air Many practical pro 
lems in connection with the actual design and operation of such devices 
require further study before it can be determined whether the attainment 
of. relatively smooth flight in rough air would be possible in practice0 
Records of the motions of an airplane flying in rough air indicate 
that normal accelerations are relatively large, whereas lateral acceler-
ations and changes in orientation are relatively small 0 Reductions in 
.ormal acceleration would therefore appear to be the most promising method. 
of imnroving passenger comfort 0 In this taper the tendency of airolane 
motion to cause airsickness will be used as a criterion of passenger com-
fort. 0 Some research was conducted at Wesleyan University in Connecticut 
to determine the relative importance of oscillatioils of various frecuencies 
in producing airsickness (reference 2),, In these tests a large grou p of 
men was subjected to vertical oscil1tions in a device similar to an eleva-
tor, Some of the results obtained in these tests are shown in figure 1, 
This figure shows the percentage of men who becasie sick within an interval 
of 20 minutes when they were subjected to oscillations of various fre-
quencies, These data show that oscillations with.a frequency of about 
l/ cycle per, second caused the most sickness, and that oscillations with 
the highest. frequency tested, about 1/2 cycle per second, caused relatively 
little' sickness 0 It is unfortunate that the data do not extend to still 
higher freauencies, of the order of 1, or 2 cycles per second,. inasmuch as 
many of the oscillations produced by rough air are in thio higher frequency 
range. Nevertheless, these data appear to indicate that oscillations of 
relatively low frequency, or long period, are more likely to cause air•-
sickness than oscillations of high frequency, or short :ceriod. In. the 
design of a device to imrove Dassenger comfort, therefore, it may not be 
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necessary to emphasize the reduction of res ponse to gusts of very high 
frequency. 
Two methods of acceleration alleviation will be considered from the 
standpoint of imroving . passenger comfort, One of these methods is pitch-
ing the whole airplane b.y means of the elevators to maintain a constant 
angle of attack during passago through gusts 0 The other is the operatian 
of flaps on the wing by means of an automatic control system to offset 
the lft increments caused. by gusts0 
In calculations of the response to gusts the airDlane was assumed. 
to fly through sinusoidal gusts of various wave lengths Theoreticaliy 
any actual gusts couid. be resolved into sinusoIdal comDononts of this 
'te and..the resulting accec-ration of the airplane could be comeuted. by 
adding these effects of the sinuzoidal gusts separately0 
Por comparison with later calculations that show the effect of de 
vices intended to reduce the accelerations caused by gusts the response 
of. a tyni,cal transport airp lane to gusts 5.s shown in figure 2 	 This fig-

ue shows the normal acceleration and pitching velocity of a conventional 
fransp.prt airniane flying at a speed of 200 miles per hour encountering 
vertical gusts of various wave lengths Q The amplitude of the gusts as 
taken as 5l feet, per socond a value which produces an angleof-atLak 
chenge of lO degree at. 200 miles per hour, The accelerations caused by 
gusts of any othei amn.l'itude would of courses vary in proportion to the 
amDlitade,, Tho figure Indicates that for gust frequencies greater than 
1 cycle per second the airplane experiences accelerations approaching a 
'constant magnitude equal to that which would result from tho lift iffiDosed 
on..th wing by an angle of attack equal to that resulting from the gust. 
Atlowerfrequencies the acceleration decreases as a result of vertical 
motions of the ainDlano	 he pitching velocity resulting from the gusts 
is low. 
in order to. study the possibilities of different systems of accel-
eration alleviation it is helpful to consider the control motions that 
'would. he required theoretically to produce zero acceleration of the cen-
ter of gravity during flight through gusts 0 Elimination of the vertical 
accelerations does not necessarily avoid pitching of the airplane, There--
fore pitching motions resulting with the different methods of control are 
'also o1 interest 0 The elevator motion required to produce zero accelera--
tion of tie center of gravity in flight through gusts of various fronuen-
cios and the resulting pitching volocities are shown in figure 3, The 
elevator motion required. increases almost linearly with frequency and 
reaches very large values at high freouenctes In addition it is found 
that the phase angle of elevator motion, not shown in the figure must 
anticipate the angle-of-attack variation due to the gusts by large amounts 
Such large phase leads are difficult to obtain in practice and indicate 
the reason for the inability of a human pilot to successfully counteract 
the effects of gusts 0 The pitching velocities shown in this figure also 
reach very high values,, These high values of pitching velocity result 
from the fact that with elevator control it is necessary to rotate the
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whole airplane to maintain a constant angle of attack during Dassage 
through the gusts, Those large itching velocities are undesirable be-
cause the accoan.ying pitching accelerations cause changes in vertical 
acceleratioii at points some distance from the center of gravity 0 For 
example, in this case the amplitude of vertical acceleration at a point 
two chord lengths from the center of gravity would be greater than that 
of the basic airolano with no acceleration alleviator at frequencies 
greater than two cycles per second, The use of elevator control there-
fore does not apDear very promising as a moans for roducing smooth flight, 
There is a possibility however, that the use of elevator control might 
have a beneficial effect in offsetting the low-frequency cornonents of the 
oscillation which were sho previously to be primarily res:oonsiblo for 
airsickness0 
It might be thought that operation of the flaps to offset the lift 
increment caused by gusts would overcome these objections because the flaps 
can produce lift increments without the necessity of rotating the entire 
airDlnee The flap motion required to.roduco zero acceleration of the 
center of gravity and. the resulting pitching velocity are shown in figu 
)4 ,
 For these calculations it was assumed that the landing flaps iere 
used. as the acceleration alleviating device, These results show that the 
pitching motions produced by the use of the flaps are even larger than 
those produced by the elevator, Those large pitching motions result 
mainly from the action of the domwash from the flaps on the tail, This 
downwash acts in the same direction as the gusts and therefore :oroduces 
large itching motions of the airplane, Firthormore, in certain frequency 
ranges the phase relationship of those pitching motions is such that the 
angle-of-attack change of the airplane adds to that of the gusts and as 
a result still more flap deflection is required to offset the acceleration 
increments, These results indicate that the use of conventional trailjn-
edge flaps for acceleration alleviation is not likely to prove succossfil, 
An understanding of the flao cheractoristics req uired to offset the 
accelerations caused by gusts may be obtained by considering the sequence 
of events that occurs when the airplane penetrates a gust, The airplane 
is assumed to fly into a region in which a vertical gust vlocity exists, 
When the wing penetrates the gust the flas must move up to produce lift 
in the opDosite direction, in order to avoid undesirable pitching motions 
of the airplane, however, the moment about the wing aerodynamic center 
caused by the flap deflection must be zero, Then when the tail penetrates 
to the region of the gust the downwash from the flaes should be just eqi.l 
and opposite to the gust viocity so that no additional moments ili be 
applied to thQ airplane by the tail, Such characteristics are not ob-
tainable with ordinary flap designs, The provision of oro itching mo-
ment about the wing aerodynamic center might be obtained by linking the 
elevator, or a portion of the elevator, to deflect in phase with the 
flap in order to offset the flap pitching moment, The desired downwash 
at the tail, which is opposite from tha.t normally resulting from flap 
deflection, might be obtained by linking a portion of the flap near the 
fuselage to deflect in the opposite direction from the main part of the 
flaps further outboard0
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In order to calculate the reduction of accelerations caused. by 
automatic operation of•the flaps during passage through gusts the gust-
sensiig deyice required to operate the fla .s must be considered Studios 
have boon made of the use of a vane mounteö ahcci.of the airDlano to de-
tect gust.s and of the use of an accelerometer to clotoc the air-p lane mo--
tion caused by gusts 0 The type of mechanism contomplat-cl using hc vane-
type sensing device is shown in figure 5 The mechanism shown is just 
one of many possible arrangements that might o used 0 If the airplane en-
counters a gust he vane deflects upward and operates a booster mechanism 
which causes the flaps to move upward The linkage to the control stick 
shown in this figure requires further exp lanation,, Tormally control of 
the airplane is accomplished by changing the angle of attack as a result 
of elevator deflection 0 Any device which offsets the lift increments 
duo to change in angle of attack will prevent the pilot from manouoriag 
the airplane by means of the elevator 0 This difficulty may be overcome 
by J4nking the control stick to the flops as well as to the elevator.0 
When the pilot makes a pullup with such an arrangement; .a rearward motion 
of the stick causes the flaps to move dorn producing lift in the desired. 
direction Then, as the airplane rosonds, the flaps move back to their 
neutral position as a result of the anglo-of-attack change :orod.uced by 
the vane0 
Tho reduction of accelerations caused by rough air obtainable by uso 
of sach a device is shown in figure 6 The characteristics of the basic 
airlane are shown for conarison 0 It is soon that the acceleration may 
be reduced. to about one-fifth of the values experienced by the basic air-
plane while Ditching velocities remain low0 
The stability and control characteristics of an airplane equipped 
with a device of this kind are shown by the responso to an abrupt controTh 
movemthrt 0 I.t is desired that following such a control movement the air-
plane shoald quickly reach a steady value of acceleration without over-
shooting or oscillating0 
The iesponse to control movement of an airplane equipped with the 
vane-type, acceleration alleviator is shown in figure 7 The elevator 
is asumcd. to be suddenly deflected and held in the new position 0 The 
rosulting,thot.ion of a typical transcort airplane is indicated by the 
dashed line for cothparison0 When the airplane is oquiped with the de-
vice discussed. previously, a much more raid response is obtained be .-
cause of the production of lift immediately when the flaps are deflected 
Nevertheless, the motion is very stable and shows no tendency to over-
shoot the final acceleration 0 The reduction of lag following a control 
deflection is thought to be an dvantage though actual flight tests 
would bb required. to determine pilots' opinion of this charactoHstic 
It,is aoparont . that the inc orp orat ion of a device which provides 
smoOth flight in rough air would require 'rthcr om-olicatod. additional 
mechaiisms not provided at present though tilo external appearance of 
the airlane would be little -chango 0 The osIbility that interaction 
between the flap-operating mechanism and. str.ictaral oscillations might
prod.uce flutter requires further investi'tion 0 Novertholo;s, the 
promising results obtained, in the theoretical investigation indicate 
that experimental work to verify those results would be desirable0 
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Figure 1. - Results of experiments on motion sickness. 
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Figure 2. - Response of a typical transport airplane to sinusoidal gusts 
of various frequencies.
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Figure 3. - Elevator motion required to produce zero acceleration of the 
center of gravity in flight through sinusoidal gusts of various frequen-
cies, and the resulting pitching velocity. 
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Figure 4. - Flap motion required to produce zero acceleration of the 
center of gravity in flight through sinusoidal gusts of various frequen-
cies, and the resulting pitching velocity.
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airplane shown for comparison.
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SOME ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT SAFETY - ICING, DIING AND FIRE 
7. METEOROLOGICAL FACIORS IN THE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THERMAL
ICE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT FOR HIGH-SPEED, 
HIGH-ALTITUDE TRANSPORT AIRPLANES 
By 1il1iam Le.i1s
U. S. weather Bureau 
The first successful thermal anti-icing systems were designed and. 
built without the benefit of exact knowledge concerning t he : physical 
characteristics of the meteorological conditions in which they were 
expected. to operate. The need for such knowledge was clearly recognized, 
however, and research was undertaken by the NACA to determine the prob-
able range of values of each of the pertinent meteorological variables. 
During the past few years sufficient nieasurements have been made to 
allow approximate definition of the characteristics of the most severe 
conditions likely to be encountered in certain ty pes of weather situa-
tions. At the same time, methods have been developed for the determin-
ation of heating requirements for various airplane components when the 
meteorological variables are specified. 
With these developments has come the realization that itis not 
feasible to provide sufficient heat to prevent all ice formation in all 
possible icing conditions. It is necessary, therefore, for the design-
ers to consider the probabilities that the airplane will encounter con-
ditions of varying degr'ees of severity, and assume a calculated risk in 
basing the design on something less than the most severe Icing conditions 
that might possibly occur. 
Now the probability of encountering conditions of a given severity 
is obviously dependent upon the operating conditions, including such 
factors as geographical area and preferred flight altitude. It is also 
dependent upon the extent to which flight procedures are modified. in 
order to avoid Icing conditions or minimize their severity. This latter 
factor, In turn, depends upon the effectiveness of the anti-icing system. 
It is evident therefore, that the problems of design and operation are 
closely interrelated. The question of the extent to which it is prac-
ticable and desirable to reduce the design requirements because of reli-
ance on the ability of the pilot to avoid the most severe and extensive 
icing conditions demands careful consideration. This matter is especi-
ally important for high-altitude airplanes. 
The principal difficulty in a determination of the Ice-protection 
requirements of high-altitude airplanes is due to the fact that nearly• 
all of the data on icing conditions now available are from observations 
at altitudes below about 20,000 feet. It is necessary, therefore, to 
make an estimate of conditions to be expected at higher altitudes, 
which will serve as a tentative basis for anti-icing design until actual 
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measurements, taken if possible during norma]. operations can proide 
more exact information.	 :' 
The meteorological factors which ae impotant in a consideration 
of icing conditions ae,liqu1d water content, cloud drop size, air tern-
pe:'ature anã, aIr density'. The serity of icing is obviously directly 
proportional to the liquid water côñtent when all other factors are re-
gard.ed as constant. Furthermore, for 'any particular value of L!uid 
water content, the rate at which wáer.i intercepted by a moving ob-ject, the area over which the impingement occurs, arid the distributIon 
of water collectIon over this area are aependent upon a combination of" 
factors includIng the average drop size, the distribution of drop' sIzes 
about this average,,the air seed,'the altitude, and the size and shape" 
of the ject. The '
 rate of water i,rfterception, or the rate of ice 
formation. 'per unit area normal to: the, flight: path, is equal,. to the 
predict of the liquid water content the true airspeed and. a I a. or 
calloa. the collection efficency which 13 a function of crop sze, 
airspeed," and the geometrical confIguration of the air plane component 
Since pilots customarily observe the thic'cneas of ice in nchos anct 
valies of liquid water conten are usual±y expreseo. in grams pci f'Lab1G 
mete:, it may bc noted that tne thicI-res of ice in inches, rich 
coilected'during . i3nuios of flIght i approx'imctelr éual tothe' : 
liquid water co'fttont in grams or ctbic meter times tile collection off I - 
cieflcy.	
•0• 
Unlike liquid weer content end. drop sizo, the effect of 'temperi-
ture on the severity of icing as exper1nced by an unheated a.rp1ane is 
quIte different from. its efföct on the difficulty of iCe' prevorfidn by 
means of heat In terms of thermal ice preent.or, rbe sere i y ef 
icIng increases COfl'tlflUOUC : ly as the temperature is . reduced. On an vn' 
heated surface, on the other 'hand ice which forms at veijr low tempora-
turos usunlly has a smooth and. pointed form, and has a lesunfavorable 
effect on the performance of the airplane than the rdugh and irregular 
shapes which form at only a few degrees below freezing. 
In the case of high-speed airplanes the effect of k1netc heating 
in maintainIng the temperature of the airplane above the ' free -air tern-. 
perature is quite important; Tests have, shown that in air containing 
water drops, the amount of the kinetic temterature rise is about 
90 percent of that which would be produced by bringing tha air to rest 
by a saturated-adiabatic process. This effect is illusirated in Fig. 
ure 1. In the construction of this fiure, it was assumed that the. 
freezing level was at 10,000 feet pressure altitude and the lapse rate 
of air containing liquid water drops wa moist-adiabatic. Under these 
conditions the curve indicates the relation between true airspeed and 
the temperature and pressure-altitude at 'which the loadin-dge surface' 
wouid. be
 at 320
 F, which of course, is the critical conditIon for che 
onset of Icing. It is seen that an ai'rpane flying at 500 mph wouldi:
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have to reach an altitude of 17.000 feet when the temperature is 60 F 
before icing would be experienced. 
Nearly all of the data flow available on liquid water content and. 
drop size in icing conditions have been obtained using airplanes with 
a practical service ceiling of about 20,000 feet. Hence, any estimate 
of conditions likely to be encountered at higher altftudes must neces-
sarily be based on extrapolations. Moreover, nearly all of the obser-
vations were made during winter and spring, while it Is expected that 
the most severe and frequent Icing conditions at higher altitudes may 
occur In summer. Under these circumstances, the best that can be done 
at present is to examine the data now available and. proceed with caution 
to extrapolate to hig1ier altitudes. 
Nearly all flight measurements of cloud drop size have been made 
by means of the rotating cylinder method. This method. yields what is 
called the "mean-effective diameter", which is believed to be approxi-
mately equal to the median of a volume distribution. When the mean-
effective diameter is known, the rate of water interception can be cal-
culated with reasonable accuracy. The maximum area of drop Impinge-
ment, however, is determined, by the size of the largst drops, and ,
 is 
therefore dopondent also upon the distribution of drop diameters. 
An examination of available data on mean-effective diamet.or, taken 
in various parts of the United States shows the existence of a signifi-
cant variation with geographical location. Measurements made along the 
Pacific coast show larger values of drop diameter, both average and 
extreme, than are observed in other parts of the country. This effect 
is believed. to be due to differences in the kind, and, number of conden-
sation nuclei, the hypothesis being that aI± which comes from over the 
ocean contains a small concen'ation of large condensation nuclei, 
probably composed of sea salt. If this is true, a tendency to large 
drops would be expected generally over the sea and along coasts having 
prevailing on-shore flow. 
Data from cumulus clouds in all areas and from layer clouds on the 
Pacific coast do not reveal any significant variation of mean-effective 
diameter with altitude. Observations in layer clouds in eastern U. S., 
however, definitely indicate an increase In drop size with Increasing 
altitude. These results are shown In Figure 2. On this figure are 
shown smoothed distribution curves for observations of mean-effective 
diameter in layer clouds In eastern U. S. at altitudes above and. below 
10,000 feet. The ordinates represent the percentage of observations 
lying 'within a 2-micron range. It is noted that the observations from 
above 10,000 feet show a higher average d1ineter and a greater varia-
bility, with higher frequencies in the range from lii, to 30 microns.
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The characterIstics of these distribution cur yes may be scibed 
by means of certain tatisticai parame- rs as:
	
These are the medo, 
or most frequent value, the mcdiai, a value such that half the observa-
tions are above and. half below, and the fif.tlr. and rdne.ty-f.lfth percen-
tiles which mark the lowest and highest 5 pr.cent of the observations. 
• It Is also -nDted that although the highr-altI.tude observations have a 
• eater edIari and mOde. • the 95th percentile is nearly thø,sarne, iri-
cating that there' is little change with altitude In the probability of 
.enconterIng very lge drops, 
FIgure 
3 (table) ahoa values of some sat 'stIcal parameters for 
• the distributions of observations of mean-effectIve diameter in cumulus 
clouds and. layer cioud in the Pacific, ooat region and in eastern 
United States. It Is seen from this table that medIan and. modal values 
of drop dIameter Ifl layer clouds on the Pacific coast are. n&t greatly 
â.ifferent froni the higher-altitude ohserva;1'o-is In the 'eastern 1.' S., 
but the range s much greater.
	 ie' 95th an&. 99th pereenile values are 
11 .and. 67 microns for the Pacifld coast as compared with 23 and 29 for 
higher altitude layer clouds in the east. Cumulus clouds show larger 
median and modal.
 values than layer clouds in both, areas., but in the 
.Pac'ic coast area, the laigest oxeme values are In layer clouds. 
Due to Inaccuracies 1n the multicylinder determinations of large 
values of mean-effective diameter any indicated values over 35 microns 
.ae quite uncertain. The shape of the .Istr1butIon curves, however, 
gives a reasonable basIs for infbring. that values of mean-effective 
diameter exceeding 50 mIcrons occur ii about 1' percent of Pacific coast 
clouds ,.. although the actual values cannot., be.. re,lably measured.. The 
, fact. that precipitation soetimes occurs In. marItime cl±raes without

the . appaamnco of the Ice phsc
	 further evidence of the possibilIty

..° the formation of large drops. In viotof these fac-bs,.'It is believed.

that 'values of' mean-effective dropdi.metei exceedIng 100 or even 200

microns might oocasionaliy be eflcountered. in coastal areas or oven 'the 
sea.	 .	 .	 . 
It has been observed that unusually large values of 'mean-effective 
d.iarne 4 er are assocla-'-od ith low values of 4,Iquid. water content and that 
the values of drop diemeto' assocIaed. yith high values of L.ai.id aer 
conten- do not differ greatly from the average Honce the designer of 
Ice-protection equipment must pro1de for two types of conal ior
	 high
values of liquid. water conent assocla ed. with aocge vaJues of a.rop 
diameter ana high values of mean-effective diameter associated ith low 
lIquId. water con Lent 
SInce the maximum heating requirements for ice protection are asso-
ciated. with maximum values of iiquid water content it would apnear 
reasonable to'uso' an averé.e vaiie of drop size, for example, 15 to 20 
microns for the calculation of total heating requirements. On the othbr
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hand, since values of drop diamter from about 25 to 1.1.0 microns occur 
in about 5 percent of clouds.. it would seem advisable to corsidor drop 
diameteis of 30 to 1t0 microns in determining the extent of areas to be 
heated.	 S 
In view of the facts that accurate and reliable measurements of 
extreme •
 values of drop diameter are not now available and that the- fre-
quency of encountering such condtion3 is uncertain, it would probably 
not be necessary to consider values of mean-effective diameter greater 
than about 50 microns as design criterIa until reliable ta become 
available, unless experience should. indicate that, designs based on 
smaller values are inadeque.to. 
In a study of the distribution of liquid water In clouds as a fac-
'tar in airoraft icing, It is convenient to, divide all clouds into two 
general classes, cumulus clouds and layer clouds. Cumulus clouds are 
large in vertical extent, small in horizontal area, and cover only a 
relatively small fraction of the total air mass. Layer clouds may be 
further divided into three types; first, stratus and strato-cumulus 
which generally form near the surface and rarely extend to more than 
6 or 7 thousand. feet above the ground; second, alto-curriulus, consist-
ing of layers at higher levels which may be quite extensive. These 
layers are usually Ies than 2,000 feet in vertical extent and only 
rarely 'exceed. 3,000 feet; The thicker layers 'usually show .a strong 
tendency to change to .
 Ice crystals. The third main type of layer cloud 
is alto-stratus. The's clouds are usually associated with large storm 
areaa and are often very large both in vertical and horizontal extent. 
Alto-stratus clouds do not cause apreciable Icing as they are composed 
almost entirely of ice crystals'. 
FIgure 1l.
 presents frequoncy distributions of observed values of 
liquid. water content in layer-type clouds. These data have been divided 
Into three groups on the basis of altitude: first, observation from 
below 10,000 feet pressure altitude, seccnd. observation above that level, 
and third, the highest altitude range for which enough observations were 
available to give some idea of average conditions. Looking first at the 
data for eastern U. S., it is noted that a large majority of the obser-
vations were at altitudes 'below 10,000 feet, due to the predominance of 
strata-cumulus clouds formed in the upper part of the si.rface turbulence 
layer. Actually more than half of all the observations were in the al-
titude interval between 3,000 and 6,000 feet. The alto-cumulus clouds 
in the region above 10,000 feet show a lower average liquid water con-
tent and low relative frequencies of high values. This tendency toward 
lower values continues In the small groups of 12 observations from above 
]A,000 feet.
	 '	 S 
The data from the Pacific coast and Plateau area show the effects 
of higher terrain. The zone of strata-cumulus clouds extends to above
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10,000 feet in this area and. as a result there 
the d.isbribution for altitudes above and below 
vations from the highest altitudes at which d.a 
show the same tendency towards lower values of 
was noted in the data for eastern U. S.
is not much differenc in 
10,000 feet. The oser-
ta are av'ailahie, however, 
lqu!d. water ccntent that 
In orderto make a reasonable estimate of conditions to be expected 
at higher altitudes it Is well to. consider the physical processes of 
cloud formation in search of some reliable basis for etrapolat1on from 
the available data. With the exception of alto-stratus cloud systems, 
layer clouds are generally foimed by lifting thr'ough a limited altitude 
range, rerely exceeding 3,000 feet aLoe the condeneation level. If it. 
Is assumed that the average, vertical displacement which occurs during 
the formation of . layer -typo CloudS Is independent of a1titd.é and. tem-
perature, then the liould water. content would be expected to dIminish 
with temperature in conform!ty..with the decrease in water Ypor aval-
able for condensation. . 
It is also to be expected that ayerage and. extreme values of liquid. 
water content should be influenced by the probability of the fortion. 
of ice crystals, since the t;ransforma-tion of water to ice results In. an 
immediate and. rapid reduction in the liquid. water content.. There is con-
siderable colThroversy at present concerning the mechanIsm of ice forma-
tion in clouds, 'but It is generally agreed. that the relatIve frequency. 
of occurrence of ice crystals Increases as the temperature is reduced.. 
At the temperatures which prevail at altitudes
	 2OOOO to 25,000 feet, 
layer clouds are usually composed of ice crystals. The supercooled cloud. 
layers which do occur at these levels are usua.lr of small vertical ex-. 
tent and. low licid water content. The:?e arrears to he a strong tendency. 
for thicker and, more dense layers to go over into ice crysta:Ls. 
Figure 5 shows the percentage of layer clouds contaThIn measurable. 
liquid. water in which ice crystals.were also present. Unfortunately,. : 
quantitative data are no.t available on the relatIve frequenc of layer 
clouds : coWposed .
 entirely of icr crystals ;
 but the general impression frorn 
many observations is that at low temperatures these re more prevalent 
than with mixed. or liquid clouds. These data indicate that in the tem 
perature range. near .100 F the frequency of, Ice crystal formation 'In- . - - 
creases rapidly.	 . .	 . 
These considerations would. lead us to expect that the liquid water 
content oflayer clouds would continuously diminish with lower tempera..: 
ture, this decrease being especially rapid in the neighbrho6dof +10° F 
Figure 6 presents the results of an analysis of data froiI layer cloUds 
in eastern U. S. Frequency distributions of the greatest value of liquid. 
water content observed during each encounter with icing were obtained. 
for temperature intervals of 10° F. These d.istribitions'were'fitted. to 
Gubmel's extreme-value distribution curve to obtain the most probable-
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maximum value per encounter (the mode) and. the greatest value to be ex-
pected. in 20 encounters (the 95 percentile). These quantities werethen 
plotted, as functions of temperature and. the curves extrapolated to .14.O F. 
The results are about what was to. be expected except for. the decrease in 
maximum liquid water content at temperatures close to freezing. This 
effect is believed to be due to the fact that the observations &t higher 
temperature were often so close to the ground. that there was not suffi-
dent lifting to produce high values of liquid. water content. The de-
crease in liquid water content at temperatures near 10 0
 F is shown very 
clearly. 
The extrapolated. portion of these curves covers the temperature 
interval from -10° to 40° F which is the range in which icing is most 
likely to occur at altitudes between 20,000 and. 30,000 feet. This extra-
polation i, of course, uncertain but It gives a rough idea of conditions 
to be expected. at high altitudes. The curves are terminated, at 14.0° since 
recent laboratory investigations have shown that ice crystals are almost 
certain to occur at temperatures below 14,00 F. Since the liquid water 
content in layer clouds is primarily dependent on temperature rather than 
altitude, a considerable variation with season and. latitude is to be ex-
pected.. It is estimated that in tropical regions and. in the U. S. during 
summer maximum probable values would. be
 .5 /m3 at 20,000'feet and .1 g/m3 
at 30,000 feet. In northern latitudes and. In the U. S. during winter, 
the estimated maximum values are less than .2 g/m 3
 at 20,000 t'eet and. 
zero at 30,000 feet. 
Consider now the problem of estimating the liquid water content of 
cumulus claud.s at high altitudes. Frequency distributions of liquid 
water content in cumulus clouds are shown in Figure 7. . The data for 
the Pacific coast show higher average and extreme values for the alt!-
tud.es above 10,000 feet, with a tendency for high extreme value evident 
even above 11. ,00O feet, although the average Is lower in this. case. 
These data cannot be used. as a basis for extrapolation to higher alti-
tudes, however, since clouds of this type in this area are common only 
in winter and spring and seldom extend to altitudes muchabove 15,000 feet. 
In the data from eastern U S. and the plateau area, the number of 
observations from below 10.000 feet were too small to provide a repre-
sentative sample. Data from higher altitudes from "both areas were com-
bined since both contained observations extending to considerable alti-
tudes and together they provide a sample large enough for 
analysis. These distributions., ,
 unlike those from the Pacific coast, 
show a tendency for lower extreme as well as average values- at the maxi - 
mum altitudes.	 :	 . 
The problem of estimating the maximum liquid water content at high 
altitude is more difficult for cumulus and. ctunulonimbus clouds than for 
layer clouds. Since cumulus clouds are composed of air which has been
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lifted from near the surface, the limitation on imoisture cor;ent due to. 
low cond.ensation temperature WhiCh exists in layer clouds, does not a-
ply in this case. Calculations based on adiabatic lifting, without mix-
ing or ..preopitation )
 ind±cate that extrenely hig values of l!qu±d 
wate:t ôontent. would be found at altitudes of frcm 20 to 30 thousand feet. 
In aotul. clouds, however, mixing with dry air from the environment and 
the formation of solid piecip1t.at1on both .at o reduce the liquid water 
conteit, so that in practice, tne theore.ical!y-possib1e high v?lues are 
very unlikely to be encbunered.. It has been estimated that: the maximum 
values of liuid:water content lIkely to occur under extreme circumstances 
are 5g/ 3
 at 29 F. and g/m3
 at l).iO F. Such conditions could occur 
only ii cumulus clouds fo:rmed. of extremely warm ar4 moist air originating 
near the surface and extending to 20,000.to 25,OQO feet without prOöipi-
tation. They would be highly localized and of brief duration and limited 
to certain geographical areas and seasons. 
At lower teniperatures, the reduction of liquid water content due to 
the formation of ice crystals Is a factor of iiicreasing importance, as 
shown in Figure 8 This figure gives the frequency of observation of 
ice crystals in cumulus clouds, expressed as the percentage of the total 
number of observations iith rièasureab1e lIquid water content. A high 
probability of ice formation is indicated fOr temperatures below aboit 
50 F. Visual observations of indIVIdual cumulus clouds arid a study of 
lapse ime motion pictures of gcowirig. cumulus clouds indicate that when 
the risIng columns reach an altIude where the ternperture is in the. 
noighborhood of 0° F, the transformatIon to ice crystals is usually 
evident within about 10 or 15 minutes, unless the cloud is dissipated 
in a shorter time by mixing with the eiivirorent. Under .
 conditions of 
strong convective activity, extending to. altitudes where the temperature 
i below 0 F,. the upper portion of most clou&saró composed of ice crys-
tals or ice nd water mixed, while only the most recently formed and 
activoly -growIng are composed mainly , of lIquid water. 
Additional. informatIon concerning the icing conditions to be expected 
in summer cumulus' clouds at hI&1 aititudes is contained in the report of 
the Thunderstorm Project. Icing was . reported. in only about one -half of 
the traverses at altitudea of fioth 20,000 to 26,000 feet, whIle heavy 
Icing was reported in about 5 percent. it may be inferred from this 
that in about one-half of the clouds, the liquid water had. been almost 
entirely tran1'ormed to iôe, while . .only 5 percent were relatively unaf-
fected by Ice formation. Moreover, concerning heavy icing, ,
 the report 
states "Heavy icing . was encountered very infrequently,' and on•no occasion 
during the two seasons of operation did ice accumulate toeuch an extent 
as to make impossible safe flight in the P-61-C alrpThries. In almost 
every instance, the airplanes were in the clear air between traverses 
for a period sufficiently long to allow the Ice to evaporate." The' prin-
cipal reason for the small total ice accumulation is •bh. small size of 
the Individual areas of 'heavy Icing.
	 .
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Radar data analyzed by the Thunderstorm ProJect have been used to 
estimata the total percentage of cumulonimbus lcud cover at various 
levels in conditions of airmass Thunderstorm formation. The results 
are shown in Figure 9. These curves should not be regarded as precise, 
due to several approximations and assumptions involved in the analysis, 
but they are believed to provide a reliable indication of the order of 
magnitude of cumulonimbus cloud cover and. its variation with altitude. 
The solid curves represent average and maximum radar cloud coverage, 
while the dashed curves represent visual cloud area on the bais of the 
somewhat doubtful assumption that the average ratio between radar and. 
visual area, as determined, by airplane flights at 10,000 feet, Is ap-
plicable at ll altitudes. Since hoevy icing occurred in only 5 per-
cent of high-altitude.. traverses, it may be inferred that az'eas of heavy 
icing amount to only 5 percent or less of the areas of cloud cover shown 
here. Thus. under conditions of strong convective activity, heavy icing 
conditions would co'vr less ., than 1.5 percent of the airmass at 20,000 feet 
and less than 0.5 percent at 30000 feet. 
Anotherimportant point in connection with icing conditions in cumu-
lus clouds is th effect of kinetic hoating. For example, at a true air-
Speed of 14.00 mph, kinetic heating will prevent icing at temperatures 
above 160
 F. The formation of ice crystals, on the other hand, may be 
expected to reduce greatly the frequency of occurrence of high values of 
liquid water content at temperatures below 
-5° F. This leaves the inter-' 
val from 160
 F to 
-5° F as the most probable temperature range for severe 
icing for high-speed airplanes. Under conditions favorable for the growth 
of summer cumulus clouds, the corresponding pressure-altitude range Is 
from about 20,000 to 26,000 feet. 
Although it is believed possible that values of liquid water content 
as high as 14. g/m3
 may sometimes occur in this temperature range, itis 
very highly improbable that such conditions would be encountered. during 
normal operations.	 ' . 
Figure 10 shows the values of liquid water content and drop size 
chosen for use in the calculatIon of heat requirements in the following 
paper (Part 8). These values are based on data for layer-type clouds. 
The first condition Is somewhat milder than the heaviest icing condition 
to be expected in layer clouds below 10,000 feet, but it is believed tO 
be adequate in view of the fact that the airplane will be below 10,000 feet 
for only a small part of the time. The second condition Is conservative 
in view of the fact that it, too, applies only to climb and descent. The 
third and fourth conditions apply to the high-altitude region for which 
conditions must bees-timated. They both are believed to be quite con-
servative as to liquid water content but perhaps not as to drop sIze. 
An Ice protection system designed for these conditions would in all 
probability function adequately in practically all Icing conditions likely
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to be enrountered. In layer-tpe clouds. It should. be remerbered however, 
that occasional eheounters with. cumulus clouds may occur. Though euch 
encounters would he infrequent' arid of short duration, they would rotiuce 
a very :seere over-loading of the anti-icing system, and. would probably 
result in the formation of residual' ice on wthg anti tail surfaces back - 
of the heated areas. The questions of what effect such ice fomatIons 
might have on performance, 'and how they might be rethoved. if the effect 
is serious, are problems' deserving careful consideration. SIimilr prob-
lemns may arise, in connection: with infrequentencounters.wIth clouds coin-
posed of very . large di'ops.	 S 
To summarIze, icIng conditions at high altitudes ocoii in two cloud 
types; alto cunilus layers with large horizontal extent, small vertIcal 
thickness, anti low :
 liquid wàter content;. arid cumulus and cumulorImbus 
clouds with small horizontal ara, great- vertical etent, anti highly 
variable liquid water content with a small percentage of clouds haviñ 
high maximum values of liquid water content. 
Prolonged flight in alto-culus layers-may easil7 'be akroidetL In: 
most cases by a change of altitude, since the layers are small in verti-
cal thickness. On the other hand, the young, rapld.ly .-growing cumulus 
clo-rris with high liquid wai.er content are easil r
 recognized by uhèir 
appearance, and since they cover only small areas. they probably can be 
circumnavigated In most cases, at least during daylight hours. The total 
percentage of time ln.icing conditions dii'ing high .altitude flights, cah 
thus probably be reluced o very low values by suitable meteorolOgcal 
navigation.	 . 
Just how much ce.n be accomlIshed inthis manner in 'edu.cIng both 
the maximum Intensity.', and 'total tiuratlon"of icing encounters 'must be 
determIned by flight experience in actual operating conditions. I' is 
therefore highly a.esira'ble that records of liquid water coitent be ob ' 
tamed during regular transport operations. Such records would provide 
the data necessary for'the-accurate determinationof the proba1lIty of 
encountering vaous values of liquid water content," the probable extent 
of Icing encounters and the percentage of' flight time in icing. 
To meet the need for data of thus kind, thO Lewis 'FlIght Propilsion 
Laboratory has developèdtwo types of recording lnsbruthehta for measuring 
liquid water content. These instruments are 'now being installed on'äir-
line planes for the collection of data during normaJ flight operatioth 
Figure 11 shows one bf'these Instruments, which is a'modlfication of 'the 
rotating-disk type of icing 'rate '
 meter which was originated at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. The ice which forms-on the-front e'de 
of a rotating disk is measured by a thickness gage and removed by a 
scraper as it passes around the rear side.
	 ''	 '	 -
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Figure 12 3how the other Instrument, a pressure-type Instrument 
developed at the Lewis Flight Propulsion I.boratory. This device con-
sists of a tube with a series of small holes facing the air stream. when 
ice formatIon plugs the holes, the decrease in pressure turns on a heat-
ing current 'hIch melts the ice. when the holes are clear, the increase ifl pressure turns off the heat and the cycle is repeated.. The length of 
time requfred. for the ice to form is used as a measure of the icIng rate. 
The heating cycle IS recorded on a film and. is also indicated. by a lights 
on the iris trumerh panel which gives the pIlot a useful visual indication 
of the icing rate. 
These, and erhap other instruments, when used. during regular oper-
ations, will provllo the data necessary for the desIgn of antI•-icng 
systems which will pro'ide a&3quate protectIon with the lowest possible 
penalties In terms of perlorrnance and. payload.
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8. TEERMAL ICE PROTECTION FOR HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT AIRPLAI'ES 
By Thomas F. Gelder and. Stanley V. Koutz
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SOME ASPECTS OF AIRCRAFT SAFETY - ICING, 
DITCHING AND FIRE 
8. THERMAL ICE PROTECTION FOR HIGH-SPEED 
TRANSPORT AIRPLANES 
By Thomas F. Gelder and Stanley L. Koutz 
Lew1sFlight Propulsion Laboratory 
The need for protecting aircraft against icing and the opera-
tion of current thermal methods of protection in the air-transport 
operation field are well 1iown. The advent of the high-speed, 
high-altitude, gas-turbine-powered transport presents certain new 
cOnsiderations in the attainment of protection and the operation 
of these aircraft in icing conditions. • The purposeqf this paper 
is to discuss and &valute these prcbles b' re-examining the 
methods of protection and the heating requirements, and then to 
determine the cost in terms of airplane performance and operational 
Denalties of providingicing protection. 
The effect of speed on the icing protection problem should be 
considered. The variation in airfoil heating requirement in 
Btu per hour per foot span with ilight speed is illustrated in 
figure 1. The speed at which the minimum surface temperature 
attains 320 F because of frictional or aerodynamic heating is also 
indicated. Attainment of this temperature due to speed alone would 
eliminate the need for icing protection. A flight speed of approxi-
mately 640 miles per hour is necessary in an icing cloud at 
15,000 feet and 00 F to realize this free protection. Inasmuch as 
this flight speed is above that presently being considered for 
turbine powered transports, protection probably will be required 
in cruise as well as :.n climb and descent. Below the critical 
speed, the heat required to evaporate the water increases with 
increasing flight speed. These requirements are based on evapo-
rating the water upon impingement with the airfoil in an icing 
cloud with a liquid-water content of 0.4 gram per cubic meter and 
a drop size of 20 microns. Because of the direct •increase in rate 
of water interception with speed, the heat required at 500 miles 
per hour is about four times that at a flight speed of 250 miles 
per hour; this lower speed is representative of several current 
transports. When the same icing condition and a fixed flight speed 
RESTRICTED
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are assumed, the total heat required to evaporate the water can 
also be showxi to increase with altitude. At altitude, a greater 
percentage of water will strike the airfoil because the reduced 
drag forces on the water droplets act to deflect them out of the 
path of the advancing airfoil. Fortunately, the cloud liquid-
water content generally decreases with increasing altitude, and 
the maximum heating requirement for complete evaporation of the 
intercepted water usually occurs in the medium altitude range, 
that is, about 15,000 feet 
Since present hot-gas wing-heating desigas provide protec-
tion by evaporating the intercepted water over a finite area, a 
mark-ed increase in heat required with speed and altitude is rep-
resentative of that to be expected from' applying Such a system 
to protect the high-speed turbine-powered transport. It is 
apparent that the 4.00 percent increase in heating requirement 
due to increasing the speed from 250 to 500 m,iJ.es per hour makes 
jt desirable to obtain a more economical means of protection or 
utilize a heat source that has a minimum effect on airplane oper-
ation. Current research at the NACA Lewis laboratory has indica-
ted that,a large savings in heat can,be realized by the use of a 
cyc1c de-cing system. With
	 is ,sysltem;. nstead of evaporating

the intercepted water, small amounts, of 'ice. are aJowed to form 
on the surface; heat is then applied to melt quickly the bond 
between the ice and. the r ac.e,thsrby allowing the ice to be 
removed by aerodynamic forces
	 t6r,"r1oval:.of the ice, heating

is terminated, the surface. temoeratur. drops, añd'ic'é reforms. 
When this process is re-panted in a regula±' cycle '
 small portions 
of the entire airplane can be 4e-i,ced; in succession. 
A short movie presented at the confe±eñce.j1Iustrates 
electric cyàlic dc-icing in: the icing research. tunnel Of the 
Lewis laboratory. The fil?st s'cene"showC the rcsultant ice fOrma-
tion on the leading edge of,a l'o drag'airfoil after' an icing 
period of 15 minutes with no heat. The next sequence presents 'an 
unsuccessful attempt at dc-icIng. Eollowing a 3-minute icing pdiod 
at 275 m.les per hour, 10 0, F, and 0.5 ''am per cubit meter, the heat' 
is turned on for 15 seconds. Failure to rCmove the IcC was due to 
inadequate heating which amounted .to ,8 watts per square ilich 'over 
the first 10 percent chord. In the next sequence, sucCessful ' " 
dc-icing is achieved at 'the same, conditions but with a different 
heat input. In this case, the,: heat densities vafied. from 14 'watts 
per square inch near the leading edge to 8 watts per square iich 
at the aft portion ,
 of the'hea'ted area. A continuously heate 'd sttip 
1/2 inch wide at the stagnation point', was also' eplayed with 
'a heat
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density of 8 watts per square inch. The ice Is uick].y and 
cleanly removed within 5 to 10 seconds after the heat is turned 
on.
In order to evaluate the effect of employing a hot-gas or a 
cyclic electric de-icing system on the operation of a turbine-
powered aircraft in icing conditions, a hypothetical turbojet 
transport (fig. 2) Illustrates th' magaitude of the problemà involved. 
This airplane is assumed to have a gross weight of 125,000 pounds, 
a wing span o 158 feet, and a cruising speed of 500 miles per 
hour from an altitude of 30,000 feet. The plane is powered by 
four axial-flow turbojet engines placed in two nacelles, and each 
engine has a compresscr pressure ratio cf 5 and a rated thrust of 
6000 pounds. It is assumed to climb to its cruising altitude at 
maximum thrust and the flight speed to give maximum rate of climb. 
This speed is approximately 350 miles per hour for all altitudes. 
The descent is also at 350 miles per hour. The leading edges of 
the wing and tail, the elements within the engine inlet, and the 
windshield are the critical components requiring icing protection 
considered in -this discusion. 
The icing atmosphere discussed iii the pbibu ape' through 
which this airplane is assumed to fly is summarized in figure 3. 
The variation in ambient temperature, liquid-water content and 
drop size with altitude represents a compromise between the mQst 
frequent and extreme valueâ obtained from the available icinìg 
data. Altitude up to 303000 feet has been divided into three 
parts, the 30,000-foot condition represents cruise. The meteoro-
logical values in figure 3, takeh for the purpose of illustration 
and, based on present flight data, p±ovide a reasonable basisfor 
the calculation of heating requirements and the evaluation of 
associated performance and operational cohsiderátlons. for the 
hIgh-speed, hign-altitude transport 
The total and component turbojet transport heating require-
ments in Btu per huur for three altitudes and two methods of 
tnermal piotection are presented in figure 4 Because calcula-
tions indicated the assumed icing condition from sea level to 
10,000 feet was not critcal, the heat requirements for altitudes 
below 10,000 fet are omitted.
	 .	
.	 . . .	 . . 
All the hot-gas requirements illustrated are for continuous 
heating with wing and tail requirements beng computed for a 
typical double-skin chordwise flow system designed to evaporate
	
. 
the intercepted water by 10 percent of chdrd. The engine cornonents
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and windshield requirements are based on maintaining the mini-
a surface temperatures just above freezing. 
The electrical heating requirements are based on a conser-
vative estimate of the pei'formance of a cyclic de .-icing system 
for wing and tail, and continuous electrical heating of engine 
components and. windshield. 
In all icing conditions investigation, the total airplane 
requirement using a cyclic electric system, varies from a minimum 
of about 10 percent at 15,000 feet to a maximum of' approximately 
30 percent at 25,000 feet of the hot-gas requirement. The maxi-
mum cyclic electric requirement occurs at 25000 feet and is 
about 1,000,000 Btu per hour or 300 kilowatts. A considerable 
savings also appears poss:ible for a cyôled hot-gas system and the 
economical performance indicated for a cyclical method of protec-
tion prompts further study and development. 
At present the cyclic system entails certain installation, 
maintenance, and operational problems. Pending the perfection of 
this method of protection, the requirements for continuous heating 
with hot gas will be further examined. 
The continuous hotgas. requirement varies from a maximum of 
approximately 7,000,000 Btu per hour at 15,000 feet near midpoint 
of climb to a minimum of approximately 3,000,000 Btu per hour at 
25,000 feet, The higher speed cruising condition requires 
4,000,000 Btu per hour. For both the cyclic electric and. contin-
uous hot-gas ±-Dquirements illustrated, the wing and the tail com-
prise over 80 percent of the total airplane requirements. 
A suitable source of these large amounts of heat must be 
provided. Approximately 25 combustion heaters of the size used 
in present aircraft would be required to satisfy this maximum con-
tinuous heating load and obviously this would impose an unaccepta'ble 
space and weight penalty. Beca.ie the turbojet engine generates 
large amounts of heat; it should be considered as a source of' 
energy for icing protection. Uot air or gas may be bled from the 
compressor outlet, turbine inlet, or the tail pipe of a turbojet 
engine. Power may also be extracted from the shaft of the engine 
to drive electrical generators. 
Use of the turbojet engine as an energy source, however, 
imposes performance and operational penalties. During climb, 
when the turboje.t engines are operated at maximum power, the
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extraction of energy results in a decrease in thrust and a conse-
quent decrease in rate of climb. Figure 5 illustrates the decrease 
in rate of climb resulting from the use of several turbojet-engine 
energy sotrces at an altitude of l5000feêt .nda flight speed of 
350 miles per hour. For the continuous hot-gas system, the climb 
penalties vary from about 40 percent using compressor-outlet bleed 
to approximately 4 percent using tail-pipe bleed. Lesè than 
1 .-sercent decrease in rate of climb results from use of shaft 
power to operate a cyclic electric system. Although turbine-inlet 
and tail-pipe bleed sources have a small effect on rate of climb 
as compared to the compressor--outlet bleed source, the presence 
of products of combustion and the necessity for mixing the hot gas 
with colder air will comrlicate their use in an anti-icing system 
In contrast, the compressor-outlet air is uncontaminated and avail-
able at directly usable temperatures. 
Because the vertical extent of several layers of icing 
clouds iS generally less than 6000 feet, a turbine-poweied aircraft 
during climb would be in an icing ondition only a short time. The 
large loss in rate of climb entailed in the use of compressor bleed 
suggests the possibility of making the climb through the icing.. 
cloud without protection except for the engine components and then 
upon reaching the cruising altitude the protection system would be 
turned on and the ice removed. Calculations indicate, however, 
that the increased drag due to a -minute unprotected icing - 
encounter near 15,000 feet would result in a climb penalty in the 
same order of magaitude as that caused by the use of compressor 
bleed for protection. In addition, the possible inability of a 
hot-gas system to remove the ice formation quickly enough to pre-
vent runback and refreezing may result in a drag penalty for the 
remainder of the flight. It s therefore apparent that little or 
no benefit can be derived in rate of climb by allowing the aircraft 
to ice for even a short period of time. Also, because theduration 
of icing in climb will be small, these seemingly severe perf or-
mance penalties will be experienced only brieflr. 
In the turbojet transport cruise condition, the engines are 
normally operated at less than maximum power so that heat or power 
can be extracted from the engine and constant thrust mantained by 
increasing the fuel flow. This increase in fuel flow together
	 - 
with the installed weight of the ice-protection equipment reduce 
the allowable pay load. The reduction in pay load as a function 
of the percent of flight time in which the anti-icing equipment is 
in operation on a long range high-altitude flight is shown in
	 - - 
figure 6. The reduction in pay load at 0 percent flight time is
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due to the installed weight of the equipment, and the slope of 
the curves is a measure of the fuel consumed in providing icing 
protect.on. The performance penalties for the hotgas systems 
are based on continuous heating; for the electrical system oper - 
ating from shaft power, cyclic operation is assumed. 
As stated in the previous paper, the existence of liquid 
water at an altitude of 30,000 feet is uncertain If icing con-
ditions do exist, the horizontal extent is believed to be small 
and the possibility of avoiding such clouds favorable. The anti-
icing time will therefore be but a small percentage of the total 
flight time. Therefore, the merits of a heat source for provi-
ding protection during cruise should also be evaluated on the 
basis of short icing encounters where the installed weight s the 
primary consideration. On this basis, the hot-gas system operated 
from compressor-out1et bleed, tail-pipe bleed, or turbine-inlet 
bleed appear most favorable. The turbine-inlet curve, omitted for 
the sake of clarity, falls only slightly above the tail-pipe curve. 
The pay-load penalty indicated for a cyclic electric system 
employing shaft power is based on present weights and power 
requirements and if these can be reduced in future development, 
the use of a cyclic electric system will be more attractive. 
The auxiliary power unit indicated in figure 6 consist of a 
small gas-turbine unit operating as a gas generator. Although it 
is the lightest of the several auxiliary units investigated, it.. 
is obviously too heavy to make this source attractive. If, how-
ever, such an auxiliary power plant is teeded for uses other than 
icing protect on, a portion of its weight might be otherwise 
chargeable. 
Ice protection has been discussed herein for climb and 
cruise conditions. Protection, however, may also be required 
during descent. Assuming the descent is at about the same fJJght 
speed as the cLimb, the heating requirements for each attitude 
would be approximately the same. The use of the turbojet engine 
as an energy source during descent presents more of a problem 
than previously indicated for the climb because of the decreased 
power and thus the decreased availability of heat during descent 
A cyclic electric de-icing system could provide adequate protec-
tion during descent provided that the generators are desigaed to. 
operate over a wide range of engine speeds, and the turbine-inlet 
and tail-pipe temperatures were sufficient to prQvide protection 
even with low engine power. Although use of compressor bleed. In 
descent is inadequate to protect the entire aIrcraft, because of
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the very low temperature available at the compressor outlet, 
serious icing in the engine could be prevented with this method. 
The vertical extent of possible icing clouds is small and the 
normal rate of descent large; therefore the time in icing during 
descent is even less than during climb. Furthermore, it would 
be possible at any time during descent to level out for a short 
period, increase the engine power, and de-ice the airplane. 
Although the penalty on rate of clib is large for the com-
pressor- bleed source, its vise with a hot-s protecUon system is 
desirable because of the low installed weight and the freedom 
from products of combustion. The compressor-outlet bleed per-
formance penalties just presented were based on a current turbojet 
engine with a rated compressor pressure ratio of 5.
	 gines to 
be developed for future use may operate at considerably higher 
pressure ratios. Figure 7 shows the effect of increasing the com-
pressor pressure ratio on the change in rate of limb at 
15,000 feet and 350 miles per hour. The penalty imposed on rate 
of climb lessens as the pressure ratio is increased, varying 
from about 40 percent for a pressure ratio of 5 to about 25 per-
cent for a pressure ratio of 10, a change of 40 percent. The 
penalties on rate of climb due to use of turbine-inlet bleed, 
tail-ripe bleed, and shaft power extraction are iflapprec11y 
affected by variation in presthwe raUo. Increasing the pressure 
ratio from 5 to 10 also results in a slight improvement in pay 
load during the cruise condition. It appears, therefore, that 
compresor bleed should become even more attractive as a source 
of heat for ice protection of future turbojet transports using 
higher pressure ratio engines. 
The preceding discussion has been related only to the 
turbojet-powered transport. Consideration of the icing protec-
tion problem of a turbine-propeller aircraft is also of interest. 
The primary difference in the icing protection problem between 
the turbine-propeller transport as compared to the turbojet 
involves the use of the turbine-propeller engine as an energy 
source. In a: turbine-propeller, engine the low pressie existing 
in the tail pipe is probably inadequate to force the hot gas 
through the anti-icing system and the extraction of energy from 
the remaining engine sources is more costly in terms of engine 
performance because the mass flow through the turbine-propeller 
engine will be less than that of a turbojet. 
Evaluating an icing protection system for the turbine-
propeller transport therefore warrants greater consideration of
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the low performance penalty sources such as shaft power to opera-
ate a cyclic electric system or hot gas from the turbine inlet. 
In conclusion, icing protection is requ:red for the high-
speed, high alti tude, gas turbine -powered transport. Although 
the airplane heating requirements have been markedly increased 
from present-day values by the introduction of the turbine-powered 
transport, several factors tend to alleviate this increased heat-
ing load. A sizeable reduction in these requirements is possible 
by the satisfactory development of cyclic system, using either 
electrical heating or hot gas. A suitable source for this energy 
is readily available in the turbine engine itself. The resultant 
performance or operational penalties incurred in extracting energy 
from the engine will be dependent on the source employed. The 
difficulties arising from the use of aiiy one source can be obviated 
by employing a suitable combinat:ion of sources, as for example: 
engine protection from turb ne-inlet bleed, or shaft power in con 
junction with compressor bleed for cyclic or continuous protection 
of the wing and tail surfaces. 
Although the perforDaxlce' penalties associated with providing 
icing protection from some of the available energy sources appear 
large during climb and descent of the aircraft, these penalties 
will, probably be in effect fOr only a short time; and the icing 
conditions, if any, during cruise will be 'of small extent and the 
possibility of avoi.din& them favorable.	 . 
The exact nature of the ice protection system, its operation 
and cost will be dependent upon the specfc character Lstcs of 
the airplane and engine, the flight plan, and the icing conditions 
it may encounter.
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9. AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN DITCHING 
By Lloyd J. Fisher 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
This paper presents some of the operation problems associated with 
ditching and the effect of design parameters on ditching performance. 
A ditching operation can be divided into four main parts: '(1) 
landing, (2) esca'pe from the airplane, (3) survival in the water, and 
(4) rescue.. 
The NACA has been mainly concerned with the landing operatioii. 
Consequently, the approach, landing teáhnique, dynamic behavior, and 
structural damage during ditching, which have been investigated in 
detail, are the phases discussed. 
Three types of motion are used herein to describe ditching behav-
ior. One type of motion is called a dive. In this motion the airplane 
assumes a negative attitude and partially submerges. The dece]erutions 
are generally high. . This is the, most undesirable motion encountered 
and is most prevalent in bomber-type airplanes due to failure of the 
weak.bomb .-bay doors in the fuselage bottom.' Another motion is called,' 
trimming up This term is used to describe a positive rotation about 
the transverse axis that occurs soon after landing. It ocdurs with' 
airplanes that have pronounced curvature on the aft fuselage and very' 
frequently occi.irs with transport airplanes. The third type of motion 
is called a. smooth run. In this behavior there is no apparent oscil-
lation about any e,xis and the model gradually settles into the water 
as the forward speeddecreses'. This is the ,bet dit'c'hing'bèhavior 
and transports in general approach this type of mot'ióñ ' " " - 
Figure 1 summarizes a typical ideal landing configuration It 
is realized that circumstances may be such th.it a)l the desirable 
fe-ituros shown here cannot be achieved in every ditching For example, 
if aU. engines have failed the ditching must necessarily be made with-
out powei However, if fuel is running low and it is known that a 
ditching i indvitable the landiig should be dade befOre the 'fuel is•'" 
exheusted' so that zi noimal' 'power' approach can-be used to give better. 
control and lower speed. The lowest forward and. vertical speeds 
possible are desirible as damage is intens1fed by increased speed 
As much flap deflection should be used as adequate control and rea-
sonable vErtical speed permit. 1n order to reduce gross"eight ónd' 
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landing speed all disposable gear and. cargo should be jettisoned. 
Remaining, gear and. cargo should be secured and no hatches or doors 
should rec'.ai open in the lower part of the fuselage. The landing 
gear should. be retracted as an extended gear will cause high deceieru-
tion and.diin	 GenOrliy a nose-high attitude is desirable. A'near-
level landihg attitude 'sothetimes causes an airplane to dive but in any 
case the high speed. associated with 'a level landing usually produces 
high bottom loads and consequent damage. Care should be exercised to 
prevent stalling to avoid. .lack of control and the possibility of failing 
onto the water. This might produce excessive structural damage and such 
dnmage is the causeOf'most ditching difficulties. 
In order to obtain the optimum ditching in a heavy sea, consider-
able skill is requi'ed by the pilot in making touch-down at the best 
point. The sea may be o irregular that a' great amount of judgment 
will be neeed in determining the, predominant wave form. Hcwever, 
some principles that should be followed can be illustrated on a simple 
wave system,.figures 2 to'4. It is usuily'best to land parallel to 
waves or swel unles a very strong wind is blowing in which case a 
landing into thO wind thay be best. In a landing parallel to the aves 
(fig. 2) the contact should ,idea,lly,be, mad.e near the ,crest.on the 
leeward side so that as the wave progresses th airplane will remain 
near the.crest' longer. The trough of waves (fig. 3) is less safe for 
first contact. because of the possibi]4ty of getting a wing tip in a 
crest. If the wind is strong enough so that a cross wave landing 
(fig. 4) is best, the ideal situat.in is to make contact near the crest' 
of the. wave on the dowiard slope so.that the airplane can in effect 
ease down the slope into the water. A contact on the upward slope 
Will result in high impact'ioads and if the force,is applied near the' 
tail it might cause the airplane to nose into the next wave. The 
rinci2les illustrated in 'figures 2 'to 4 admittedly are difficult to 
follow, but the Coast' Guard considers them feasible and has, written 
them into it pilot's operational manual. 
In.a heavy sea even an airplaie with ' very good ditching charac-
teristics can be thrown into violent motions and receive ex:,,nsive 
damage if touch-down is pooriy.execu, ed.' Figure 5 shows typical 
longitudinal decelerations for a .transo't model landed across wave 
and in calm water.". A maximum value of about 6g is shown for 6-.foot 
waves but this value can be exceeded in steeper waves. The maximum 
dëcej ratjori in 2k-foot waves is about 4g, practically the same as fl 
calm water. For landings in calm'water, across small waves, or par-
allel to large waves transports generally make fairly smooth runs end 
sustain less damage than other large airplanes such as bombers. The
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primary reason f or this is that transports have fewer weak doors in 
the bottom and the requirements of curgo floors and pres.suizat!on 
add to the fuselage strength. It would seem that much better ditching 
characteristics are needed i transports than in bombers because of 
the large number of untrained -transport passengers involved. 
In order to safeguard against injury even in a mild ditching, 
consideration needs to be given to the location of passengers in the 
airplane (fig. 6). No ditching stations should be just aft of a 
weak door or hatch in the fuselage bottom, as such a position is 
likely to be overwhelmed by water entering through the opening. The 
safest position is in the forward part of the fuselage, facing back-
ward with onets back. against a bulkhead. or preferably in a seat faced 
backward. A properly tightened seat belt may be sufficient restraint 
even in seats facing forward but a much greater margin of safety would 
be obtained if the seats were faced backward. Seats and safety belts 
of course need to be strong enough to withstand the decelerations that 
may be encountered. In most ditchings the longitudinal decelerations 
will be less than 6g - a value that is tolerable to the human body if 
it is properly restrained. In those transports that have two decks, 
the upper deck provides. th better ditching station. There is little 
likelihood of the floo. of this compartment being flooded quickly since 
it probably will not e. damaged tnd the wing will provide enough buoy-
ancy to keep- it above, the water fore reasonable length of time. 
When the airplane h.s come to rest it is important to get out 
piomptly to avoid en'f-ropment, as the airplane may sink quickly 
Although there hávé been. a .;numbe of ditchings, in which the airplane 
floated for.. hourg, the prediction of such extended floatation time 
would require a knowledge, not immediately evaildble, of the total 
damage to the airplane. The. onl safe 'course is to get out quickly 
and rapid escape may be complicated by panic among the passengers, 
particularly if: the e 'cape. hatch 'that. are ava.1able appear to be 
inadequate. . .ESapè 'hatches shoul'dbe in the upper part of the fuse-
lagé (fig. 7) and should be positioned for exit onto the wing or 
directly to a life raft. Such .éxits're not usually availabl,e in-
transports i sufficiën€ number' tO- -$rmit a rapid escape of a . full 
load of passengers.	 . .. . .	 '. .	 '	 ..	 ' -' 
Des-ign pa'ameters having an.'inf-1ince.on ditching character-
istics (fig. 8) include wing location, landing flaps, tail-surface-. 
location, .fuselge- shape and strength; cnd.protuberances. 1€ is . 
realied that an a.rplane i -not designed solely for ditching. How-. 	 ' - 
ever, in any dsinth choice of paramete's is. made for a riety 
of reasons and-it is intended here to show how such choice ma r effect 
ditching. - Actucilrthei-o have been airplanes having generally simjlar
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air performance but with considerable difference in ditching perform-
ance so it is sometimes possible to obtain improvements in ditching 
without loss in other respects. 
Figure 9 shows typical wing-and-fuselage combinntions. Since a 
major portion of the buoyancy available for keeping the airplane 
afloat comes from the wing, it is undesirable to have the wing placed 
high with respect to the fuselage. This location causes no detrimental 
motions but offers no buoyancy before the fuselage is submerged. Tests 
have shown, however, that under some circumstances, a wing located at 
the bottom Of the fuselage may have an adverse effect on hydrodynamic 
behavior. Flaps, nacelles, or.the wing itself, may enter the water 
at high speeds, causing high decelerations or diving. These consider-
ations lead to the conclusion that the safest position of. the wing 
is slightly above the bottom of the fuselage in a 1.0w-mid-wing. 
position. 
Landing flaps have had a noticeable ydrodynamic effect on alout 
25 percent of the models tested. In a majority of these cases they 
caused a slight nose-down motion but in no case was a flaps-up con-
dition advantageous. It is preferle to have flaps down in a ditching 
in order to obtain a low forward speed and so decrease the chances of 
fuselage damage but on low-wing airplanes the flaps should be weak 
enough to fail without producing an undesirable diving moment. A 
strength less than about 300 pounds per square foot appears satis-
factory in this respect. 
In general, the location of the tail surface has little effect on 
ditching. It has been found, however, that a low position of the hor-
izontal tail surface can prevent excessive trimming-up whore the fuse-
lage has shape that produces this motion. 
Some recent transports have unusually large amounts of sweep-up 
on the after fuselage while others have high transverse curvature or 
perhaps a combination of both (fig. 10). A high degree of fuselage 
curvature causésä suction and the airplane will trim-up in the water. 
Trimming-up isnot in itself detrimental but if it is great enough the 
airplane may leave the water and then reenter at an unfavorable -tti-
tude. Model tests have shown motions of this typo in which the model 
trimmed-up so high that it stalled and fell back into the water out 
of control. Another disadvantage of trim-up is that if the suction 
breaks suddenly the airplane may trim dOwn fast with the resulting 
impact causing damage.
	 .	 .	 ... 
Fuselages having moderately curved cross sections (fig. 10) 
appear to be as stable dynamically as those with nearly flat bottoms.
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Since flat bottoms are subject to much higher botom pressures and are 
structurally less effcient for carrying loads, it is advantageous to 
use moderately . curved sections. 
The strength of the bottom of the fuselage is probably the most 
important factor influencing ditching behavior. A majority of air-
planes would ditch well if the fuselage bottom did not sustain large 
damage. In order to determine the effect of this damage mdels.are 
tested with approximately scale-strength bottoms. Damage always 
occurs and sometimes produces undesirable motions and de'ce1eratons 
and of course the resultant water inflow is detrimental. If there 
are doors in the bottom they are usually, weaker 'than the surrounding 
fuselage and so fail more easily with greater total resultant damage. 
In general protuberances' below the bottom of the airplane, by 
virtue of their water drag tend to cause a detrimental diving 
moment. Exceptions to this occur when the protuberances are of such 
shape that they produce substantial hydrodynamic lift forward of the 
center of gravity or when the attachment is so weak that the pro-
tuberance tears off. Engiies mounted low' on a low wing or slung under 
the fuselage as on , some recent jet airplanes (fig. 11),' probably will 
"not tear off and will be detrimental. It is, best for engines to be 
well above the bottom of the fuselage if they are. rigidly built" in. 
However, when a strut is employed (fig. 11) the strut could be weak 
'enoughthat the installation would tear off without causing trouble. 
This was true of the one model of this type that has been tested 
Fuel tanks (fig. 12) installed under the wing will have an effect 
similar to that described for engines except that tanks are not as 
rigidly attached and so tear off more easily. If a choice is available 
it is best to jettison such tank.. Tip tanks probably will iot enter 
the water until a low speed is reached so will not cause undesirable 
behavior and will offer additional buoyancy if empty. 
It is possible to obtain good ditching characteristics from even 
a very poor ditching airplane or to further improve 'the ditching 
characteristics of a good one by 'the addition of a ditching aid 
(fig. 13). 
One method of preventing diving or nosing in during the high-
speed part of a ditching run is the use of a hydrofisp,	 device 
near the nose that has sufficient hydrodynamic lift to furnish the 
required positive pitching moment. Of a variety tested, a narrow 
planing surface, having a trapezoidal plan form, and set at on 
incidence of about 300 to the fuselage was generally the most effec-
tive. The hydrof iap offers an opportunity for keeping the nose out of
the water and reducing the loads on that part of the fuselage by 
concentrating on a small strong area the high water pressures present 
atlaiiding speeds. Sometimes it may be possible to use a hatch or a 
speed brake to srve'the additional function of a hydroflap with less 
additional Meight thanwould otherwise be required. One ty-pe Navy 
•airpian'ha's employed a modified hatch asa hydroflap. 
Another possibility for a ditching aid is a planing surface that 
can b extended, on struts so that in landing the airplane rides on 
the p1ning surface 'with the main body of the airplane not subjected 
•	 to high water loads 'at planing speeds. Almost any degree of effective-
ness is possible with this device, depending on its size; and the 
hzrdous motions and. strucurai damage associated with ditching can 
be eliminated., For airplanes with solid bottoms such as tr8nsports a 
single 'laning surface retractable into the bottom would be suitable 
or twin surfaces xctractable into the sides of'the fuselage or into 
the wings could be used. The twin-surface arrangement would be most 
desirable if doors were required in the fuselage bottom. 
I conclusion, it may be stated that the dynamic behavior and 
structural dafriage during ditching can greatly influence survival. The 
hazards involved can be reduced by proper selection of operational 
parameters during 'the rpprôach and landing. They can be further 
reduced in the design stage's of the airplane by proper consideration 
o'f'satures affecting behoior; ditching stations, and means of escape. 
In general, safe ditchings could be accomplished if the fuselage' 
bottbm could be strong enough to withstand the water loads. An alter-
Ente nd perbajismore feasible solution would be the use of ditching 
aids to keep' the loads off the fuselage and control the motions 
•	 , during the high-peed part of the landing run.
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SOME ASPECTS OF TEE TRANSPORT AIRPLANE FIRE PROBLEM 
10. By I. Irving Pinkel 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
Recent studies on the ability of humans to withstand high accelera-
tions for short periods of time without injury have indicated that sig-
nificant gains in airplane crash survival can be realized if fire fol-
lowing crash can be prevented. Acting on the recommendation of the NACA 
Operating Problems Committee and the Aircraft Fire Prevention Subcom-
mittee, the Lewis laboratory of the NACA has engaged in a study of fires 
following take-off and land.in crashes of survivable intensity. One 
phase of this work is the evaluation of the effectiveness of various 
ways the incidence and severity of. the .
 crash fire might be reduced. 
This discussion of the crash-fire problem is by way of a progress 
report that will consider the knowledge of the mechanisms of crash 
fires gained from work already completed and the approach to the reduc-.. 
tion of the crash-fire hazard indicated by the information..obtained. 
Preliminary to active experimentation, a study was made of the 
available information on past aircraft crash fires, reported in ref-
erence 1,. which gives support to the following points regarding airplane 
crash fires.	 ..	 .. . 
1. Serious fires are associated with the large fuel spillage that 
results from a damaged fuel system. . 
2. Most of the suspected ignition sources are located at the 
nacelle.	 .	 . 
.3. Gases contained within the engine induction and exhaust system 
can serve as ignition sources.
	 .	 . 
4. The fuel is generally the first combustible to burn. 
Because of the transitory. nature of the conditions preceding a 
fire and destruction in the fire .of the evidence on which to base an 
analysis of the physical circumstances associated with the fuel spillage 
and its ignition, a well-defined understanding of the crash-fire problem. 
and an intelligent approach to its solution cannot arise from a study of 
crash accident records alone. Accordingly, a portion of the NACA pro-
gram involves the study of actual crash f.ires conducted with twin-
engine airplanes suitable for holding a complex, massive system of 
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instruments throuha cash under simulated take-off conditions. The 
instruments provide: 
1. A record of temperatures at selected stations within the 
nacelle, wings, and fuselage. 
2. Detection of combustible vapors throughout the airplane. 
3. Time 'and location of fuel line rupture. 
4,. Time and location of electrical short circuits. 
5 Gas samples of cabin atmosphere 
6. The acceleration of the airplane in the crash 
A crash site (fig. 1) ws developed to permit an airplar to acceleate 
from rest under its own power constrained by a guide rail to arrive at 
the crash barrier with take-off (or landieg) speed. Details.of,te 
barrier are shown in figure 1 which shocs the airplane runayand'g.ide 
rail in the foreground. At the barrier, the rotating propellers strike 
the grbuiid. contained within the raised abutments, the.. landiiig gear is 
ripped free of the airplane by the same abutments, and th wing tanks 
are severed outboard ofthe 'nacelles'by poles. After crash the air-. 
plane 1ides along the ground beyond the barrier. This arracgment 
provides a severe crash from the tandpoint of fuel. spillage an igni. 
tion source exposure. 
''In the conduct of these studies, it was appreciated that a con-
sidera1e background of information exists on the ignition and burning 
of hydrocarbon fuels. It was our purpose to obtain an understanding 
of the factors introduced by the dynamics of the crash that control 
the ignition process and timing, and the subsequent rate of fire spread, 
and to establish on a firm factuJ. L'asis those commonly considered 
ideas 'on crash fires which actually apply. The work coipleted thus far 
has provided information on the various ways fuel is released in a ' 
crash, a positive identification of several important types cf ignitiol3 
sources, detail 'on the rate of spread of fire through fuel dipersed 
within and around the airplane, length of the 	 "	 per L.- .i t.'.iot 
may elapse before fire occurs with different types of fuel spillage, 
the airplane decelerations associated with typical damage to the 
airplane structure, and the rate of development of lethal conditions 
withinthë cabin."	 '	 '	
' ' 
In these"studies, it has been learned that fuel can he.spi.l,ld 
fiom an airplane as an ignitable mixtnre of fuel vapor and air by
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ruptuie Ôf tIè engine induction system, as liquid from broken fuel 
Unes and tanks, and as .mist..-if the spillage occurs from an airplane 
in motion. In the last case, the aerodynamic forces on the fuel rip 
it to mist to form a highly flammable fuel aerosol that moves with the 
air around the airplane. A picture of such a fuel mist taken during 
an actual crash is shown in figure 2. The fuel beneath the wing 
appears as a dense cloud that increases in volume and decreases in 
density by admixture of additional air do'nstream of the wing. 
Because of the significant role of thi. type of fuel spillage in 
the , crash fires, it will be discussed in detai, . rirst, an illustra-
tion (fig. 3) is given of the rapid developt of- the fire through 
the fuel mist.: This demonstrates the fire prr'gated by atomization 
to mist of the fuel lost from an airplane 	 ing fuel tanks have 
been exposed while the airplane was, in 'moti :'., In the crash that 
produced this fire the pole larriers 'we're a.'rare. to smash the landing 
lights on the wing and tear open the tanhs ehiLii tn(ym. The ignition 
that occurred at the damaged landing light, a sno'n in figure 4, is 
evidence that a damaged electrical system can ere as an ignition 
source. The fire cleorly o:iginaes at i'ra locjt: i.on of . the landing 
light before the airpisne is displaced its own 1engti 'from the pole 
barrier and. the landing gear settled to earth.	 . 
Because of the close proximity of the ignition source to the 
spilled fuel, ignition was immediate. When an appreciable panvise. 
separation exists between the fuel source and the ignitor, a time 
delay is introduced in the ignition as illustrated in figure 5 , . This 
figure shows ignition by exhaust gases issuing from the engine stack at 
a point having a six-foot spanwise. sepatio from the fueltnk 
rupture approximately two seconds after fuel spillage, at a reduced 
airplane speed. Detailed studies of the ignition of fuels and lubri-
cant,s on the exhaust-disposal system used in this airplane showed that 
the portion of the exhaust stack exposed to , the air stream is not hot 
enough to ignite gasoline, but that the exhaust gases will do so 
readily. The two-second time delay between fuel spillage and igni-
tion is of little consequence in the ..seveiity of the ensuing fire 
but is of cardinal importance in the engineering of crash safety 
systems.	 .	 ,	 .	 '	 . ..	 . 
When the ignitor is located to one side nd,forward of the,point 
of fuel spillage, an even greater delay occurs betweenthe time of 
fuel-tank rupture and f,uel ignition.	 s an example, of this arrge-
ment, fuel ignition from an oil fire burning., in the nacelle well 
forward of the wing leading edge is present.ed,in figure '6. The, oil 
fire is visible through windows located on the nacelle cowling. In
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this crash, the instrumentation indicated th? oil fire to have started 
with.n 2 seconds of the crash. This . picture: was taken	 seconds after 
the crash, at the moment of fuel ignition. Observe that the fuel mist 
lies well foiward of the wing lading : edge,when the'airplane com to 
rest, which is the case in.this figure. 
Obviousiy, if the re1eased fuel streaked rearward along with the 
air streaming by the harrow tank rupture, a physical separation between 
the fuel and ignition sources at the nacelle would be maintained and 
ignition could not cccur. The tendency for the fuel to disperse span-
wise (perpendicular to the air stream) is responsible for the contact 
between fuel and ignitor. A detailed study of this sidewise fuel 
spread conducted with taxiing, airplanes and simulated fiei spillage 
shows the following mechanism of fuel dispersion. When' fuel is lost 
from a decelerating airplane, the momentim.of the fuel in the tank 
provides a forward surge and propels the fuel as a solid stream out 
of the tank rupture. Impact with the air, spreads the stream to give 
a spanwi .se velocity component to the fuel particles somewhat as would 
occur if 'the solid stream of fuel were to splash against, a wall noma1 
to the original fuel direction. The forward velocity'of the fuel is 
reduced with the acquisition of the spanwise kinetic energy and the 
advancing airplane intercepts the spreading fuel mist. If the air-
plane moves slowly, tho fuel has an appreciable time tO 'spread before 
such interception and can extend to the nacelle. 'Likewise, high 
airplane declerations will produce high-velocity fuel jt's 'that 
extend well ahead of the airplane and acquire high spanwise velocities. 
The combination of reduced airplane speed and high deelerätion rep-'• 
resents 'critical 'ondition.s of airplane motion from the standpoint' 
of ignition by a source located at the nacelle. This effect correlates,,. 
the facts that ignition 'by the broken lending light adjacent to the'' 
tank rupture occurred immediately but ignition at the nacelle did not 
occur until the' airplane had slowed appreciably. from its 'high speed at 
crash. Wetting patterns pr3duced on an airplane by the mist ii :the 
taxiing tests show these effects clearly (fig. 7). "Tj-picai fuel' wetting'T 
patterns on the underside cf the wing and nacelle are shown in this ' 
figure. Fuel'spillage occurred from a tank. rupture at thispotnt. 'The. 
wetting patterns obtained on the left correspond to fuel spillage from 	 -' 
an airplane decelerating at 2.5 times the acceleration of gravity. , - 
The darker cross hatched surface corresponds to' fuel spillage t 
approximatel r 56 miles per hour. In this case the wettingpattern ' 
does not extend to the-exhaust stackrbut at the reduced speed 'of 
apprOximately 25 miles per hour the wetting pattern'doés 'nclosO the 
exhaust stack. At an airplane deceleration rate of 6.4 gravity', the , , " 
airplane wetted area extends well past the exhaust stack at: an' airplane 
speed of approximately 60 'miles per hour in 'contrast to the condition at
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2.5 times the acceleration of gravity. The most extensive fuel wetting 
observed occurred at the reduced air plane speed of 35 miles per hour 
and the deceleration rate of 6.4 gravity. 
Because the fuel is airborne in these mists, a cross wind from 
the wing tip to nacelle will displace the mist pattern toward the 
nacelle and increase the probability of fire. This applies to the cse 
shown in figure 7, with the relative wind as indicated. If the 'wind 
were directly from the front, the wetting pattern would be symmetrical 
about the tank rupture. In this case, only a very extensive wetting 
pattern would reach to the nacelle. 
Fuel spillage in the form of premixed fuel vapor and air can take 
place only from a torn engine induction system. The close proximity 
of ignition sources within the nacelle will cause ignition immediately 
after such spillage. Because of the small quantity of fuel in the 
induction system at any one time, however, no serious fire will result 
unless other fuel is ignited in the flash fire of the induction-system 
fuel. In one impact crash test the airplane was fitted with steel-
bladed propellers. Impact of the steel propeller blades with the 
ground twisted the engine mounts and ripped the cTburetor free from 
the engine induction system releasing the fuel vapor-air mixture into. 
the nacelle. The fuel vapors were ignited by the hot exhaust cbllector 
rings. The explosive flash of the r'esulting fire ignited the fuel being 
lost from the tanks at the wins leading edge. 
Fuel lost from a crashed airplane at rest is principally in liquid 
orm as pools and rivulets. If a rivulet flows to an ignition source, 
or the fuel vapors are directed by moving air to an ignitor, the 
resulting fire propagates back tO the primary pool' of fuel. If fuel is 
still pouring from the damaged fuel system, the fire burns at the 
opening from 'which the fuel issues and tends to enlarge the initial 
opening. Crashes involving the spillage of fuel wholly as liquid have 
not 'been studied yet in suffIcient detail for further discussion at 
this time. 
The rate of fire spread through and around the airplane is com-
plicated by many factors, chief 'among them being the ground and air-
plane area wetted by the spilled fuel, the wind direction, the local 
air ventilation in enclosed airplane cavities, and the vapor pressure 
of the fuel. Laboratory tudes show the rate at which fire spreads 
over pools of quiescent fuel can be either several hundred feet per 
minute or just several feet per minute depending on whether or not 
the vapor pressure of the fuel is sufficient to maintain a combustible 
mixture in the air immediately above the pool of fuel. Those 'igurés'' 
are important in a crash only if the pooi of fuel covers a significant
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area around the airplane; If. the fire.begins beforeappeciable fuel 
has been exposed, the flame propagates to the opening from which the 
fuel is issuing, and ignites the fuel as it leaves.. In this Oase, 
f ire development is controlled by the rate of fuel effiu, with fuel 
vapor pressur? playing only a secondary role. . The:rate of burning 
within an enclosed space such as 'a .wiig ccntainin'fueL is often 
controlled by the.ratë at which air circulation brings oxygen : to he 
fire; fuel volatility is. then of se:con'dar.'importance. Fire spread 
along the exterior of the.airpiane" 'f011OWS the'attern of. the ground 
fuel spillage and the zones. of.the airplane wetted by the uei. Within 
a minute after ignition, the wetted skin of the airplane can be burned. 
away. Magnesium engine parts will ignite in airplane fires and continue 
to ,burn after the surrounding fuel or oil fire is extingnished. The 
aluminum airplane parts will burn only when heated. by an external source. 
Radiation will ignite paint on 'exposed surfaces at locations 20 feet 
from the perimeter of an intense fuel' fire. 	 .:	 . 
The. discuss iOn will proceed. from a consideration of the separate 
events involved in a crash fire to' a complete .study of a'fuli-sa1e 
crash. A fully insti'umented airplane carrying a . take .-off load of' 
1000 gallons of fuel and moving at" a ground speed' of approximately 
80 miles per hour is involved in a crash that is quite severe 'from the 
standpoint of fuel spillage and exposure . of ignition sources. A' 
schematic view of the'engine' nacelle of this airplane (fig . 8(a)) shaws 
the oil cooler located at the bottom of the ncei1e immediately behind 
the exhaust collector ring. Following the usual airplane damage "t 
the barrier the airborne plane hits th? ground arid slides. 'Iihpct of 
the nacelle with the' ground break the oil cooler. lines id'the'.exhcust 
collector ring is wetted by' the released oil (fig. 8(b)) 	 Other oil 
spillage -takes place -from a broken nose 'gear housing . ' Ab.ut two secOnds 
after impact, the instrumentation indicates' oil fire on the,exst 
collector ring. Condensed oil vapors now issue from the nace'.ie. At 
the reduced airplane speed, the fuel mist extends' forward of' the leading 
edge of the wing. In four seconds'(fig 8(c)) the oil fire in the" 
nacelle has grown to engulf the exhaust collector ring and provide: an 
excellent torch for ignition of the fuel. When the fuel mist reaches 
forward to the oil fire in the nacelle as the airplane slow to rest, 
general inflammation of the fuel rnist occurs with a high'rat'e of 
spread (fig. 8(d)). Ten seconds after ignition, 'the .f ire' has involved 
the wing and nacelle to the extent' shown in figure 8(e). Fire withih' 
the wing is limited by the air flow'through.the wing rupture and 
covers a somewhat smaller area. After two minutes,. the fire has the 
distribution shown in figure 8(f). "The" sma1iei solid arOo represents 
the fire after 10 seconds, and corresponds approximotely . to . the ...... 
original fuel spillage pattern
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After two and one-half minutes, the airplane cabin was completely 
gutted. Air temperatures within the càbinreached 3000 F, conside'éd 
the tnäximum survivable temperature, withIn 100 seconds of the crash,. 
and analysis of the cabin atmosphere'indIcted a lethal concentration• 
of carbon monoxide two minutes after crash,	 - 
A graph of the horizontal deceleretions the airplane exerienced 
in the crash and its slide to rest is shown in figure 9. The variation 
of airplane speed with displacement from the barrier is also shown. At 
the time the propeller hit the earth barrier, the whole airplane was 
subjected to an average deceleration of 3.5 g, but for tod short a 
period of time to change the airplane speed appreciably. Severing 
the landing gear from the airplane caused a somewhat smaller deceler-
ation of 3.2 g for a longer period. The highest deceleration of 4.0 g 
was associated with damage to the wing le'.ding edge, nain spar, and. 
fuel tank by the pole barrier. The slide to rest occurs with approxi-
mately uniform deceleration of 1 g. From the standpoint of the 
accelerations imposed on the airplane,. this type of crash would be 
survivable in the absence of the fire that followed it. 
On the basis of experience to date, it appears that crash-fire 
safety systems for current airplane types using present fuels must 
aim at inhibiting the ignition process. Once the fire develops, 
extinguishment is highly improbable with the quantity of extinguishing 
agent likely to be carried .n the airplane. The viewpoint hasbeen. 
taken that the ignition p-ocess is essentially a race between the 
declining potency of the several classes of ignition sources with time 
and the conduction of fuel in sufficient concentration to a source of 
ignition. Declining potency of an ignition source is illustrated in 
figure 10, which shows the rate of cooling of an exhaust co1IeQtoI 
ring from a teiperature of 12000 F, correponding to take-off power 
employed. a the :eomext f a crush. It requires 5
	 ord-s for the.
exhaust system to cool to 900° F, the 1owest temperature at whih. 
gasoline will ignite and 200 seconds for the collector ring to cool 
to 6000 F, the lowest temperature at which lubricating oil will 
ignite. A somewhat similar curve could be drawn for the temperature 
of a short-circuited wire drawing current from discharging storage 
batteries. From the crash studies it ha g been learned that the fuel, 
or oil rechs the collector ring long before ithas time to cooj. 
to	 safe temperatue	 .	 .	 -.	 .. 
With considerations such" a 1 this in mind, an indication of tbe 
possible ãpproachós to reduing the crash fire hazard of current 
airplane types with present-day fuels will be made Fuel ignition 
requires the coexistence in one environment of fuel, oxygen, and 
an ignition source. The preventionot fire involves the elimination of
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one.ofthese.three factors .a every zone. Fuel lines and tnks 
capable of : 1ith?t,andjflgt . crash would .previde complete fire potec-
tion by elimnating avdilable fuel Such fuel systems are not, hoeqer1 
currently available. Likewise, expeFience to date shbw that en. 
unacceptable weight of extinguishing agent would be i'eqüired toinert 
the atmospheres around all ignition sources over theperiod that igni-
tionis likely. Therefore, prsent efforts are directed toward 
reducing the number of ignition sources and inerting the ntthoshere 
around those that cannct bée1lthited. The effectiveness of this 
approach can be appraised by testing an installation irilar to.that 
show'i schematicaiiy in figure 11 
This installation includes the following elementsaCtivtedat . the 
moment of crash.	 I	 .	 .. 
a. A fuel .ut-off aive aft o the carburdtor to stop :fuelflQçq 
and bring the engine to rest.
	
.	 . 
b. A two-pound charge •of methyl bromide ol' Other suitable ;f ire 
extinguishing agent discharged into the inductidnsystem•of.the engine 
to inert the fuel-air mixture entrapped in the induction system when 
the fuel valve is closed, The extinguishing agent would also sweep 
through the engine to inert gases in the exhaust-disposal system as 
well,. This would prevent backfires andthetorching Of flames from 
the exhaust stack.	 .	 .	 ,.;	 . 
c. An electrical system cut-off switch to prevent the development 
of arcs and short-circuited wires. 	
.	 .	 ... .	 . 
d. A simple spray system arrangederound theexhaust-disposal 
system employing water or other suitableliquidtowet •and cool the 
exhaust-disposal system. The heat capacity of the xhaust system is 
not large. Preliminary experiments indicate the possibility of 
cooling the exhaust system to safe teinpei'aturOs with less than 4 gallons 
of water. The steam generated on the hot exhaust system would inert 
the immedIate neighborhood and ignition would hot occur while the 
exhaust-system temperature is being réducéd.	 . 
Application of this system or any of its compbnthits to an actual 
airplane crash safety system would require a manual override for the 
pilot on the fuel valve and on the electrical-system switch, Ailsuch 
systems should provide that in normal airplane operation, the crash-
sensitive element that actuates this system would be inoperative to 
prevent i	 ertnt functioning of the system. When the pilot believes 
a crash is immineit, the system can be alerted for the bief dangerous 
period with no loss in pilot control
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The question of the benefits to be derived frcm the use of f'iels 
of low volatility, the so-called safety fuels, is not answered cofl-
pletely by the studies conducted so far. On the basis of laboratory 
experience to date, however, in whIch fuels having a wide range of 
volatility atomIzed to mist in jet-engine combustors have burned 
satisfactorily, it appears that In those crashes In which dense fuel 
mists are Ignited by contact with a potent ignitor, little advantage 
would be gained by use of a fuel of low volatility. Experience with 
coal and other dust fires is consistent with this point of view. The 
formation of such dense fuel mists, whlle characteristic of the 
several crashes conducted, may prove to be a less significant factor 
in other types of crashes of survivable intensity. 
The evaluation of the effect of airplane configuration and fuel-
system design on fire after crash is also necessary. In thIs field, 
assistance is available from the work of the CAA and other agencies 
that are approaching the crash-fire problem with the point of view 
that If the fuel system can be made to remain intact during crash and 
prevent the spillage of fuel, no serious fire will occur. Future work 
on the significance of airplane configuration In the crash-fire problem 
should be directed with special emphasis toward configurations including 
turbopropeller and turbojet engines. 
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Figure 1. - Scene showing crash barrier. 
Figure 2. - Crash showing fuel mist below wing.
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Figure 3. - Crash showing wall of fire at end of airplane skid. 
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Figure 4. - Crash showing ignition at damaged landing light.
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Figure 5. - Crash showing ignition of fuel at exhaust. 
Figure 6. - Crash showing fire in nacelle.
Figure 7. - Wetting patterns produced by mists. 
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Figure 8(a). - Schematic view of engine nacelle.
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Figure 8(b). - Oil spraying in nacelle. 
Figure 8(c). - Airplane sliding along ground with oil vapors pouring 
from nacelle.
Figure 8(d). - Ignition of fuel in oil fire. 
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Figure 8(e). - Schematic view of area of airplane involved in fire after 
10 seconds.
Dark area corresponds to 
fire zone after 10 seconds
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Figure 8(f). - Schematic view of area of airplane involved in fire after 
2 minutes.
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Figure 9. - Airplane velocities and decelerations.
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Figure 10. - Cooling curve for exhaust collector ring. 
Figure 11. - Fire suppression installation.
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AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT. AIRPLANES. 
11. REVIEW OF AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS PERTAINING

TO HIGH-SPEED PERFORJIANC,E 
By Ralph P. Bielat 
Langley. Aeronautical Laboratory 
This paper reviews some of the aerodynamic factors that 
into the design and operation of high-speed transports where 
"highspeed" refers to the higher subsonic speeds: perhaps 
miles per hour.	 . .	 .
•will enter 
the term 
500 or 600. 
Reference is made to a recent paper by Mr. Kartveli, of Republic 
AvIation Corporation, entitled "Propulsion Analysis for Long-Range.-
Transport Airplanes," (reference 1). In this paper Mr. Kartveli has 
taken the Republic Rainbow and broadly redesigned it, first, as a 
faster turbo-propeller version, and then as a still faster swept-wing 
turbo-jet version, and compared the performance of these three versions. 
The present paper reviws the aerodynamic considerations such as wing 
aerodynamic characteristics, nacelle characteristics, compressibility. 
effects, aeroelasticity, etc. that would enter into.the se1ec.tion.of 
configurations in the 500-to-600 mph class. 	 . 
Some data obtained from reference 2&repres.ented for a present-
day, four-engine transport airplane..shown. in the lower left corner of. 
figure 1. The wing Is 1 percent thick t the root and tapers to : 12-
percent thickness at the, tip. The tail section:Is .13 percent thick at'.. 
the root and 10 percent thick at the tip. The. fuselage has a fineness 
ratio a little greater than.75. The'airplano has the typical blunt-P 
type nacelles. The design of these basic aerodynamic components of 
the transport are satisfactory and efficient for the speeds at which 
transports operate today, thatis,. in the range of 300 to 350 
per hour. 
Plotted in figure 2 is the variation, of the drag coefficient and, 
lift_rto_drag ratio with Mach number for leveiflight at altitudes of 
20,000 feet arid ' 3,000 feet for the four-engine transport for a wing. 
loading of 65 pounds per square foot. If this transport is flown at 
either of these altitudes, it cri beseeri that the drag decreases.,up. 
to a Mach number of approximately .65, after which it rises markedly... 
This Is the tpica1 s.ariation of drag coeffi.cient,for. a g .ven aLtitude, 
as the airplane flies through its speed range.. . The reduction o drag 
coefficient with Mach number up to 0.65 is caused by the large reduc-
tion of the induced drag as a result of the decreasing lift coefficient 
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with speed for level flight. The portion of the curves showing the 
tremendous drag rise abve	 Mach -humber of- 0,65-is -due to -the adverse 
effects of eompresibility on the wing 
The range for a given payload cr the pay-load for a given rang'e 
depends upon the lift-to-drag ratio, 	 ormliy the transport cruises 
at a Mach nunber of 0,43 at approximately 23;000 feet aititude !or 
this condItion, the transport is flying at approximately its maximum 
lift-to-drag ratio, If the airplane is flown faster at 23,000 fe.t - 
altitude, it can be seen that the LL2t-to .drag ratio- -is falling cff 
rapidly, but this is due to the fact that the transport is now flying 
at too low lift coefficients- for maximum - -L/D
	
Th higher lift..ccef-

ficients corresponding to maxImum ' L/D. for. the higher speeds -.ocur 
at hIgh altItudes her'e the. air-densities- -are lower. What can beohe 
by flying at the higher altitudes can be seen by the data for 30O0 
feet For example, at a Mach number of 0.60, the L/D ratio of this 
transport cânbè increased -ap'proximae-iy. 56 percent when.the altituiie 
is increased from- 20,000' featto3,000 feet. 
Here we can ee how the modern power piant where the term-
'1mcdern" refers tb the turbo-ongine, fits naturally into the opera-
tion at highealtitudes- First, the tur-'boengine, when compared - 
with the pistoh engine; has the necessary extra power' which is needed 
to fly at Thster sees 	 Second, it efficiency is best at..he high
altItudes and high- speeds where the airplane Is also aerodynamical].y 
efficient,	 -	 - 
Out in thspéédrange above Mach nub€r o.6 (fig. 2) the L/D 
ratio is decreasing rpIdly which is ca.ued . by the large increases in 
drag. Associated with these adverse conpr.essib1lity effects there 
would be the large power requirements needed to operate this transport 
above Mach number 0,65, and also tui'bulentse,partion of the flow due 
to shock formations on the iing would result in severe buffeting add 
ing to passenger discomfort and-danger -to the airplane structure. - 
Another lImitation on the speed is- the deterioration of the 1if and 
pitching-moment coefficients of theaIrpiane., 
Shown in figure 3.s the variation of lift coefficient with angle 
of attack for a series of Mach numbers, - It -can 'be seen that, for a 
Mach number of 0,5 ; the lift exhibita no unusual characteristics for 
the range of angle of attack shown, At. a Mach number of 0.65, it 
breaks over sharply at about a lift, coeffiInt- of o.6o, This value 
Is above the level-flight lift coefficient- which In general wilibe of 
the order of 0.3 or 0,4 but ; of course,- this does not :leave much margin 
for maneuvering. At Mach numbers -of .0,7 and 0.75, it can be seen that 
the lift coefficient has-dropped abruptly..	
- -	 -
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Also shown on figure 3 is the variation of pitching-moment coef-
ficient with lift coefficient for the same series of Mach numbers. Up 
to a Mach number of 0.65 and a lift coefficient of 0,6, the changes in 
pitching moment for the transport are not too severe. At Mach numbers 
of 0,70 and 0.75, strong breaks In the pitching-moment curves appear. 
The breaks In the pitching-moment curves appear as large negative or 
diving moments. These changes in pltchingmoment and lift curv'es are 
such that the elevators may be incapable of controlling the attitude 
of the airplane at these speeds. 
If transports are to operate efficiently and safely at the higher 
speeds, that is, 500 to 600 mIles per hour, we must consider what mod-
ifications must be introduced to avoid these difficulties. The wing 
is here considered first, since the wing Is the major source of the 
drag rise of present airplane configuratIons. As was stated above, 
the wing on this airplane is 18 percent thick at the root and tapers to 
12-percent thickness at the tip, and its drag went up at a Mach number 
of o.6, If it Is desired to fly faster than a Mach number of 0.65, or 
430 miles per hour, the wing will have to be made thinner. The trans-
port shown in the middle of figure 1 Is basically similar to the present-
day, four-engine transport shown at the bottom of the chart except that 
the wing thickness ratio has been greatly reduced. Also, the blunt-
type nacelles of this transport have been replaced with long, tapered 
nacelles. The reason for this Is discussed below, Figure 4 shows the 
Increase in the Mach number of the drag rise that can be obtained with 
unswept wings by using thinner wing sections (reference 3). The Mach 
number for the drag rise is defined as the Mach number where the drag 
first begIns to increase markedly The ordinate is the Mach number of 
the drag rise and the abscissa is the wing-thickness-chord ratio, It 
will be seen for the lift coefficients shown that the Mach number of 
the drag rise increases by approximately 0.015 or about 10 miles per 
hour for each one-percent reduction in wing-thickness ratio. If the 
wtng-thickness ratio Is reduced to 10 percent, the flight Mach number 
can be increased from 0,65 to approximately 0.73 at a lift coefficient 
of 0.3, This thickness ratio Is about as low as It would be practical 
to go since fuel-storage space is required. However, thinner wings 
ttiight be used with external tanks if necessary; but a weight penalty 
would have to be taken for these thin win&s if the st puôturàl strength 
is to be maintained. The reduced wing thickness would introduce a 
trend towards Increased wing-chord and in reduced wing aspect ratio with 
a corresponding reduction In aerodynamic efficiency. 
Wing camber leads to further Increases In the Mach number for the 
drag rise although the effect Is much smaller than the effect of wing-
thickness ratio (reference l l. ). If the airplane has to have satisfactory 
flight characteristics appreciably beyond its design operating speed, 
the amount of camber to be used should be restricted because the
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longtud1P&l-btabi1ity problems that uere previousl noted are aggra-
vatea b cniber 
Thus, a Macn number of about 0 73 or 40 to 500 mph is about the 
llmitirg flLght speed that can be ottaincd	 dcroasir1g the wing 
thic1rnc	 i atio and inroducing camoer for urisvpt wiigs 
In oc'er io fly a Mach numbers above about 03, the w±n must 
-be spt .me. çr sbrts shown In the upper right corner of figure 1 
represent two versions of futurc-dar trdnsports, te upper transport 
is atürb-propvéisIor.an .dthe lower transp ort represents a turbo-jet version The wings and tail surfaces have ocen swept bacc aprox-
inately 350	 The conentiona1 fuselage is replaced .iith one hoirig 
increased fincness ratio a rid a rathc'r shdrp pointed nose 	 Tr1e nac2lles 
are the Jocig tapered nacelles	 The reasons for thebe aeroy arlc chages 
are discussed below What can be accomplIshed with scp is Iicaied 
in ligure 5	 Sho q'n }ere are some data for the same wi.rlg which hs been 
siptbck from 0° to 30° and 45° by rotating it about tno rooc	 Thus 
trie wing section mbasured pe'pendIcular to ftc leading edge rcm'-itheo 
uuchanged The data plotted in figure 5 show the variation of ixinum 
L/D u1th Mach ruiber As stated aboe, the crag begins to icrease 
above a Mach number of 0 70 aLLd the 11fttothag ratio decreases 
correspondiigly	 SwLeDirlg tfle wing to 30	 d€lays the 1/D derease 
H
	
	
to. a aoh number of 	 At 45°.- swepback th iifttodrag ratio 
starts to dec±'ase 'at approximately 0,90 Mach numbe.r. The improved 
cha'acteristi1cs in L/D for the sweptback wings at the high Mach num-
bers are theprinip.al reason for employing sweep on these transports 
shown on the. chart, In order:to. realize the lull advantagcs of sweep, 
the wing thicicnesb should be kept low 
Besides improving the liftto-drag i'atio cnaracteristics, the use 
of sweep also reduces the soverse effect of compressibility on the 
stabi-lity . and-cOritrol :and buffeting problems at high speeds. 
There are a number p t' 'disadvantages 'associated with the use of 
wing sweeps 0ne limithtiOn On:,the use of sweep is its inherently high 
landing speed rsult.ing froth the faqt that the sweptba,ck wing stalls 
at a much lower lift coeffIcient thai-i does a straight-wing. The prob-
lem of getting satisfactory landIng characteristics is further aggra-
vated for the swept wings by the instability that develops at high lift 
coefficients. The eliminatIon of such instability requires a trend 
toward lower aspect ratio which of course will reduce the aerodynamic 
efftciency, Some low-speOd characteristics of thin- .wing and sweptwing 
configurations are discussed 4r a subsequent paper (Part 12),
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In addition to the maxImum lift instability problems, there is at 
least one other limitation onthe use of swept wings,, This Is the 
effect of the air forces In distorting the wing and thereby affecting 
its aerodynamic characteristics. The wing lift raises the tips and, 
since the bending is approximately through the line normal to the wing 
axis, a distortion results, and a large effective reduction in angle 
of attack occurs at the tips. This reduces the lift at the tip, and 
the center of load usually called the aerodynamic center, moves Inboard 
and therefore forward. The off ec is proportional to the dynamic pres-
sure and Is affected 'by both speed and altitude,:' Illustrated in fig-
ure 7 Is the aerodynamic-center shift for a typical high-aspect-ratio 
swept ' wing, The. figure shows the variation of the forward;,aerodynamic 
center shift in percent of' the mean aerodynamic chord with flight speed 
for sea level, 20,000 feet, and 40,000 feet altitudes. At 20,000 feet 
and 500 mph the forward aerodynamic shift amounts to '13 percent , of the 
mean aérbdynamic chord and at 40,000 feet the fornarcFaerodynamic-center 
shift is only 6 percent. Thus, it can be seen that high-speed flight' 
is quite limited to the high altitudes if the aerodynamic-cen'terèhift 
is to be kept within reasonable lfmlts',. unless the structural' weight of-
the wing is greatly increased. Other static aeroelastic effects' that 
are troublesome at high dynamic pressures are those due to aileron' 
deflection. The rearward center of lift due to aileron deflection tend-s. 
to twist the wing, reducing its angle of attack, This effect Is aggra::. 
vated by the previously mentioned effect, since the aileron lift at" the 
wing tip tends to raise it and resu1t in the effective reduction in" 
ang1e' The wing will thus have to be very rigid and some-compromise 
with aspect ratio will be required to keep the lateral control from 
actually reversing Itself at the high dynamic pressure, The ae±'oelas-' 
tic problems discussed which make the design problem somewhat"d°ifficult 
pertain only to the wing 	 It should be mentioned that there are aero-
dynamic factors other than the wing that enter into the design; howeve; 
reasonable solutions to some of these problems have been obtained for 
the speed range considered here. 
Another aeroelastic effect is the simple wing divergence which is 
of importance only for the unswept wing. Since the center of lift is 
ahead of the torsion axis, the lift increases the angle of attack and, 
if the dynamic pressure is very high, the wing will have to be very 
rigid if it is not to fail by simple twist divergence. The reason for 
discussinG these aeroelastic effects is the fact that the reduction of 
these effects will lead to a trend towards reduced aspect ratio which 
is undesirable from' an aerodynamic viewpoint, and further emphasizes 
the need for flying at high altitudes. 
This discussion has been concerned with the delay and reduction of 
the adverse compressibility effects on wings, Componerts of .the airplane 
other than the wing may well become the critical factor In determining
the• iim1tng normal operating speed of the ', airplane. 
Figure 8 hbws the variatIon of the drag coefficient based on body 
frontal area with Mach number .of several streamline bodies of. revolu-
•	
'tion, which fo" all practical purposes can be considered as fuselages 
or rrncelles. ThC data were obtained from rocket-powered models and, 
• .
	 heice, the tai'lsurfaces on th'e,models were necessary in order to obtain 
st 'abilfty- in flight. The bodies ha're fineness ratIo, of 6,0 and 9.0 and 
'd'if-fer"only ' In'th location of the maximum diameter, By Increasing the 
f1nenes ratio from 6.0 to 9.0 with the maximum body diameter located at 
20 percent of the fuselage length, the Mach number for the drag rise can 
be increased from 0.82 to o.8. If the position of the maximum diameter 
's'rñovd rearward as shown by the bodIes in the lower portion of the 
figure, the Mach number for the drag rise can be increased toapproxi.... 
• mately 0. 95 : The relatively high values of the Mach numbers for, the 
drag rise for these streamline bodies of rovol .tion are due to the three-
'1i•'mensional type of flow Over the bodies. It an b cQncluded tht 
fuselage shapes can be designed which will operat.e . effic1'ent1 at Jgh 
speeds.	 ..•	 S.,. 
Flying-boathuils can be onidered'in connecti\on with the subject 
"of fuselages. The shape of the flying-boat hull Is not necessarily 
inconsistent with high-speed flight. . The high fineness ratJ.os, or high 
length-beam ratios, that have been 'roUnd very advantageous 'for 'flying-
boat hulls, are precisely what have just been concluded a
.s being 
helpful for high speeds (references 5 and. 6). 
With regard to nacelles which come in all shapes and sie, the 
problem is basically sImi1r' to that for. fuelages, except that there 
tends to be an especially critical problem with respect to hé wing-
nacelle interference (references 7, 8, and 9). In the case of 'phe 
fuselage, or the outboa'd side of the nacelle;' figure 9,..therels 
'fortunately	 favorable pressure gradient along the Intersection, which 
tends to prevent flow separation in this region.
	 n the inboard side 
of the nacelle, there ,
 is an unfavorable pressure gradient which tends 
to spoil the l'low In that region. Careful design may allevlate.this 
difficulty, but there remains the fact that the combined velocity incre-
inents due to the wing and the nacelle tend to reduce the drag .. ise Mach 
number, especially along the joint,
 of the inboard side. It is important 
that the combination he arranged so that the regIons of hIghest velocity 
on the wing and nacelle separately do not fall together In the combina-
tion.
There does not seem to be much basic aerodynamic difference between 
a mid-wing and a low-wing nacelle from an interference standpoint, but 
the low-wing nacelle involves least interference with the wing structure
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and also helps to stow lañding'géar. 
Suspending the nacelle from a pylon is also feasible, but the 
pylonmust be sufficiently long. A short pylon results in local 
crowding in the region between the nacelle and the wing, with low-
drag-rise Mach nuibers and likely buffeting. With the, long py1on 
the foi'ward or earward position of the nacelle is preferable, and 
also the- pylon'reé.ds, to 'be swept about 300 or more if the highest 
drag-break Mach number for the arrangement Is desired. 
The air Inlets on these nac .elles offer no special difficulty In 
the' speed range that has been considered as Is Indicated by the 
éxternal drag characteristics of the two lower inlets in figure 10. 
The blunt cotl1ngs that have been used over the engines for the past 
numbers of years viii be replaced with the longer-tapered inlets In 
order to avoid high 'loôal velocities ±'ight at the cowling lip. Where 
the design requires a side Inlet, the problem'becomes somewhat more 
complex; but reasonable solutions for these Inlets have been obtained 
for the speed range that , has been discussed. 
To conclude, a rather broad discussIon of some information which 
is applicable to the design of transports to operate efficIently 
áerbdynamicaIly and sfe1y in the speed range of 500 to 600 miles per 
hour has been given. In order for the transport to operate in the 
speed range of 500 to 600 miles per hour the wing thickness ratio was 
reduéed'to 10 peróent an.,the ing ws swept back as shown in figure 1. 
In additiOn, 'the finensb.ratio of' the fuselage ws Increased the 
position ofmaximum diameter was moved rearward, arid 'a rather sharp 
nose shape was used. Also, the rather large-diameter, blunt-type 
nacelle was replaced with a smaller-diameter, long, tapered nose 
irilt. Some discussion of the aeroelastic problems which occur to 
make the design problem somewhat difficult was also given. There are 
other factors such as the pertinent engine and propeller characteris-
tics, choice of power plant, that is, the turbo-prop or the turbo-jet, 
etc. , that enter into the feasibility of flying at high speeds. But, 
essentially the aerodynamic factors which were di usd determine to 
a great extent whether this transport will operate erfictcrtiy and 
economically.
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Figure 1. - Comparison of present day and future day transports. 
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QJALITIES FOR THIN-TaNG .MND S1EPT-wJ1'!G 1JRPLANES 
By Lawrence Ae Clousing 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
Future high-speed aircraft will no doubt incorporate thin wings, 
swept wings, or thin swept wings. These types of wings, while very 
desirable frdri high-speed considerations, create a number of pro-
blems in obtaining satisfactory low-speed flying qualities. 
For thin wings arJ wings of small values of sweepback, that is, 
for vngs not exceeding about 35° of sweepback, the problem of ob-
taming satisfactory low-speed flying qualities is not very diffi-
cult of solution A nunber of airplanes having sweptback wings of 
about 350 are operating with relatively satisfactory low-speed char-
acteristics, the main differences in 1ow-spd handling from those 
of conventional aircraft being due principally to the characteristics 
of the jet power plant rather than to the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the airplane. As sweepback of a wing becomes larger than about 350, however, aerodynamic problems inc'ease in magnitude pronouncedly. 
It is the probIm of obtaining satisfactory low-speed flying qualities 
for the airplane with highly sweptback wing that at present prevents 
serious consideration being given to the use of highly swept-back 
wings on other than research airplanes, even though high values of 
sieepback offer considerable advantages at high speed. 
It is the purpose of this paper to summarize the nature o± the 
low-speed stability and control problems that arise through the use 
of thin-wing and swept-wing airplanes, and to briefly touch upon the 
results of research work accomplished or under way that indicate the 
possibility of ultimately providing satisfactory low-speed flying 
qualities for even very high swepthack wing airplanes. 
The main problems created at low speed by use of thin wings are 
those of an increase in landing speed and a tendency toward undesir-
able stalling characteristics0 Figure 1 shows the general trend of 
the variation of maximum lift coefficient with thickness ratio (ref-
erencs 1, 2, and 3). This variation is shown for an airfoil with 
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no flaps, and for an airfoil wtha split flap. Note that maximum 
lift coefficient' of the airfoil áth flaps decreases contihuoulr 
with decreases j thickness ratio throughout the range shown, and 
the decrease is more pronounced than for the airfoil without flags,. 
In terms of stalling speed, these data show that in the case of the 
airfoil with flaps, a 17-percent increase in stalling speed would 
result from decreasing the thickness ratio from 16 percent, which 
is typical of the thickness ratio on contemporary transport airplanes, to 
9 percent which is Drobably typical of future airplanes. Below approx-
imately 12-percent thickness ratio, a change in the nature of the in--
itial flow separation at stall occurs (see reference 3), Instead of 
separation starting at the trailing edge, it may be expected to start 
at the leading edge. On airfoils of about 9 to 12 percent thickness 
ratio, this results in abrupt separation .of the flow from.the. entire 
upper surface at stall with adverse effects on the nature of. the stall 
and stall warning. Thus' it is apparent that if' maximum"lift an satis-'. 
factory stalling characteristics, are to be prdserved' on thin airfoils, 
leading-edge separation must be prevented or contro1led 
Control of leading-edge separation, is possible to 1mite ex-
tent by useof cimber arid br . making,tho leading edge Inore"roun and 
to a large etent by use of lats, drooped. leadihg-.ecge arangements 
of various types, and suction. In figure:2. sectional forms of some. 
types of loadingedge'devices that have been stud'iIe, with respec.to. 
their ability to control separation at the leading edge are shown 
(references 
.4, 5 6, and 7), Their effectiveness in combination wth' 
several types cf trailing-edge devices is also indicated, Although 
the values given are for airfoils of 12percnt thickness ratio,. 
rather tha'.n . for the thinner airfoils being discus'sed,' comparable data 
on thinner vriñgs not being available, enough is known to indicate, that 
these data'are indicative qualitatively of the efiects"of,such devices 
on thinner airfoil's. The airfoils shown on the right-hand, side of 
the figure haVe no"carnber, . whereas, those Qn the' left' 'side have slight 
camber. It is apparent fi'om a comparison vith' th pliiri iirfoil see-
tions that camber increases maximum lift coefficient. On the;air-
foils on the right, 'Lwo types of drooped or extensible leading edges 
are shown, and it may be seen thet each increases maximum lift co-
efficient whether applied tp a plain wing or to a wih'g with a split ' 'H 
flap. It fl be observed'that one type is much' better than the 
other, pointing to the possibility that researCh' 'will lead to even 
better arrangements. On the left, slats in combination with a plain 
wing and in combination with wings having double slotted flaps are 
shown. It may be seen that an increase in maximum lift comparable 
to that obtaincd with a drooped leading edge may be attained by use 
of a slat. As illustrated by the airfoil. on the upper aeft, addi-
tional ncrea-se in maximum lft can be obtained by removing part of
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the boundary layer by suction, in this case through a slot located 
at L0 percent of the chord. 
Fran this brief summary of tests on high-lift devices, it is 
apparent that means exist for bringing the maximum lift of thin 
wings up to and in excess of the values that exist for wings of 
present-day conventional values of thickness ratio, but at the ex-
pense of adding gadgets to the leading edge. The addition of 
leading-edge slats or other devices need not, hjever, complicate 
piloting techniie, as these devices may be made to operate auto-
matically. Considerable satisfactory flight experience with auto-
matic operation of slats has already been obtained. 
If swept wings are used, the usable stalling speed tends to 
increase • The reasons for this are somewhat complex, and will now 
be explained, in actuality, maximum lift does not necessarily de-
crease with sweepbacka in figure 3 the relative maximum lift as 
determined by experiment (references 8, 9, 10, and 11) and as pre-
dicted by simple theory is plotted as a function of sweepback angle. 
also shown on the chart is the angle of attack for maximum lift plot-
ed as a function of sweepbadk, The relative maximum lift sIwn is 
the ratio of the lift of the wing at a given angle of sweepback to 
the lift of a similar wing at zero sweepback. Notice that simple 
theory predicts a decrease in maximum lift with increase in sweep-
baci. This simple theory is based on the fact that, as a wing is 
swept back, the component of velocity normal to the wing leading 
edge varies as about the square of the cosine of the angle of sweep-
back. xperiment shows that increase in sweepback is accompanied by 
a decrease in relative maximum lift smaller than that predicted by 
simple theory or even by no increase. This is one case, however, as 
will be explained, where simple theory is fairly representative pf 
the practical aspects of the situation in regard to the usable lift 
of an unmodified sweptback wing. in itself, maximum lift cannot be 
used to evaluate the highest lift at which a swept-wing airplane may 
operate. The influences of attitude, pitching moments, and drag due 
to separated flow limit the usable lift of a swept-wing airplane. 
The influence of altitude, pitching moments, and drag will be dis-
cussed in turn, followed by a brief discussion of research work di-
rected at modifying the swe ptback wing to extend the limits imposed 
by these factors, Th upper curve indicates the extent to which 
angle of attack of a sweptback wing must be increased to attain max-
imum lift, and is based on mperirnental data for wings of the plan 
forms shown (references 10 and ii). This curve shows that an angle 
of attack of about 37 degrees would be required to obtain maximum 
lift of a wing swept back 63 degrees, and that about 20 degrees angle 
of attack would be required to obtain maximum lift of a wing swept 
back about 45 degrees; although no definite figure can be given here 
as to the largest angle of attack that can be used in practice for
landixgs and takeoffs, it is apparent that an acceptable attitude 
for an airplane will be less than the value of 37 degrees. There 
are means of minimizing the attitude problem here posed, and they 
wifl be mentioned later, 
The limiting value of the lift of a sweptback wing is in ess,nce 
a function of the nature and extent of seearation of airflow that 
occurs prior to reaching maximum lift. Separation affects"lift, pitch-
ing moments, rolling moments and drag The separation pattern shown 
in figure 4 is typical of the separation pattern of moderately swept-
back wings (references 12 and l3) Here the separation patterns t 
three angles of attack indicated at A,B., and C are shown, and each 
pattern is correlated with the value of lift coefficient and pitch-
ing moment corresponding which are plotted as functions of angle of 
attack in the diagram above.. Consider first the effect' of.a atall-
pattern sequence of this type on the pitching moment that occurs as 
angle of attack is increased.
	 s rough: flow first occurs at' 'A a 
nosing up tendency develops as shown by the change in the shape of.. 
the pitching-moment curve Ag angle of attack is increased the up 
ward trend of the' pit.chiflg moment curve continues, and the 'ext'erit;pf 
rough flow cn1argis till the condition shown at 'B is' reach'ed
	 .the 
angle ,of attack is. increased beyond the value at B the outer portion 
of the wing completely stalls :a1PtlY, following a very small ch'ange 
in ane of attack; the center of lift moves abruptly forward, and an 
abrupt nosing-u.p pitching momentis produced as wall ' asa loss of lift, 
The abrupt pitching up motion is very undesirable0 It limits. th.e:li,ft 
value that may be used in practice irrespective 'of whothdr rnacmurn 
lift is attained. On wings. of higher values of swe'opbck 'the' abrupt 
pitching up motion deviops before maximum lift is eched, T.hj.s is 
illustrated in figure 5, in which pitching'mOment"is iott'ed'as a 
function of lift coefficient for. wings of 0, 45' and. 63 derees-;of 
swce back, Uote that on the 63-degree ' swepth'ack wing' the pitOhing-
up tendency developed .at a lift coeffi'oient of Only 5', whereas the' 
45-degree sweptback wing it, developed a'a lift coefficient of ápprdx-
imately .7, In each case it is considerably below the value of max-
imwn lift coefficient. . iote also, in conti'ast tht'the viing:of zero 
sweepback developed a slight nosing-down tendenc when eäration 
occurred and that separation occurred at the aximün' lift coefficient. 
Another point of interest is that the wing of '63-derOOs sveepback 
developed an unduly large nosing-down tndency'ata low value'of. lift 
coefficient, ilthough this nosing-down moitent can' be '
 dealt'wit.h from 
the stability standpoint by the horizontal tail, the large nosing-
down pitching moment would cause a onsiderabl'e doin' load being re-
quired on the horizontal tail for '
 bala'ice with' attèndatit" loss: 'of 
total airplane lilt, increased size and weight of'thd'táil;and in-
creased drag. The effects regarding pitching' 'moment are
	 du'cdd in 
magntude and may be eliiranateo if aspect ratio is reduced suffcicntly,
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but inasmuch as low-aspect-ratio wings would not afford economical 
operation this moariri for solution of the pitching moment problem 
will not be discussed, 
Various devices may be used to control separation on swept 
wirigsd thereby eliminate the adverse pitching moments just dis-
cussed. Some of these devices, on which research studies have been 
carried out, are illustrated in figure 6 and the effect of each on 
the pitching moment of a 42-degree sweptback wing is shown (references 
14 and 15). Note that when a normal split flap was used on the con-V 
figuration shown to the left, the curve of pitching moment as a func-
tion of lift coefficient broke in a nosing-up direction at the max-
imum value of lift coefficient. The addition of a leading flap as 
shown, however, caused the pitching moment to break in a desirable 
direction, and extended the maximum lift coefficient as well. When 
a slat was used the end result was favorable, but an und.ersirable re-
gion of instability occurred just before maximum lift was developed. 
This unstb1e region was removed by the addition of an upper-surface 
fence located at the inward end of the slot. 
It should be noted that the foregoing discussion has dealt with 
the pitching moment effect of the wing alone. The addition of a hori-
zontal tail would tend to alleviate the adverse effects shown. 
IThe . results of separation with regard to rolling and buffeting 
tendencies (figure 4) will be discussed from the standpoint of stall 
warning and stalling characteristics. The fact that separation occurs 
near the tip and spreads inboard abruptly would appear to indicate 
that such a wing would have undersirable roll when this occurred, and 
that there would be a loss in aileron effectiveness. On another ibore 
highly sweptback wing, however, as shown in figure 7, separation 
progresses rather gradually with change in angle of attack, inasmuch 
as a 12-degree change in angle of attack is required for separation 
to develop to the extent shown. This could indicate that adequate 
stall warning by buffeting might exist, and that roll-off might not 
occur abruptly. The probable stalling characteristics of swept-wing 
airplanes are not yet fully predictable. Evidence to date indicates 
that the roll-off tendencies at stall on airplanes with highly swept. 
wings may not be as adverse as once thought, and flight data to date 
in general indicate rlatively gd stalling characteristics are 
possible of attainment on sweptback-wing airplanes. 
As pointed out earlier, the occurrence of separated air flow, 
should be considered also because of its effect on increasing drag. 
The effect of seration is to cause an unduly large increase in 
drag before maximum lift is reached. This increase required greater 
engine power to sustain level flight than would be the case if there
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were no separation, or putting it another way, sejBration increases 
the power-off glide angle. The lift-drag ratio, an important factor 
to consider in regard to the glide angle and sinking speed, is shown 
in figure as a function of lift coefficient for wings of constant 
wing panel aspect ratio set at sweepback' angles of 0, 45, and 63 de-
grees. S It will be noticed that the combined effects of sweepback, 
decrease in aspect ratio, and separation cause the lift-drag ratio of 
the sweptback wings shown to be quite low at. the lift coefficients 
probable during approach and landing. It ,
 is known that the value of 
th,e lift-drag ratio of an airplane during approach and landing has a 
significant bearing ,
 oh the" ease with which a pilot can effect a land-
ing. (references 16 and 17). If the ratio is too high, the glide path' 
is too shallow:
 'and the.airplane tends to float during landiri, If 
the ratio is too low, the power--off sinking speed and glide angle be 
come large. Flight tests have indicated that if the lowest possible 
p.owar-offsinking speed during'approach is greater than 25 feet per,. 
second, pilots will have difficulty in making consistent.ly'good power-
off landings. However, pilots have landed researh airplanes satis-
factorily with power off even though sinking speeds were considerably 
higher than 25 feet per second, In these cases, however, large areas 
were available for landing so that the need of landing at, a given spot 
was eliminated. The lower limit of lift-drag ratio, as determined by 
landing QQns,iderations, has not yet been cstablished Sufficient 
information is available, however, to ,
 indicate that lift-drag ratio 
will have:,a definite hearing 'on pilot techni que at landing and take-off. 
The characteristics' of fiaps in increasing the lift of sweptback 
wings will. now be discussed. Figure 9 shows, for the case of,a typical 
flap installation, th increment of maximum lifL coefficient due to 
flaps. plotted as a.function"of : swCepbáck (ref erenbe l8)
	 It wjll be 
noted tht.'the increment.of ic.inthrn lift coefficient decres-es with 
increase in sweepback, becoming zero at about 60 degrec. of sweephack, 
Flaps nev&rtheles, offer a' condiderab1e advantage evin on .vcry highly 
swept 'back wings, This advantage can b'exlairréd by reference to the 
diagram in the upper right in which lift coefficient is plottd as a 
function of angle of attack for the case of a wing wth no £ldp and 
for tho case of a wing with a flap It nay be observed here that the 
incrcjit of maximum lift coefficient is not indicative of the incr@-
ment at any given angle below the angle of attack for m&umum lift 
This is.true 'even 'forwings 'of sweep'back up to 60 degre 'esand higher. 
As has been pointed out. erlier,the maimwni1ft tha€an be utilized 
will be at some angle of attack below that for maximum lift, Thus, even 
though no increrient in may'imum lift coefficient is available from flaps 
on highly swept back wings, n apprec.Labie increment is available at 
the values of' lift that can be'used. "A curvë,of,the increment of lift 
coefficient due to flapst some angle less than the, angle for. maximum 
lift.would be at an increment of lift boeffidjent about .2 above' the 
curve shown and roughly parallel to it.
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Although flaps are useful on sweptback wings, and slats and 
drooped leading- . edge arrangements are a means of controlling leading-
edge separation (references 19, 20, and 21), their combined effect is 
not sufficient to provide completely satisfactory. characteristics for 
highly sweptback wings. Twisting a sweot. wing from the root to the 
tip so that the tip is at a smaller aile of attack and varying the 
camber along the span also helps to delay separation on a sweptback 
*ing (reference 22), but more help is needed. 	 '.	 . 
The use of leading-edge suction is a method for the improvement 
of swept-wing characteristics that shows considerable promise. Re-
duction of drag is also possible by the use of.suction, but this 
phenomenon will not be discussed here,imoortant as it is. The 
application of suction will be considered primarilyin regard. to 
its usefulness in irnrroving the pitching-moment characteristics0 
Figure 10 shows a 48-degree swcptback-wing model havingan aspect 
ratio 3.4. A slot of ,005 chord length was located at. the leading 
edge as is shown in the plan form and sectional views. Air was 
drawn in through the slot and discharged .throngh the wing by means 
of the duct shown in the sectional view0 . The effect on the pitching 
moment of sucking a moderate amount of air thlDugh the slot at .the 
leading edge is shown on the curves. Notethatwithout suction the 
curve of. moment coefficient showed an undersirably large nosing-down 
tendency above a lift coefficient of .9, andthat it showedanunde-
sirable abript pitching-up tendency at a lift coeffician of about LO. 
It will be noted that the pi;tching-up tendency at stafl was changed to 
a pitching-down tendency by use of suction in a slot of 50-percent of 
the span, and that a higher value of lift was obtained by use of the 
suction. The use of a 74-percent-span slot increased.th. lift obtain-
able before n abrupt pitching tendency occurred, but it did not elimi-
nate the pitching-up tendency. Further research. on the use. of suction 
for the improvement of the low-speed characteristics o' swe wings is 
in progress and it is showing considerable promise. 	 . 
Other means of obtaining satisfactory low-speed characteristics 
for swept-wing airplanes ar'e those of employing a wing of variable in-
cidence or of variable sweepback. Such means of eliminating the un-
satisfactory low-speed characteristics of highly swept-wing airplanes 
are being investigated, but they offer considerable mechan,cal diffi-
culty and will not be discussed here,	 .	 - 
Figure II illustrates some points of interest with regard to 
lateral control at low speeds (references 23 and 24). The. lower curve 
shows the ro11i ability of ailerons, as sweep back is increased, in 
terms of helix angle at the wing tip of the swept wing in comparison 
to the helix angle at the wing tip of the wing of zero sweepback. It 
is seen that sweepback redices the ability of the ailerons to create a
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large wing-tip helix angle in roll. However, for the case shown in 
which the airplane aspect ratio nd consequently the clamping in roll 
is reduced as sweepback is increased, the actual rolling velocity in 
degrees of roll per second does not change appreciably with sweepback. 
1n the upper curve, the total aileron angle required to prevent roll 
when the airplane i at 7 degrees steady sideslip is shown as , a func-
tion of sweepback. Notice that, as sweepback is increased, the ability 
of the aileron to hold the airplane in a steady sidesllp is reduced. 
This reduction is due to both a reduction in aileron effectiveness and 
to an increase in dihedral effectiveness at the higher values of lift 
coefficient as sweepback is increased. The characteristics here ill-
ustrated may cause difficulty in effecting 'cross-wind landing and take-
off, thereby resulting in cross-wind-landihg'and take-off conditions 
being one of the critical conditions determining aiieron effectiveness 
requirements. Figure 12 illustrates soth 'effects of sweepback on 
the lateral dynamic characteristic.s of airplanes. 'The number of os-
sillations required to damp' a lateral oscilltions to one half am-
plitude is plotted as a function of sweepback. It may.be seen that 
as sweepback increases, any:iateral oscillation that may. occur, such 
as that due to a gust will be less rabidly damped and'hctuaily be--
coming unstable as indicated by infinite timO being'reuired. 'for.darnp-
ing, at some value of sweepback, the exact value dePending on other 
factors. The question as to whether or not the oscillation must be 
rapidly or need be only modrately damped 'depends on the period of 
the oscillation and 'the flight conditions (reference 25) ,,At land-
ing approach, the period is long,, and,' in general relatively low 
damping can be tolerated because the pilot can stop the oscillatIon 
rather easily by use of his contro1s At cruising speed, however, 
low damping cannot be tolerated because the, period is short and it 
becomes difficult for the pilot'to , ,stop, the scillations. 
Considerable research has been completed and additional work is 
being carried out relative to the problem of obtaining satisfactory 
lateral dynamic characteristics for swept-wing airpIanes. ''Generalized 
studies have sho'wn that much can bedone by relatively simple changes 
to airplane configurations. Also, research studies have 'shown that 
the use ,,
 of servomechanisms rpsponding to" 'various signals offer much 
promise as a means of providing satisfactory dynamic ätability charac-
teristics (reference 25). This work may be likehed'tothat'of em-
ploying apparatus somewhat similar to that of an, 'auto-pilot for im-
proving the dynamic characteristics of anairplane when flying under 
direct human pilot control,
	 ' 
In summary, thin wings and high values of:Cwedpback' intensify 
the landing and takeoff problems of àirlanes. 'Up'to 350, of sweep, 
the problems of landing and takeoff of aii'pianes can 'be dealt with 
by more or less conventional means; that is, by flaps and s1ats
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Above 350 of sweep, more extreme. mans are necessary. Drooped 
leading-edge arrangements, camber and twist, leading-edge suction, 
variahie-incidence arrrtngements and variable-sweep arrangements 
off er considerable promise. Considerable research and development, 
however, will be necessary.
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Figure 1. - Effect of airfoil thickness ratio on the section maximum lift 
coefficient with and without flaps. 
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Figure 2. - Some types of leading-edge and trailing-edge devices, and 
their effect on section maximum lilt coefficient.
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Figure 3. - Effect of sweepback on the angle of attack for maximum lift 
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the maximum lift at zero sweepback. 
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Figure 8. - The value of lift-drag ratio as a function of lift coefficient 
for three wings having different values of sweepback and aspect ratio.
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Figure 10. - Effect of suction at the leading edge on the pitching moment 
•	 at various lift coefficients.
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ARoDYNAMIq .CONSIDATIONS FOR HIGHSPED TRA1'TSPORT AIRPLA1ES 
l3 SPBEDBRAS FOR HIGH-SPEZD TRATSPORT AIPLA1ES 
By Jack D 0 Stephenson 
Amoi Aeronautical LaboratbrT 
The development and. operation of large airplanes ca?ab le of high 
sp eeds at high altitudes have indicated the existence of now problems 
that must be met before the performance possibilities of these airplanes 
can be fully exploited.0 
One problem that has gained importance is that of descending from 
high altitudo when the time of the descent must bc reduced to a rninimum 
Improved. aerodynamic design which has effected. substantial reductions in 
drag of transport airplanes has added to the danger of excessive diving 
speeds. The combination of low dra and h.gh engine power available at 
high altitude has brought practical cruising speeds near to the maximum 
placard speed 0 For turbojet airplanes the cruising speed has been esti-
mated at as high as 95 percent of the maximum permissible speed0 
The permissible speed at the higher altitudes for most airplanes is 
d.otdrmined. by compressibility effects and. is specified in terms of the 
airplane Mach number 0 With only a narrow margin between the operating 
sp eed and. the maximum allowable Mach number, overspooding may occur un-
der conditions which would precipitate severe stability changes and. 
buffeting before there is time to take preventive measures0 
At lower altitudes, the diving speed of most airplanes is limicd 
to the indicated speed for which the structure is designed, At this 
speed the maximum dive angle of an aerodynamically clean airplane may 
be quite low, and. the rate of descent considerably less than that desired, 
The most important use of aerodynamic brakes on transport airplanes is 
then to avoid excessive diving speeds and permit high rates of descent0 
• The amount of aerodynamic braking that is considered essential to 
some transport aircraft is based upon criteria that moan extromely high 
rates of descent 0 One such criterion is the requirement intended. to 
minimize the :ootential danger of flight at altitudes where cabin press-
urization is necessary 0 If the cabin pressure should suddenly be lost 
as a result of damage to the pressurized. compartment, first consideration 
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would be :givon to descending with minimum delay to an altitude whore 
pressurization is unnecessary 0 In an emergency descent such as this9 
there is evidence that rates of descant as high as l50O0 foot per 
minute or higher are to be dcsir .eã.,, Similar high rates of descent 
would be sought if brakes are provided as a safety device to allow an 
emergency doscont and landing, occasioned, for examDie, by the discovery 
of fire while in f1ight 
An example of the descent performance of a transrort airplane with 
an aerodynamic brake of a size that appears to be stractural:Ly fcas:Uble 
is •ullustratbd in figure i . The dotted curve is the flight path of the 
airplane doscondthg w:Lthout brakos and the solid ciirvo is the path that 
might be followedJ if brakes are employed0 
By use of air brakes, the time for descent from 35,000 feet to sea 
level-has been reduced from iS miiutos to 3.l minutes	 The change in 
thc .
 descent performance shown hra cannot 'oô considered a .s a general in-
di-cation . .of brake p erformance however0 
.:.Thd performiOe of any particular brake depends not only upon tho 
-brake itself, but also upon a±rpiane charaeteristics, such as wing liad.-
ing, drag and engine thrust, and upon flight cond-tions at thotinjo when 
the braking is roqairod 
The rate of descent of an airplane under any given set of conditio 
may be used, as a measure of brake performance, since the, drag increment 
- duo to a Darticular brake can be ostimatedfáily. c],osel r and thus re-
latod to rate of descent	 --.	 -	 -	 - -	 -- •-•-	 - 
It has been indicatod- that the soed- of a-diving. airriano s rior 
maily. limited by compressibility effoct Or stracturaL lodings The 
rate of descent of an airplane having those speed limitations is shoin 
in f.igre - 2 for three diving - attitwies
	 The - soj.id. - curves are the ca1-. 
• - cul.atod. vertical s:000d.as;a function Of ititado for- an indcatoi air-
speed of 300 miles per. hour and, the dotted curves are. for a Mach nuin'oer 
of	 The graph may be used t show the effect: 0' : alttudo on the rate 
of decoñt of an airplane, for whióh the 'pe'ed is- at- ii'st hold at a con-
• stant Mach numbers at the altitido whoret:'he . maxipium permissiblo' 'indica-
ted spepd is attained at -that Mach iumber the descent is then iade at 
constant indicated airsreed 0
 Th dive angles that were choson 0 200 25o 
and 30°, are based upon the airplane, attitüdô as determined from the 
• flight-path angle and angles of a,ttack ässumin a wing loading of £0 
pounds per square foot e The airplane atfituac that is acceDuabl' n an 
emergency descent -is a. factor -that mut be furthe,r-evaluatod with regard 
to transport airp lanes. The discO±icerting-offec apor the passengers of 
ecperioncing a force tond.ing to pitch them forward may be a major factor 
in limiting the rate of descent0 
With the airp lane nosed dOTh 20°, a rate of descont of more than 
10,000 foot per minute is attainable at all altitudes above 5,000 foet
For stoopor angles, the vertical 
portion to the diving attitudo 
The attainment of the rates 
only if there is available the m 
force 0 Without such a drag, the 
values shown
speeds increase approxima.t1y in. prof-.' 
of descent shown is possible-, however, 
Dans of producing a considerable drag 
speed could not be restricted to the 
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Figure 3 shows as a function of indicated airspeed, the drag coof-
fici'nts required to prevent increases in the speed of the airplane for 
the same three dive angles, Tho drag coefficient plotted hero is the 
calculated value for the comolete airplane with braking devices, and, 
if there is a residual thrust from the engine, the drag must be. further. 
increased to balance such thrust 0 The dotted curve in this figure i 
the variation of the drag coefficient with indicated, airspeed for a 
t3roical high-speed transport s A coiffparison of the latter curve with 
the curves of drag coefficient required for descent indicates that if 
the speed is low, very high drag increments must be -provided by the acre-: 
dynamic brakes, 
Drag equiromonts are relatively moderate if the descent may. be made 
at a high forward speed0 In figure: 4, vertical sDeed is presented asa 
functionof altitude for three indicated airs peeds, 300 350, and 1+00.mph,. 
and two Mach numbers, 07 and 0$ An airplane attitude of 200 and:a 
wing loading of 60 pounds p er square foot have been assumod- It is evident 
that high forward speed permits the highest. rates of doscent, 
Although the most rapid descontresuits from high speeds, the --ability 
to maintain a low forward speed often would-bc extremely advantageous0 
For examole the ride-roughness lovol .thight-:thon be kept within satis-. - 
factory limits for passenger airplanes 0 Those- limits arb discussed in 
reference 1 0 If an emergency descent iere mado&uring excessive atmos- .
-phoric turbulence, high forward sp eeds might easily result in. dangerous 
gust loadings	 .	 . ..- ...	 ,. 
The offect of airp lano wing loading on the drag coefficient re-
quired for d:;scent with an air plane div-attitude of 20 0 is--.shown in -- . - 
figure 5 The curves, which comparewing loadings.of 140, 60, and $0 
pounds per squaro foot, show that the drag cooffiOient varied ratically 
in proportion to. the wing loading The ossibility of increased cruising 
speeds of transports is loading to substantially higher:wing: loadings and. - 
is one of the primary reasons that -the braking problem is not gaining . - 
such importance, 	 -	 -. - .. ..:
	 -. 
Another factor indicating the increasing -importance -of braking: is
	
. -: 
the rapid decrease in indicated spoOd, or dynamic pressure, as the alti- - 
tudo increases for any given Mach number 0 . -Present dosigns:for transports, 
particularly those with turbojet power; are aimed at high operating alti-
tudes to take advantage of the increased fuel oconoy: With .tho low d. - 
namic pressuro corresponding to the allowable Mach number, drag coefficients 
must be increased many times over- the values for the clean airlañe 0 ...
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If a fi.solage-type aerodynamic brake wore employed to produce an 
airplane drag coefficient of 01, which is the value shown corresponding 
to an indicated airsocd of 290 miles per hour and a wing loading of 6o 
DQunds par s q uare foot 9 the brak6 would hav- an area of at least 7 per-. 
' cont of the wing aroa This wou3d moan for a present-day 60passorgor 
transport 9 which did. not have aailb10 the braking due to its propellers9 
the total area of the brake woul bä about 100 square feet The large 
• size indicated here is a result of the Oxtrerndo'ont performance re-
u'romenLs, and corroseonds to a vcrtica 1 s1Dod. of l5000 foot per mm-
uto at an altitude of 30 9 000 feot	 At 10 1 000 feet aItitmdt-he rate of 
doscent would be 10 9 600 foot per minit	 . 
The preceding discussion of air brako has:b .eonbas. bd upon a sinipli-
fication of tho braking proolem n order to staolish some of the maximum 
limits of brake performance:assüoii•ng that the attáinmthtof very high 
vertical speeds is the principal problem , The extent to which those seods 
nnj be possible, hoevor decenas upo nì other factors bosies the abLla1y 
to provide sufficient drag	 .	 ... 
In an emergency rouiting from loss of cabin posüre at high a]ti--
tude, tho passengor wou'd oo at Lhc outside prouro altituo A hgh 
iato o presbure increase reu1tmn' Irom nih vertical volocit LOS t 
known to be objoctionable Even.whon cabin docomproion has not occur'd, 
the allowable rate of pressure changQ would Junit a öescent at low a.LtL-
tuO.es
 since 9 below	 OOO or 9OOO feet 9 . thô cabir possure would again 
be about eq ual to the outside pressure0 
The value of aerodynaIc brako .
 ctriot be gauôd by consideration 
of the emergency-descent rob1e alone., : As ai auxiliary speed control 
brakes have proved to be pä±'ticulariy valuable t turbojet aircraft. 
which lack the bralrirg effect provioea by an engmnc.-propcller comblrlatLai 
during a th.ottlo-.back glLde, During a landing letdown anl aDproacll 
they may be used to quickly redu,ce the speed d that the landing gear 
and flaps may be operated 9 or. that:the airplio may better conform to 
traffic-control-zone conditions	 ..	 . 
Brakes may be employed so. a . t âilev1ae some phases of the range 
problem of turbojet aircraft in order to aime at the öestinafion 
with t1e re q uired reserve fad and ad itional range 9 ourmn the latter 
portion of tho flight, the pilot might maintain high altitude irsteao. 
of making a gradual descent at a speed for L'igh lift-drag ratio 0 The 
amothit of reserve fuel reqpired tp reachan alternate airnort would 
then be considerably less than that required if the flight to the al .-
tomato: airport were made at low;altitmdes, or if such a flight invoiod 
climbing again to a more. effieiQnt S1t-i.tudo, Under such conditions 
when the let-- own is finally made, it orobably would cc accomplished as 
rapidly as practicable, consistent with :oas anger-comfort .roquir.ements 
Jlthough values mignt be chosen to renresont satlsfector )r
 speed 
control and glide-path control, thesignificance of these values, can 
be established only from operational eerienco 0 Obviously ;
 the drag
increments xeq uired. of' the brakes in'thoso'applications are considerably 
less than those required for emergonc descows0 
Aerbdynami.c brakes hav boon successfully cmoloyod. on many tos 
of airplaiios.. Their use witi transports' is elatively rocant but eo-
.porionce with other,typos of'airolanos- providös a good basis for their 
ovalu.ation, 
Since aerodynamic brakes are primari,ly only device for increasing 
airolano dra, and are not otherwise greatly restricted, they have a 
wide variety of geometric characto,'ist1cs' For the same reason they 
have boon loeatodon airp lanes in é. variety of p lacos, In some cases the. 
landing gear has boon designed to servo as an air brake, when, extended0 
l:o'ro commonly, thc brakes have conited of hinged :olates or flaps 
(sometimes p'crfoxated) on the wing or. 'large retractable panels on tho 
• :fusolàci side or belly Q
 Figure 6 shows some of these tres of air brakess ( a) a perforated brake of the slit flap typo on the wing s
 (b) three plain 
panels on the fuselage aft'of th,e wing (c) a large folding panel on each 
•:.. sid 'e of 'the,fusolage arid (d) sDoilor-ty p o brakes on the wing 
•
	
	 Aerodynamic., brakOs as sho	 on, the upper surface of the wing have

been: found to causeincr'eaes in the airplane drag amounting tomore 
than twio'tho drag of an isà'latèd Plato of the same s'izo Th high 
effe ctivoness of this type of brake is due to 'its soo:i,lcr typo of act.on' 
causing flow s,oparation'o'vor the'wing 0 . This type of brake has 'thoad'-
•antage that th airolano angle of attack may be increased, roduc:i.ng the 
• , diving attitude in a stoop descont A spoiler type of brake may be tin-. 
favorably affected. by comprossibiiiy, increasing buffotng tendencies 
or stability changes to h'ihan airplane may be subject at high Mach 
numbers Aerodynamic' eharabo'ristiqs of this type of brake are presont. 
.Ln refereicos 2 and. 3 
Tho faelage type:.of : brake 9 if extended to a :position approxi:mately 
porp ondicalar to the air s'tream has been found to produce a drag in-
crease about oqual. ta tha the to the brake alone (seo reference 3) 
y designing this typo 'of brako installation so that 'the wake is a suf-
ficient distance from th 'táil srfac's of the airolano, it is :oossible 
to avoid buffotig duo to the brakes, and prevent appreciable changes 
of stability when the brakes are extonded, evon at Mach numbers greater 
than 09 
Another type of braking is provided. by reversing :oropollor pitch 
in flight	 In reference 1 tests are reported indicating that the ro-
versed thrust from the :oropeller offers a very powerful means of braking 
propeller-driven airplan,os .
 ' This paper describes tests of a multi-engine 
transport airølane durihg which rato,s of descent of ll000 feet per m:Ln-
ut'e were obtained.
	 ihdicated. airspeed of 200 miles per hour, wall

below the maximum placard speod The remarkable descent. performances 
that were obtained indicate that this typ of braking should be developed 
for the general use of airolanesfor which the descent problem is im port-
ant, and. if possible 'adapted to turbopropeller installations.
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Flights of a single-engine turbojot'airplano wore made at tho 
NACA Amos. Aeronautical Laboratory to measure th time required for 
descant from 33,000 feet without aerodynamic brakes and with brakes 
of the fuso1ao-sido type 0 The first chart in figure .7 is a com-
parison of the drag coefficients just alter the start of the descents3 
A large part of the total d.iag in both asos was not available to assist 
in the dcscnt ,  because it was cancelled by the thrust of the ongine as 
shown by the cross-hatched portion of this graph Thi large thrust, 
which remained when the engine was throttled back 1 is characteristic 
of present jet engines0 
The second chart is a comparison of the time required for the two 
descents 0 Without brakas the descant to l0000 foot which was made 
at an inicatad speed of 365 miles per hoar, required l57 minutos, 
With the brakos extended, the time for the descent at the same indicated 
speed was reduced to 25 minu.tcs3 
The aerodynamic problem of providing air bra1.es for a particular 
airplane centers primarily upon the determination of the roauired 
braking force r, This force dopnds upon the wing loading of the airplano 
the air speod and altitude at which the brakos are needed, as well as 
the deceleration or the angle of the flight path which results from the 
use of the brakos	 If these factors can bo specified, available data 
from wind-tuinoi and flight tests may be used to dotermino the brako 
size requirements 3 Tho tests of thO specific configuration may be needed 
to see that the brakes do not introduce advorso stability or trim effects 
or cuso buffeting0 
Ezporiencc in the oDoration of various types of airplanes has 
proved, that aerodynamic brakes are a valuable addition as an auiliay 
cont.'ol of flight charactoristis	 Research on brake effectiveness has 
made it oossible to select brakes that are aerodynamically suitable to 
provide the control important to the operation of transport-type air-
planes 0 Although there remain mechanical and structural problems 
associated. with the addition of brakes bo any given transport, benefits 
possible through the use. of aerodyramic brakes can be realjzed. by judi. 
cious use of the available results of tests and eorience 
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AEEODYNAMIC CONSDERATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT AIRPLANES 
1. KM OF HALING QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS

IN RELATION TO AIRPLANE OPERATING PROBLEMS 
By Christopher C. Kraft, Jr.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
The hancl.ling qualities of an airplane are defined as the stability 
and control characteristics that have an important bearing on the safety 
of flight and. on pilots t
 improssions of the ease of flying an airplane. 
Some time ago the NACA realized the need. for establishing some quanti-
tative design criteria for describing what constitutes satisfactory 
handling qualities of ah airplane. It was necessary to obtain a great 
deal of information from the flight tests of many different airplanes 
in order that somo basis could be formulated for those requirements. 
Through the cooperation of the military services and the CAA, a large 
number of .irplanes were mad.e available to the NACA for this work; the 
airplanes varied in size from the light airplane class to the medium 
and heavy bomber type aircraft. Following the tests of quito a large 
group of these airplanes, a report entitled. "Requirements for Satisfac-
tory Flying Qualities of Airplanes' by R. R. Gilruth was published. as 
a classified report in l91l. It should be rioted that this publication 
is an evaluation by the NACA of the handling qualities desirable of a 
satisfactory airplane but the NACA has no power with which to enforce 
these requirements. A short time after this claaified. publicatiOn 
both of tho military services adopted a similar group of requirements 
based on the NACA work. The military services specifications have 
since been used. as a basis for acceptance of newly designed airplanes 
for both the Air Force and Navy. The CAA Airplane Airworthiness require-
nients also contain certain standards for stability and control charac-
teristics, but those are less detailed. and not as quantitative as the 
military services requirements. Those specifications as adopted. br 
the military services are also used as a standard for airplanes in the 
design stage. Preliminary design calculations, wind tunnel tests and 
finally flight tOsts arc necessary to ensure . that the airplane does 
meet the standards. Early in l9I.7 the original NACA publication be-
came available to the 8eneral industry. Since the original NACA pub - 
lication, the handling qualities of a great many more airplanes have 
been measured, and only a few minor ad,d.itions not originally included 
in the roquirement8 have been necessary. . . 
A workable group of requirements necessarily contains a descrip-
tion of the technique necessary to measure the characteristics of the 
airplane and what characteristics are reasonable to require of an air-
plane without impos±ng penalties on the airplane performance... Pilot 
opinions were osoecially important in determining the control force 
characteristics that a satisfactory airplane should have. For example, 
the elevator control forces experienced by the pilot in performing an 
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accelerated maneu--er mut be. ]ow enough to allow the pilot to maneuver 
quickly and off iciently but on the other hand must be large enough to 
allow the pilot to precisely regulate the load. on the airplane. Many 
other important concepts contaIned in the requirements were obtained by 
the correlation of pilot opinions with the measurements made on the air-
Diane. It should also be nOted that the testing techniques that have 
been set forth by the NACA oublication were so arranged as to allow for 
data that could be repeated and results which were quantitative. 
The. handling qua1I-±e epecifications are subdivided under the head-
ings of;; longitudinal s &,ili ty ad control, lateral stabilfty and control, 
and stalling'characterst1cs. As anoxample of what is covered under 
these titles th eubheacLiñgs covered under longittdinal stabIlity and 
control are dynamic stabllity, tatic stability, elevator control in ac-
cO.leratd. flight, 'elevator control in landing and take-off coridiions, 
limits of :brinichahge due to power and..f laps, and. the characteristics 
of the trimming .&évlcès. 'The har4li.ng quaiities of the airplane which 
como under the othr headings are cove-rod in a similar manner, but the 
entire handling 'quáIities specifications are too numerous to allow dis-
cussion In. this paper. 
In ordertc . iIlustiate the application of the handlIng qualities 
requirernents abriOf discussion of some of thetest made on tyIcal 
iarge-scaie:triisOt'air1anes ie presented herein. Figure 1 shows, 
the charateristIs 'Of tet airplane in accelerated flIght for the 
power-on clean condition, These tests were made in steady turns at a 
constant peed' and acceleration. The curves show the elevator angle 
and elevatorfoi'ce as function of normal•, acceioratioi'for thr9e dif-
ferent Indicated aispeed.s 200, 150, and 120 mile per hou' at' a center-
of-gravity positIonaproxima-5elym±dway ietween the speOlfied limits of. 
this airplane." Th'equiremeits.for.the airplane of this particular 
class and load faoto. ..tatos that.the force per.gIn accelerated maneu-
veis shall be Leoeen 20 and. 60 pounds ad hat he elevator shall be 
capable of:prodicin &ithei' maicimum lift coefficient or maximum load. 
factor. The' vaiatIonof ieator angle with normal acceleration is 
also requlred'to havC... stabde slope and 	 maneuveringflight the rear-
ward movement of the stick shall not be less than inches when the air-
plane lift Ooefflcient is changed 'roni 02 to the maximum lift cOeff I-. 
dent obtainable. • 'It is apparent from these data that the force per g 
of this aiplañe at this center-of-gravity position is excessive at all 
of the speeds investigated since the curves show that the force requiied 
to roach 2 g acceleration is ±60 pounds or more. The curves alsO sho 
that the aiiaoion of olovato arg]e with noma acceleration is in the 
correct directiri, that' Is, a -c &1oi, an that th maximum 1ft' 
coefficient;or maxini' load factor could havebeen reached: If the ole-
vator forces had. not been excessive In addition the pilots rcr ed 
that In all cases more than 1. inches of stick travel 'would have' been 
required. to reach maximum lift coefficient From these data, it can be
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seen that the stick force characteristics of this airplane in. accelerated. 
f1ight were below tho standards set forth by the handling qualities speci-
fications, but that the elevator control was entirely satisfactory. 
Figure 2 presents the aileron control characteristics of a typical 
large airplane. Shown on the slide are the aileron force and. aileron 
effectiveness parameter, pb/2V, as a function of total aileron angle. 
The parameter' pb/2V is the helix angle generated by the wing tip as 
the airplane rolls. The data shown are for the power-on clean condition 
at 150 miles per hour and the flape and gear down condition at 120 miles 
por hour which would be comparable to a landing approach configuration. 
These data were obtained by making rolls out of turns with various amounts 
of aileron deflection and with the rudder held fixed.' The handling quali-
ties specify that the aileron effectiveness parameter, pb/2V, shall be 
at least 0.07 with amaximuni wheel force of 80 pounds. The tests show 
that the maximum pb/2V that could be reached at 150 miles per hour 
without exceeding 80 pounds wheel force was approximately 0.07, but in 
the flaps and gear down condition at 120 miles per hour the maximum 
pb/2V that could. be obtained with this wheel force was 0.06. , Therefore, 
the airplane met the requirements in the power-on clean condition, but 
was slightly below the standards in the flaps and gear down condition. 
It is interesting to note the pilot's opinion of the aileron effec-
tiveness in the flaps and. gear down condition. This configuration cor-
responds to a landing approach and the pilot was disatisf led with the 
high aileron control forces necessary to roll the airplane because both 
hands would be required to exert this amount of force. During a landing 
approach. the pilot is Inclined. to hold only one hand on the wheel while 
the other is used to adjust the throttles and other necessary controls, 
and for this reason the pilot would desire lower aileron force to'obtain 
an equivalent amount of lateral control. 
An important and very often overlooked characteristic of an airplane 
Is the amount of friction in the controls. The Air Force and. Navy hand-
ling qualities requirements specify that the maximum allowable friction 
force in a transport type aircraft should be 15 pounds In the rudder con-
trol, 8 pounds in the elevator control, and.6 pounds in the aileron con-
trol. It was possible for the airplane from which these data were ob'-
tamed to change the friction from twice these limits to about 1/2 of 
these allowable values. This afforded a good measure of the effects of 
friction In handling the airplane during flight Involving small control 
displacements. 
FIgure 3 presents a time history of the rudder angle and rudder force 
during two different landings, one with high friction forces In the con-
•trols, and the other with low friction. The vertical lines indicate the 
time at which the airplane made ground contact. In both cases the pilot 
was abléto safely land the airplane,. but the pilot disliked the landing
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with high friction. It fe obvious from the time hIstory of the landing 
with high friction in the controls that there was little response of the 
rudder to the pi1ots f:ice plictIon The 1nding with lcw friction 
In the controls still.requlred the same amount of force application by 
the pilot hat the rudder responded and. allowed the pilot to rnaice a much 
morb satisfactory landing. 
The magnitude of friction force becomes exceedingly Important din'-
Ing precision flyIng such as in an .nstrumont approach since the aerc-
dynamIc forces are low and. snail oonrol movements are desired. If the 
friction forces are too lare. the toliow:tng undiserable characteristics 
are createi: (:L) the a oanrio forces caImD-t be accurately trimmed 
to zero, thus allowing tha oonrols to tcreepfl and. necessitating con-
stant retriimi.ng of te airpane, (2) -cne controls when dislaoed from 
trim will no rct:rn when the control forces are released, (3) the pilot 
no longer hs control feel for small cont:ol dIsplacement because the 
deflection is not proportional to the applied force, and (11) it is ox-
tremely difticulo to make small coni:.rol ad.istmenls without undershoot-
ing or overshooting the.deii'eO. position. 
Düriri the past several years there has been some question as to 
the need for revisIon or amendment to the handlIng qualitIes reqjiro-
monte. The NACA has maLo sorfo:r-al handlIng qualltiee investigations 
during the past few yoas with the special intent of seeking Item not 
covered by the p:resent recni:oconts. The rësui-s of these tests have 
indicated that had the airplanes tested met the requirements as they 
now stand, the ai'planes wouLl have been consieed apceptable. 
As an example or the tests made 'LY. T the NACA to ieèk itcms not 
covered by Lhe present •requi:ements the specifications for assymmetric 
power conditions require the rudder to be powerful enough to limit the 
angle of bank to a mathcwu of 5 degrees ar.i the sawing velocity to 
zero. This IJar i:Ioular airplane met this requirement,
	 t the question
was raised. as to whether the pilot woulO. have sufficIent tIme to take 
corrective action following engine failu:e. 
Flguxe 11. sho's a time history of the angle of bank and. angle of 
sideslip followIng fail'Ln-e . o± the number one engine cf 'a.four-e1g!Tied 
tra'-spor & r a e	 1.o fl'i res a e ', one hllere ube con+rols 
were hela i el an. t ari a'o iR CflL	 c r'li o±f, rna +'e oftor 
where correcive aetirn was 	 te- by tbe 1.lot. These particular tee be
were made in the i ake-oi'f co f:xaT
 ion. Tho eirves for the áase where 
the controls we:cc held f!ed. :naioate that the angle of bank inreased 
at a slow rate aM that six seconds was required. for the airplane to 
reach 11.0 degrees bank. This was consIdered ample time for the pI•lot.to 
take corfecclve action The dottea lines on tIIs figtre are the reu1ts 
obtained when the pilot applied the controls follwIng the engine fail-.. 
ure It is apparent that the pilot had little trouole in controlling
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the airplane. These tests proved, that the airplane characteristics were 
satisfactory following an engine failure. Another example of the recent 
handling qualIties tests are the problems Involved, during a landing ap-
proach. During a landing approach, especially an instrument landing, 
there has been some doubt as to the most efficient technique that could 
be used to correct for lateral displacement from the runway. From a dis-
cussIon with quite a number of pilots, two maneuvers were suggested, one 
was coordInated turne, and the other level sideslips. Some of the pilots 
felt that they. would not bank a large aIrplane during the final approach 
and would only use the wings level maneuver; however, a large number of 
flight records of simulated instrument approaches indicated that coordi-
nated turns with limited angles of bank are more frequently used. 
Figure 5 presents some of the results that were calculated for a 
large four-engine transport to determine which technique would be the 
most effective. The abscissa of this plot Is the distance in feet from 
the end of the runway, and the ordinate is the lateral dIstance in feet 
from the centerline of the runway. The two solid curves presented here 
are not flight paths but a series of thterting points of a flight path 
such as that shown, where the airplane was originally flying parallel 
to the runway and this given amount of lateral displacement was required 
to bring the airplane to the center line of the runway. In other words, 
if the airplane were 2000 feet from the end of the runway arid, performed 
a coordinated turn maneuver, the pilot would be able to laterally dis-
place the airplane about 200 feet following this type of flight path. 
Similarly, if the level aideslip maneuver were used, the pilot would. be
 
able to displace the airplane .
 about 100 feet, again following a flight 
path such as that shown. In making the calculations for the level side-
slips maneuver, the pilot was assumed to use first full left rudder and 
then full right rudder followed by enough left rudder to return the a.r-
plane to its original heading. The coordir!ted turns wore assumed to be 
performed in a similar manner, that is, using first left and then right 
rolls to laterally displace the airplane. Also, in making the calcula-
tions of the coordinated turn method, the maximum amount Of aileron 
effectieness was assumed, and the angle of bank was limited to a maxi - 
mum of 17 degrees, which would be the angle at which the wingtip and 
the landing gear of this .ptrticular airplane would touch the ground at 
the same time. It can be seen from these data that the coordinated 
turns maneuver will correct for greater displacement than will level 
sideslips for all distances from the end of the runway. In fact, from 
2000 feet on out, the coordinated turns maneuver is two or more times 
as effective as the level sideslips maneuver. Similar calculations were 
made limiting the aileron effectiveness parameter to about one-half, and 
the rudder deflection to one-half full rudder. These values would be 
more closely, related to the amount of control normally à'pplid' by the 
pilot. The results showed a similar comparison between the two tech-
niques, the amount of displacement obtainable being about one-half those 
shown on the. figure. . .
	 ..
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It appears then that a good basis for satisfactory handling qualities 
has 'been established for'the present conventIonal transport , airplane, but 
with the coming of transonic and. supersonic speeds, the problem of produc-
ing airplanes with satisfactory handling qualIties Is a seriQus one. As 
- the conventional airplane of -ioIay approaches transonic speeds. many now 
problems are introduced which are completely divorced. from those at sub-
sonic speeds. Large changes occur in trIm, stability and hinge mnent 
characteristics due to compressibility effects. If the airplane confIg 
uratlon is selected. to minimize these adverse effects, undesirable low-
speed. handling qualIties may be introduced. In order to provide sa'tis-
factory control forces on t'ansonic airplanes, the use. of, control boosters 
with mechanical devices to provIde control feel may. offer a solution. 
Complicated stall--control devices may be required. to obtain satisfactory 
low-speed handling qualitIes. The present handling qualities require-
month-provide the designer with the requirements for performance of these 
mechanisms that will result in satisfactory handling qualIties of the 
a±rlanC. However, as hIgher speeds are reached and. airplane designs 
'depart ñirthar from the conventional desIgn of today, a great deal more 
resear'cl- will be reoulrod to establIsh what the aprodynamic character-
istics of anairlane must 'be to meet the handling qualities;pocifica-
tions; ' '	 '.
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AERODYNPNIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR HIGH-SPEED TRANSPORT AIRPLANES 
15 . A STUDY OF REQJJIREMENTS FOR POWE.-OPERATED CONTROLS 
AND JYIECHANICAL FEEL . DEVICES 
By B. Porter Brown 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
Large control forces are necessary in operating many current 
airplanes because of recent.increases in size, mneuvercbility, and 
speed. Some designers have already iñcoporated pawer-operated con-
trol systems as a means of reducing pilot exertion. The basic pur-
pose of any power-operated cokitrol. syslem s to sup:çly a .1a:ge force 
to the control surThce ihen a relatively small force is ap.Ued by 
the pilot to the booster Various types of boosters such as elec-
trical, hydraulic, and pneuiatic have been designed, with hydraulic 
systems being the most commonly used. 
A test booster of. the hydraulic te has.been investigated by 
the NACA. It was inst11ed in the elevator control system cf a large 
four-engined airplane weighing about 110,000 pounds. This booster 
was adjustable in fliSht so that the total control effort could be.• 
distributed in any proportion between the pilot and the booster. The 
tests were organized to investigate three major problems connected 
with boosters: (1) the amount of control effort that should be left 
to the pilot to obtain best airplane handling cualities, (2) the 
speed with which a booster should control a surface in order to avoid 
objectionable lag In airplane response, and (3) the allowable limit 
of friction in the booster valve. 
The first problem is illustrated .th figure 1, in which the 
maneuvering-. stability parameter, stick force per g, is plotted against 
indicated, airspeed. The area between the two dashed horizontal lines 
represents the range of stick fOrce per g for large airplanes con-
sidered satisfactory by the military servides. Curve A, ottained. for 
the test airplane without boost, shows the stick forces were much 
larger than those considered satisfactorr. These heavy stick forces 
are typical df nc.rily all large airplanes without boosters. Actually 
there has been very little flight experience in the satisfactory 
range. When the booster in the test airplane was adjusted to give 
values shown by curve B, all of tl:le pilot noted a marked iiprovement 
in their ability to handle the airplane.. Adjustment of the booster 
to give a variation as shown by. curve C gave no objectionable charac-
teristics but the pilots felt that this was not as desirable as the 
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B setting. When the stick force per g . was adjusted to vary as " 
curve D, the pilots felt that the forces were too light and. this 
ligttnes resulted in over-controllig of the airplane. Of the 
three gradients tested, the pilots preferred the B setting, felt 
that the C setting was acceptable, nd considered. setting D unsatis-
factory. These results indicate that the lower limit of the speci-
fied. range could. be lowered slightly. It should be noted that the 
foregoing observations are based only on flying qualities with no 
consideration being given to the possibility that light forces 
might lead to inadvertent excessive accelerations being occasionally 
applied to the airplane. 
Appreciation of what correct control forces mean to the pilot 
is readily obtained by comparing the control forces experienced in - 
a landing without boost and a landing in which the pilot's force 
was adjusted to fall along curve C. In the landing without boost, 
the pilot exerted about 80 pounds force just •before ground contac'f;. 
This force is large enough to be annoying to the pilot especialy 
if one hand is adjusting throttles or trim'tabs. With boost how-
ever, this force was reduced to about 15 pounds. 
The second problem, proper rate of control motion, will now be 
discussed. The rate of motion required is of major concern to the, 
designer because low rates mean less owerf,ui and therefore lighter..'. 
boosters. The booster tested was capable of proding a very high 
maximum rate of elevator motion, about 1.00 degrees,per second, but 
could also be adjusted for any lower rate. For this investigation., 
the data were obtained n landings because the rate of elevator. 
motion is critical, in this maneuver. 	 .	 " 
The history of a landing made with,'.nrestricted axm'i',rateof 
control motion is shown in figure 2, in hch . control:position and 
elevator rate are plotted against time. There are two curves shown, 
a dashed one, representing the control position called for. by pilot. 
action.
 and. a solid one representing actual control positiob These 
curves nearly coincide which means the. control was 'positio,ned 'very.. 
accurately with no perceptible lag. .'Tte curve hows that' the highest 
rate-used by.
 the pilot was about 30 degrees: per second., :a typical. 
value for this airplane. Demands ,
 for uch high' rates are,. -;vever., 
of extremely short duration. 'Since the airplane cannot: respond in 
attitude appreciably . in these short time, good' landings mat,be' . 
possible with a much 'lower maximum rate' of" control rnbtion.' Such a..' 
case is indicatedin,'figure 2 in,'which the maximum available ..cotitrol-'." 
rate wasrestricted.to slightly less-. than'1 degrees per secônd.'" In. 
spite o± the . restricted contro.l'rate, the pilot cOuldstil1.mOe thè..' 
stick as fast , as he ished up to a limit where 'the error: . between the .".
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&tick"position and cohtroi.surrace position was a. certain. ,vaue. 
OccasIonally thepi1ot called for:rates hiher than . that aväilable.•'. 
as shown by the flat spots, and this exqessive demand caused some 
lag in positioning of the control. Becasethe d.emands.for the., 
higher rates'iere very brief, however, th,s..lag never.got large 
enough to. be objectionable, to the pi1ot. Consequently the pilots. 
hoiight the airplane handled just aswell with the restricted rate:. 
as with the unrestrictedrate. 	
. .... .: . 
This result Indicates that for large airplanes, satisfactory 
handling qualities can be obtained with boosters having , rnax.imum avail-
able elevator-control rates less than that 'used in the unrestricted 
case.' Of course,. the conclusion that a' i-ate of about 10 degrees . per 
second is satisfactory applieB.only' to the elevators on lar:ge air.-
plànes. Higher rates may. be iequired on other controls or oz sm.1le,r 
airplanes.	 .	 .	 .	 '	 :	 ........	 ,	 .	 .	 . - 
The. third problem, allowable limit . of. friction in the boQter 
valve,, will be discussed next. It .should,be'pointed. o .ut that the. 
frictlon'considered in these tests was the friction in the booster, 
control valve and not the friction in the normal control system. 
A 'schematic. drawing Of -a'boost'system (fig. ii. ) inUcates, the normal 
:ôperation of the system and the effect of frictiofl in'the contzol 
valve.' The' arrows show the direction of fluid flowto,, and. from the'.) 
booster valve. During steady:flight of the airplane. the contr,ol.s.ur-
face is held'fixed'by the piston.,..which.has'fluid on-.each.side',,a 
is In equilibrium. 'If the pilot pulls back: on the, stick, -Xhe. vertical 
link attached 'to the 'stick rotates to a new position because its 'lQwer 
end is.restrained by the link connected to the control surface.. Motion 
of'the upper horizontal.link to its".new'pos.ition opens the booster' 
control valve, allowing'fluid to.go into the jack. This inductio.n of 
fluid moves the piston in such a. direction as to pu.11 the elevator up. 
The upward motion of the elevator actuates the lower horizontal link 
which then. rotates the first link about' the pivot point .in its center 
because .
 the : pilot is holding the,stick'fixed.' ,This,,rotation move,s,' the 
link back to .vèrtical.a'gain closing',the valve'.and stopping-the 'flow 
of fluid and thereby establishing a new.equi1ibrium position of the 
hydraulic jack. If friction were present in the valve, it would tend 
• 'to' hold. the 'valve open at.' the end Of the operatiOn thereby allowing 
fluid to continue to flow into the jack and move the elevator until 
the pilot applied corrective .action'by movng..the . stick .±ntIie" 
opposite direction. This friction effect differs from the effect of' 
conventional control friction in that the valve friction tends to keep 
the elevator in motion while ordinary static friction itends to prevent 
the elevator from moving It had been suspected that frlct2on of this 
type, even in small amounts, would be highly objectionâble ' to pilots.
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Tests were therefore made with severdi known values of booster-valve 
friction that were intentionally introduced into the system. One 
part of the tests consisted of teady runs in which the pilot 
attempted to-maintain a given speed Data from two of these steady 
'runs are presented in figu,re 5. Each curve shows normal acceleration 
plotted against time. The upper curve is for negligible valve 
friction anu. tl-'e lcer one s for a valve friction value of 1-1/? pounds 
o± pilot T s tick force. .Comarison of the peaks of ce1eron 
experienced makes the flying difficulty caused by valve friction quite 
obvious, Some landings werealso made with differet amount-s of fric-
tion and it' as noted that here also corrective control wa's':applied 
more frequently as a result of this friction. In all of the test 
maneuves the pilots felt that 'any amount of friction was annoyirg 
because it resulted in continual ov'ercontrolling.. The resth1t of 
	
-	
... these -tests indicate that the 'alldwable limit of this tpe' of friction 
is much lower"than the 8-pound limit of normal elevator cntrcl fric 
tion of the 'type which tends to hold the control fixed 'and- extreme 
- '::, care should be taken in the design of any' powered control system of 
•	 this type in order to eliminate as much friction as possi1le in the 
-' ., booter control valve.
	 '	 '	 '	 ' -
	 .... -' 
All of the tests discussed thus far were made with the booster 
allowing a portion of the elevator-hinge moments to be fed back to the 
plots stick to provide the necesarj conbrol feel forces Hign-
	
H' '	 '	 : Mach,-nuber effects cause undesirable: -hinge-moment variations, how-
ever, making it very difficult if not impossible to balence the con-
trol surface aerodynamcally Boosters alone in tn_s case can not 
alleviate the problem A much s]mpl proaci o the p roUenl s, 
however, q1 te apparert If the Do3ster were designed to a] _ow no 
foice feed back frtm the elevators and another device were ircluded 
to create the feel forces mecianically, then the problem of undesirable 
hinge-moment characteristics gould be eliminated 
Some present-day hgh-speed airplanes are equipped with feel 
devices but as yet tranport airplanes do not need them because tey 
are operated at relatively low Mach flumoers In Jet-transport a.esign, 
however, feel devices will probably be employed 
The NACA has made tests on a fe1 d.evice to gain experience ath 
this ype of control system and to investigate tfle design features 
that should be incorporated in such devces 
With the aid of figure 6, the component parts of the test feel 
device and their functions wiLl be explained and compared to the 
similar parts and functions in a conventional control system
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In the actual test installation there was a link not shown in 
figure 6 that connected the pilot's stick to the booster and of course 
the booster was connected to the control surface. . These linkages were 
omitted from the figure because the tests were concerned only with 
stick forces and the booster purposely eliminated all aerodynamic stick. 
forces; therefore the drawing represents the complete unit as far as 
pilot's force is concerned. 
In a conventional control system, when the surface is deflected, 
hinge moments are created that tend to restore the surface back to 
neutral and hence supply the pilot with a' control force. This restor-
ing tendency increases as the square of the speed. In the feel device 
system, the.restoring tendency is supplied by,the spring connected to 
the trimmer and .to a variable lever arm, which is so adjusted' by dynamic 
pressure, as to make the restoring tendency in the system increase as 
the square of the speed. In the conventional system, if the pilot wishes 
to change airplane attitude by use of elevator deflection,. the new atti-
tude is maintained, with zero pilot's force by use of a trim tab. In the 
feel device, this is accomplished by means of the trimming device shown. 
The part to which the spring is secured is really a movable base that 
the.pilot can move in either direction to relieve the tension orcom-. 
pression in the spring and thereby establish a new zero-force stick posi-
tion. The variable lever arm controlled by the manual force,,gradient 
adjuster has no comparable part in the conventional control system. The 
only reason it was included in this design was to provide a convenient 
way 'by which the control force 'gradient could be varied. In the con-
ventional system, damping is supplied aerodynamically while in' this. 
system, it is' supplied by the viscous' damper attached to th pilot 'p. 
stick.	 .	 .	 S	 . 
This feel device was installed in an airplane in conjunction with 
the previously mentioned, booster In' the elevator-control system. ' As, 
previously mentioned, the booster coula be adjusted to allow"anypor-. 
tion of the elevator hinge moments th be fed. back to the. pilot , 'and. for 
these tests the booster was adjusted to allow no force feed bad fr* 
the elevators,	 '	 '	 .	 '	 ' ' 
Static and. maneuvering longitudinal stability tests on the aix-
plane were made with the feel device and without the feel 'device for 
comparison purposes. , Figure 7 shows two flight re'cords of normal' 
acceleration that were. obtained in pull-ups and releases to' determine 
if the device introduced. any oscillating tendencies Into the system. 
The upper curve is for the case without the feel device while 'the 
lower one is with the feel device. The Only portion of these curves 
of interest to this analysis is the part follcwing the time., at which 
the pilot released the stick, shown by the vertical lines, 'which' 
occurred. in these two cases at approximately2 seconds. 'Cómpár1son
1'lO' 
of the wocuries'beyond this point ' in"the'tio recod:s' idicátes that 
the device d1. not introduce' 'any'udesirabie' ocii.iti:n tendendie.s,:. 
)áta'öbtäinedin static longitüditial stability rims are presented in 
figure'8 ' Pilot's force is ploted agairt indicted'airspeed for the 
two caseswith and without the fel devc. In' this type 'of plot a 
pull force should be reuired to decrease airspeed in order for the 
airplane to be stable. Th.e point emphasized in this figure is that 
the feel device id not alter any of the characteristics of the air-
plane exc'epF th
	 'gnttiiae's of the control forces. This can be pointed 
out by the fact that a' the higher speeds both cur-ves indicate that the 
'airlane was stable down to a speed of about 160 miles er hour. At 
this speed, however, the slopes of both curves Ieverse, indicating 
• iñstahiliy. This instabilityin the stick forces occurred in both 
sës because the elevator angle vaiation was unâtàble. This charac-
teristic de-nonstrates that if the variation of elevator angle iitri 
speed is unsatisfactory, t ile feel device cannot provide corp1etely 
satisfactory' stick forces; Inthe càse'in which elevator deflection 
does vary satisfactorily, however, either with speed or acce1eraion, 
even though the aerodynamic hinge-moment variation may be 1.ndebireb1e, 
the'feél'device will provide 'satIsfactory control'fo±cës. This cint 
is i!ustrated in figuie 9 
Maneuvering stabilil-y data are presented in figure 9 to compare 
cases with and without the feel device for a condition at wich the 
'e1Cvàtor "argIe' variation with aOceleration was satisfactOry but the' 
aerodynamic hinge-moments were unsatisfactory. Pjlot's stick force 
is plotted against normal acceleration In a plot of this type, 
satisfactory c1iaracteisti'cs reco'gzed by the 'act 'tJ'at pull 
forces should be required to produce positive accelerations and. uh 
force are required to produce negative acceleratiQns. In the case 
without the feel device, shown by the solid line, the force charac-
teristics were satisfactory at high normal acceleratons, but at low 
normal accelerations ela"rator overbalance was encountered, which 
indicates unatnsfactory fQrces, because eventual±y, pull forces were 
required to roduc'e negative accelerations.' "The"dotted I1ñ 'sho•i the 
performance of the feel device under similar conditions arid' it is 
obvious that the overbalance is completely eliminated because the 
forces are a'ways in the right direction The forces furnishd by 
the feel device in this case were satisfactory because the variation 
of elevator angle with acceleration was satisfactory 
In sunsrary, t snou(d be remembered that both the tooster system 
and the mechanical feel device have been evaluated with no considera-
t,pns being given to such things as reliability, mechanical failure, 
or weight The booster tests, however, provide desigr .nformation on 
the control effort that should be left to the pilot The results also
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show that the rate of elevator motion to be supplied by the booster 
can be limited to values ,lower than those normally used by pilots. 
In addition, friction in the booster control valve deserves CL?. i-:ul 
design atteniion. The feel device investiatcn indicated the , device 
to be 'sat sfact.ory and, in ddJ.tion to providing valuable experience 
with this re c control svs';em, the bests showed several features 
that would be cle .3irabie in these systems
ii: 
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i6, SO CONSIDERATIO.JS OF AIRCRAFT NOISE 
By Uarvey H3 Hubbard 
' Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. 
Stud:ies of aircraft noise are complex and have a great many ramifi-
cations, in addition to tho woll known nuisance aspects . person may 
suffer temoorary deafness, communications of all kinds may be disrupted, 
and. variotis electronic devices may be caused. to malfunction. 
In the propeller, the reciprocating engineand the . urbojet engine, 
the aircraft industry has some of the most prolific noise generators the 
world has lôiown 0 In addition to these accessories the airframe itself Is 
a source Of noise as It moved through . tho air. 
It is the urposoof this paper to introduce and to indicate the scope 
of some of the aircraft.nôiso probloms Brief reviews of research in reV-
gardto the various phases of the problem will be treated in the following 
order; Dropollor noise, ongine-exheust. noise and muffling, and iet-cngino 
noise 0 Since a portion of this research was eccomiDlishod by persons not 
connected with .thc NACA, I wish to acknowledg contributions from the work 
of Dr. Horac:O, Parrack,Mr, Konnoth . R Jc1an,. and variou groups at 
•	 the BollTblephono Laborat.orios,.anö. the Aeronautical Research Foundation, 
Figure 1 (referencel) iflustratos the ranges of frequency and intensity 
concernd in this paper, Tho horizontal scale us: froquency in cycles 
per second, The vertical scaleisin docibel, where a decibel is a 
convenient logarithmic unit Of sound intensity The sha4d portion in-
:: dicàtos thb freq uencies and. corresDonding intensities necessary for nor-
mal speech	 or.irnentsat the Boll Telephone Laboratories (reference 
2) havd shown that.. the ear doesnot rcspoiid oqually.woii tO sounds of 
• all froauencies and intnsi:tios 3 •.Thi noz-linoar response of the oar is 
not a funOtion of iitons1t or froqiency alone but eponds on both of 
those togethQr The ear i most sohsitivo to freQuencies in the order 
of 1000 cycles per second and the soiisiivity drops. Off for the region 
of lowfrequoncios and intensities. Normally, for aircraft noise, ad-
vantage can not b taken of this pqnomonon because the associated in-
tonsitiOs are so groat as to be in the rangO where the resDonso of the 
• ear is fIat 0
 It is only after some reduOtion of the intensities has

taken placo :01 unless the observer is at a reat distance fro the 
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source that much benefit can be derived at the low frequencies from the 
frequency resDonso of the ear n It was also found at che Boll Telephone 
Labortorios that a low frequency was effective' in" maski 	 any higher
frequency 0 Because of this phenomenon communications and. speech are 
very difficult in the presence of a'iow" frequency background noise. 
Thus, figure 1 sugosts' that as tho' intsitios of the low fre-
quencies are increased, communications are probably the first to be 
affected: Many scien'ti'st''think that aporsoi a'y be continuously ox-
:oosod. to levels of 85 decibels, as indicated by the dotted line with-
out any lasting ill effects and the Air Force has adopted this level 
in orb±'to 'tandàrdize' its faOilitios 0 ' At'levols abOve' 'th'is 'a persôñ 
will oxpe'rioncO moro and'oro'disó'OfOit until' pain el' ohy'sical damage 
is experienced. It is quite generally areed'thàt' persbn's should not 
be required to withstandIütenit'ies"above 120' dècbèIsthd' for condi'-
tions involving long-term exposures the limit is probably in the order, 
of 5 decibels or below. 
'Sihce' it i well knOwn 'that noises 'ar lesO •i'htense as the distance 
from the source is increased, it 'is of iritel'est t6 evaluate this effect 
of distance on aircraft noise. Figure 2 is a plot of. the reduction, in 
décibél's as .
 a fncjoi ofdiariOeinfeet fór'val'ioüs frequ.encies ' in 
the 'audible rang's '(reference' '3)	 The. sOlid 'curve i's an iric',icat'ion' of 
the: ' reduction in" inteisity due' tO the spreading' Of th& wave as distance 
increases; 'ae to'this phenorenon which ho'lds trii for i'ioat'mosph:el'ic' 
lossësthei'e is a' decreOs'ofsoüid. i'ntënity Of 20 decibels èach' time 
thetllstaicé is i±iOréasOd ten fold ' - The dashed curves' indicate' the' amount 
of meaured r'edutiOi as a funOt'Ion of distánce'that: i'"obta,ined fOr 
var.iOuC 'frequencies	 The" difference' betwen. the 'solid and' dashed curves 
is the tmoheric I tteniation where atmosphA1'ic : 'atte'nuatioii' is reduc-
tion in intêrisitythiOto conver 'sibn of:thesound'energTto heat energr 
by viscositr, c6duction •wáte vapor, êtc'': For a f±ejien'cy of l0000 
cycles'er'seo'nd'which i near the limit Of the âüdibie range, thOrè is 
considereble attenuation at 1000 feet while for frequencies of 1000 cycles 
per secoM oi''less h'et'e :isà negligible amount evOn at' 10,000 feet 
Sound measurements on an AT-6 airslane: 'in flight fell ne'ar the sound 
curv 'thus indicating that" for that' patieuläl' confiation little 
or no atmosphOriO 'attenuati :on as'iesent. ' ThuC, 'it is Oee'tha't' 'for 
high frequen.cies': Or large di'Otan'Oes the 'atthophOric attenuatio'ii ay be 
appreciaole while for low frequencies or small distances it is negligible, 
Sinc&'it i's se'en that 'no't' muéh' benefit 'is derived 'by the sound re-
duction charactei'it'icO of the human ear and f the atmos phere it'is' 
necessary to 'tu.rii to other and more offectiie me'ânC 0
 SOund reduci'on 
is usually acc'olishOd' in two"'en'erl ways 0 One of these is to rOduce 
the sound at the source and the other is the enclosing by means of a 
suitable structure of either the sound source or those persons to be 
protected 0
 Both methods of sound reduction ae important and are prob-
ably most effective when used to complement each other
The amounts of reduction available from variou.s schemes of sound 
proofing are.dependent to a: large extent.on the freuency of the im-
pinging sound. 0 Figure 3 illustrates the amount of noise reduction ob-:. 
tamable in an airplane fuselage by use of:some of the soundproofing 
techniques in common. tie today., Decibels of 'ieduction are plbttod.asa. 
function of frequency' The curve ropresnts the.amou.nt of redaction ob-
tained.at variou.s frequenes'b the addition of trim cloth, carpeting, 
and absorbing material such as glass wool over that obtained . with the.. 
bare fuselage (refe±ence ij.)	 These..results indicate t1iat.a.t freauncies. 
in the order. of.l000 cycles per second an4 abovo considerable roducion 
may be obtained by use of standard sound proefing techniques 0 At lower 
freaoncies the reductions obtainable are relatively smalL0 
Now that there is an eaiuàtion of some sound. proofing. techniques 
thet may be used to reduce the noise after it habeen genôI'àt. ed it is 
appropriate .t.oinvstigàtè the significant parameters in noise.genera-
tion to determine wnat may be done to reduce tne various noise comDonents 
at the source; and especially the. lower frequercios that are most diffi-
cult to reduce by other. meàns Any reduction obtained at tho ourco is 
irnortant because it benefits tne peisons on the ground as uell as those 
in the airplane 
Piure 4 is a Dolar cliagfam showing the to sources of noise from a 
propeller and ?ives an indication of the rclative intensities and direc-
tional charactristics of eech for a typical presrnt-day configuration 
(reference 5). The rotatibnal noise which is a f.unctoh of the forces on 
the blades is seen to .he greater fntensity than the vortex noise which 
is associated. with the turbulent wake of the blades Both sourcos.ra-
diate noise in a directional manner s	 he rotatiorl noise is more in-
tense near the plane of rotation and. s weakest on the axis of rotations 
The reverse is true of the vortex noise The frequency spectrum of the 
rotationtl noise con'ists of d.iscieto frequencies which are multa.ples of 
the blade-passage f'buency The frequencies; then. are determined. by . the 
rotational speed. rd the number of blades 0 For tip Macn numbers up to 
0 90 the fundamental frequency is usuall the most intense 0 At upor-
sonic tip speeds some of the nighoi uiarreonics become predominant 0 Var-
tox noise consists of a n.de band of random frequencies e tending from 
some low va 1 ue to severai thousana cclos per second In reduc..ug pro-
peller noise the rotatioral noise is first reduced s:nce it is predomi-
nant 0 Piocedures for reducing the rotational noise uill usually also 
reduce the vortex fl3iSO but at a slower rate d Thü for quiet propellers 
the vorte. component may be a large part of the total 
Two effoctivc iays in which ropeller noise may be reduced are 
shown in figure 5 w1ere the sound intensities are .piOtt'ed as	 'unction 
of the tip Macli.nu.mber at .Contant power for a two- and a six . ' ade. :..::. 
single-rotation propeller 0 It should. 1?e noted that the tip Mach number 
rather than the rm is a significant parametor in roise generation, It 
is aparont from the figure that intensities gnorated by the six-blade 
propeller are lower thanthse for thO two-blade.DiopëllCr at all tip
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Mach numbers oven though at supersonic- tip Mach numbers ,thos:e differencos 
are relatively
 small 0
 It can be seen then that an increase -ui th3 number 
a-f blades is always beneficial in reducing the noise prod.ucod 0 -	 - 
Another very effective way in which propeller .noisemayberedUdèd. 
is to lower the tip -Mach number 0 . Figure 5 shows that thp -no.ise1nteisi-
tios reduce at a rapid, rate as tip Mach number is reduced0 
In practice -it follows that if a larger -nu orpf-b1adeS- .
	 used. t1 
.t-±o -Mach uber. nay be lowered because of the additional blade area avail-
able 0 Points "A t' and 'B" represent two typical operating conditions where 
the same power is absorbed by these two propellers at ,different tip Mach 
nu.mbers 0
 The reduction of approximately 30 decibels thus obtained illu.s-
trates the b-nefits available from naultiblade propellers0 
Figure 5 also permits comparison of suporsonic.rop-ellers ith con--
v.ent.ional ones in- regard to noise generation 0
 iToise levels are sonto 
be:-iröy high and since by definition the ti p
 Mach numbers .for-oeration 
are above unity, ways of noise reduction are greatly limited0 
In the oscillating pressure field surrounding, a propeller 9 tie tn 
tonsity deDends on the distance from the sourcb 0
 - At points away fro -- - - 
th pre11er these oscillating pressures are recognized only- as noise 0 - 
At point-s in close proximity -to the-propeller -they produce intense noise - 
and are- a-1bcà-oable of exciting destructive vibrations in nearby air- ,
	 - 
craft -structures (reference 6)	 The frequencies of theso-pressu±es a-rO . -

a funôtion of tho rotational seod of the propeller and the-number of - 
blades-'	 -	 - -	 - .	 - - --
The study of these ititene oscillating pressure fields and tieir 
associated vi'rations is of- interest as an important related. subjeCt 0	 --: - 
Figure 6I1Listrates schematically some typical-pressure measuremOnts - 
near the propeller where the points of measurement are indicated by 
the check markse Flow through the propeller disk 1 from top . .to-botto' 
The pressure ditritutions anead of the propeller in the region where a 
wing might be located are shown in the top-most shaded-area The thaximum-. - 
pressures were measured near the 3/I4 statin Of the b]ades - These pres- -. -: 
cures under certain conditions may have caused failures of the secondary 
structareof the wing 0
 The shad.ed. portion on the left inclicatea the ps-
sure distribution in the region where a fuselage might be located The 
peak pressOrCs 'OcCur near the plane of rotation 0
 - These pressures ,inder - - - - - - 
certain conditions have caused failures of. some parts. of the fu.selage : - .- - 
wall structure 0
 - In general, procedures for reducing the propeller -noie - -. -. -. 
will also be beneficial in reducing the propeller-excited vibrations0 
din increase in the clearances beteen the propeller and the wing and 
fuselage is especially beneficial in reducing the effects of these pressures0 
Since reciprocating engines are still very much in the picture for 
aircraft propuisionit.- is o±'.intCrest to investigate the characteristics 
of exhaust oiCe'from this type of engine 0
 The solid curve of figure 7 
shows schematically the corn-p osition of a typical exhaust noise spectrum
ii6 
where intensity is plotted as a function of frequency 0
 The fundamental 
firing freciuency is the strongest one resent arid th intensities of 
the higher order frequencies are cons: e'aby w:e in mp1itude 0
 Some 
confusion exists as to which frenuenc:es sh:ió. b
	 e..ued 0
 The tak of

reducing the overall exhaust noise is apparenuy o:e of eduting the low 
frequency comonents since they are of gtas'
	 .ergth however ;
 some
observers feel that the higher orãer freqienie a:e
.
 'uist objectionable0 
For any given engine we can look to th exhaust muffler as a means 
of reducing this exhaust nc':Lse
	 A. very s:i.rnp le muffler design for smell

personal-ovmertye a:i.rcraft is .11scrae. -in figure 7 The exhaust 
gases pass straight through the central p'pe to eim:i.:tate excessive en 
gino back pre€sures 0
 A chamber is built around th!s central pipe in 
such a way that it will sto±e up energy at the peak of a pressure wave 
and return the energy at a trough of the wave, thus tending to smooth 
out the pressure -ou.lsesaiid. x'edu.ce the ocillating pressures 0	 - 
The effectiveness of this muffler is shown on the figure where the 
space between the curves represents noise reduction, Even though a-
muffler may be designed to provide greatest reduction at a given fre-
quency it can also provide considerable reduction for a band of frequen-
cies on each side of the design point 0
 HenOe in this case where the do-
sign is near 250 cps it will provide some reduction for both the highe±' 
and lower freq uencies in order to bring them down to some desired level0 
From the standpoint of muffler design it is beneficial to keep the firirg' 
frequency as high as possible since that tends to keep
 down the size and 
wei ght of the mu±'fler0 
To this point methods :have been shown bywhich ro-oeller noise and-
engine exhaust noise may be reduced. In an effort to determine the 
practicability of ap-plying these schemes the LCA in l9 modified a 
smal] airplane to reduce the noise reaching the ground (references 7 
and	 The results of this experiment and other subsequbnt research

at the Aeronauticel Research Foundation (reference 9) indicated that 
by cnown methods of noise reduction a peTsonal-owner-type aircraft may 
be made quiet, pehaps more so than rtecesary0 
Following successful noise-redacfion test-s with the small airplane 
it was thought advisable by the NA0 to make a preliminary study of 
modifications rGqured to the propeller and engine exhaust system for 
a large transporttype alrcraft c, The typ of modificatipiis. that were 
estimated, based on an eLtrapolation of data for small air-lanes are 
those shown in figure 8 If the nimber of blades were increased from 
3 to 6 while holding diaMeter constant 'and the rotational sed wa...re-.: 
thiced from 1 )4.00 to 650 rpm i w&s tst natodthàt the .piqpllor rbis . 
could be roducod by about 25	 hou1a be ied that th proDosed. 
modification woulo. roqwre a change- ir the oar ratio. it
	 osfimated
that with the itodifcd propet1e' th take-off aa .: mb performance will 
be reduced slightly but ctise performance would be comparable 0
 It is of 
interest that propellers designea to operate at low rotational speeds to
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.	 .-	 -	
,,,,	 :	 -. 
d.eiay 'comprosáibility losses apoe.r to, The the o p timum design aerodynam-
icaily for speeds in the. )450' - 550 mph- range 0 Hence the sound require-
monts and aerodynamic reouiremonts of proplié 'rs for transport type air-
craft apDear to be in harmony0 
E'timates of the exhaust noise level of the B-2 g00 engine indicated 
the need for a 20-deibel reduction in the ovral1 noise level 0 The 
sketbh of figure	 shows the type and sie of muffler etimated. to 
accomplish this result 0 . This design embod.ics the results' of research 
on light airplane ufflors and a limited.. .nuber of. cold air tests 0 The 
design is a multichárnber resonator with an elliptical cross section0 
It was thought that 'it. would fair: into,...the rei'o in the top of the 
nacelle behind the carburetor. air intake scooD in a maier shown by the 
sketch where the shaded portion indicates the path of the exhaust gases0 
This 1ntàl1ation was designed to reduce the noise reaching the ground, 
Modifications of proseit-day airdraft to inOororate nise reduction 
features will Drobably involv a weight penalty 0 Ponco tIle gains in 
comfort and utilitymust be weighect against ibss'e in p er'formaico caused 
by these modifications 0	 '''	 '. - ••'	 . '' 
•	 The turbojet O±inei.s oie'of the most prolific generators of a 
random noise 5ectrani Figure 9 LllLetrabes two	 fferen spectra ob-
tained in open ai.r for the i'G.-i9O enino at 'take' off, Frequency in 
Ops is plotted as a fxac'L!on of duei'bois at two poiit.s ;n the jet noise 
field., The seiLd cw v, ,,iesti&s dta recorded LI cutave oanas at 900 
to the jet azis anc at a atarce of d feet 0 it is bCCL1 that tnere is 
a large amount of 'energy p''usent in all, the .au4"Lbl,e range, "and beyond to 
frequencies above the aüdibla ange;" The dashd curye was recorded at 
300
 from the axis of the jL e,nd at tk'e sane dstcnce from thu orfice0 
This curve shors a nach greater concentiaton of the energy tn to fre-
quencj range below 1500 cps, but lTlth t rie intensities ±lJ ng off rapid-
ly as frequency increases 0 The noise fi. 'ed , 1 seen to 10 highly direc-
tional 9 with maximum intensities' occurriiig near the jot 	 To the poreon 
inside the airplane the noise will vary widely according to hs oostion 
relative to the jet orifice. The m'ain,so.urce of jot'-onginb. noisd,is the 
jet itself and there i's soe evidence to . .ndicatO that the noie generated 
decreases with increased. forward'.speed.o'f the airplane 0 •Alth6gh the 
subject of aerodynamic noise is not treated in this paper it is signifiQant 
to note that at high forward,sp eeds'this comonorit may be predomjnant in 
the forward compartments of.sorne jet aircraft 	 Studies are cntinaing 
in an attempt to determine the variation of jet noise as. a funZon of 
various pararneters. such as thrust 9 velocity, teperat,iro, otO.,before 
effective noise-red.uction,techni q ues may be applied0 
Since the turbojet is destined. to comoote with propoller operating 
at supersonic tip speeds for propalion'atveryhigh seeds, there is 
great interest in comparing the noise spectra produced by them 0 In or-
der to provide sac} a comparison, curve A" from figure 9 is replotted. 
on figure 10 along with an estimated. frequency spectrum of a propeller 
operating at a tip Mach number f 1,20 and producing the same thrust at 
take-off as the turboJet ! The data are for comparable distances and 
positions in the sound fields, for the open-air condition.
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We can see that the intensities generated by both are in the range 
likely to cause great discomfort 0
 The intensities in the low-frequency 
range are such as to interfere strongly with communications and. will be 
difficult to souMproof against, Maximum intensities generated by the 
propeller are seen to be in the order of 20 decibels higher than those 
of the turbojet 0 Tie noise levels resulting from the use of propellers 
operating at supersonic tip speeds are seen to create a serious operating 
problem, 
In summary the following observations may be noted: (i) for flight 
Mach numbers up to approximately 0,70 it appears that quiet propellers 
may be used at good. aerodynamic efficiency; (2) orgine oxhaust muffling 
of small aircraft engines has proven technically feasible and It is 
thought that the same techniques may be aDpliod. to larger engines, and. 
(3) the use of the turbojet engine and propellers operating at super$onic 
tip speeds will give rise to serious noise reduction problems0 
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Figure 3. - Noise reduction obtainable in an airplane fuselage by typical
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Figure 4. - Polar distribution of propeller noise.
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Figure 6. - Free space oscillating pressure distributions near a 
propeller.
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Figure 8. - Estimated modifications necessary for quieting the 
propeller and engine exhaust of a transport type aircraft.
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Figure 9. - Noise spectra for the TG-l90 turbojet engine at take-off. 
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17. PROPELLER CONSIDERATIONS FOB atGHSPEED TRANSPORT AIRPLA1ES 
By Blake W. Corson, Jr. and. John L. Crigler 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
The problems associated, with propellers designed for improved, per 
formance at high speed differ from those for low speed propellers:not 
so much in character as in severity. 1ade centrifugal stress, 
flutter, vibration, noise, abrasion, and icing are old problems. As 
Increased power and. speed. req,ulre a greater degree of aerodynamic 
refinement, these problems In general become more difficult and. change: 
perhaps in relative importance, but otherwise are already familiar 
to the designer and operator. In looking ahead to acme of the problems 
to be encountered in the design and operation of propellers for high-
speed transport aircraft it is interesing to review some propeller 
developments of recent years. 	 - 
Figure 1 illustrates recent progress in the development of high-. 
speed; propellers. The curves show the variation of efficiency with 
flight Mach number for propeller types intended for application In 
three different speed. ranges. The sketch on the left Indicates the 
kind of propeller which was in genè'al use about a decade ago. The 
propeller is characterized.by cylindrical blade shanks and by woking 
blade sections about 10 percent thick. ma typical application a 
three-blade propeller of this type .O feet In dIameter wouJ4 absorb 
1700 ho±epower at a rothtional speedof 1700 rpm and flight speed of 
35Om15h. Such a propeller is Intended for application at speeds upto. 
Mach number ' of about. 0.5, and for this speed. range it is still the 
type ot propeller most commonly used. 	 . 
The break In the efficiency curve at Mach number 0.5 denotes the 
epeedat which the adverse effects of compressibility cause an Increase. 
in drag of the . cyllndrical.ihanks and thick blade sections which leads 
to a rapid lose of efficiency with further increase In speed. •.. 
The second sketch IndIcates. a. more recently developed propeller.. 
type, now coming Into generaluse, in which the major faults of the. . .... 
earlier type propeller have been eliminated. For this propellpr.the 
thicknés's rati6 of the working sectins has been reduced to about 
7 percent, and the cylindrical, shanks have been replaced by aIrfioil 
sections which *xterid to the èpiriner suace. The eeatial.fea.ture.. 
of this propell.r is that i.t operates at relatively low values of: 
rotational speed 1y which means the adverse effects of compress 1b!1ty 
RESTRICTED
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are delayed until higher forward speeds are attained. These changes 
have resulted in a propeller which will operate efficiently at flight 
speeds up to Mach number 0.7, and in the lower speed range it is 
slightly more efficient than the older type propeller. In this case a 
practical application would be represented by use of a 14-foot diameter, 
4-blade propeller turning at a rotational speed of only 800 rpm at a 
flight speed of 500 mph, and absorbing 3000 horsepower. In comparison 
with the earlier type propeller note that the larger diameter in this 
case is a result to some extent of the increased power, but arises for 
the most part from the decreased rotational speed. Reducing rotational 
speed is an effective method for delaying the adverse effects of com-
press ibility but requires greatly increased propeller size. 
The upper right hand sketch indicates a propeller type which is 
still In the development stage. It is essentially a highly refined 
version of the best modern propeller previously described and its 
characteristic feature is that its blade sections are extremely thin. 
For this type of propeller the designer accepts the fact that adverse 
compressibility effects can no longer be avoided by reduction of blade 
section speed, and therefore makes every effort to reduce the magni-
tude of the loss which he knows must occur. Reduced blade thickness 
has been found to be the most effective means for minimizing compres-
sibility losses at high speed . as illustrated by the consistent trend 
toward reduced thickness ratio shown on this chart. The shank sections 
of such a propeller are perhaps 7 percent thick, while the working 
portions of the blade may be no thicker than 2 or 3 percent. Also the 
relative width of the blades is greater than for the other two propeller 
types considered. For this very thin bladed propeller the speed at 
which the efficiency begins to decrease is appreciably greater than for 
the modern conventional propeller, but the Interesting fact is that the 
efficiency does not decrease rapidly with increasing speed. At a flight 
Mach number of 0.9 the efficiency of this propeller remains greater 
than 75 percent. 
A typical application for a propeller of this type is represented 
by the absorption of 5000 horsepower with a four-blade propeller 
13 feet In diameter turning at 1400 rpm at a speed of 600 mph. Note 
that in comparison with the previous case although the power is 
increased more than 60 percent a decrease In diameter is made possible 
by the increased rotational speed. This trend at least indicates the 
possibility that for the high powered turbine engines soon to be 
available propeller sizes may not be greater than those now in use. 
Included on this chart is a curve showing the variation of jet 
efficiency with flight Mach number. At the time when jets becc 
popular the best available information on propeller efficiency similar
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to the two curves on thO left, indicated the definite superiority of 
the jet for speeds above 500 miles per hour especially when the 
lighter weight and simplicity of the jet were considered.. ' For cases 
in which high speed was the deciding factor the jet was naturally 
chosen, but for long range aircraft capable' of cruising at relatively 
low speed the propeller would give better performance. From infor-
mation now available it appears that: the thin high-speed propeller will 
compete with the jet at speeds up to 600 miles per hour, and for 
cruising at about 500 miles per hour offers 20 to 25 percent greater 
range.	 '	 '	 '	 '	 " 
The problems associated with propeller operation. re common to 
all three propeller types described. The severity of the problems, 
however, increases with speed and degree of refinement. Many of'the 
problems were solved for the older'type propellers simply by the use 
of rugged construction. ' For the new propellers the refined."aerodynamlc 
design is not compatible with rugged. construction and the designer's 
problem is becoming increasingly difficult. Because the high-speed 
propeller Is still in the development stage, many of the oerat'ing 
problems' are not completely defined. The remainder of this paper 
deals with some of the aerodynamic and structural trends associated. 
with propellers ' suitable for application at speeds of 500 to 600 miles 
per hour to provide:an Indication of the sort of,problem likely to 
occur in operation. 	 .. 
FIGure 2 presents the variation of efficiency with flight Mach 
number for two propellers of the thin blade type having diameters of 
10 and 16 feet respectively, but'operating at greatly different values 
of. rótätlonal speed. Each of the propellers will absorb 5000 horse-
power at a Mach number of 0.9.
	 '	 . 
If the important operating condition Is high speed, for'eample, 
Mach number 0.9 ., or if most of the time will be spent in flight 'near 
maximum spóC'd, the small diameter propeller turning at high rotational 
speed would be chosen because of its lighter weight and more simple 
gearIn 'requirements. The dIfferenee in efficiency of thepràpellers 
at high èpeod. is negligible. On the other hand, if Mach numbéx'0.7 
is. the maximum design speed, or if high speed is.oñly an occasional 
requirement and: most 'operatlotx will be with reduced power at -lower 
speed., say 500 'miles per hoth, then a larger diameter prOpilerwould 
offer bétte'eonomy'. For xample, where ciiiisingifligh't'is 'main-
tamed on half power or less by" cutting out one nit of a'dou'ble 
engihe 'the 'larger propeller would operate with about 87 perdènt effi-
ciency which i about 5 percent better than'would be, obtained with the 
smaller propeller Except for having unusually thin blade sections 
this larger diameter propeller would'in'other:,,respects'bè ' Imi'lar to 
the riofit refined propellers now in use.
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While efficiency is one of the prime factors affecting propeller 
selection practical aspects of propeller application such as size, 
weight, and structural integrity are more often the decisive factors. 
Figure 3 presents the variation of diameter with power and rotational 
speed for propellers having design values of advance ratio of 2 and 4. 
Advance ratio, v/nD, is essentially the ratio of flight speed to 
propeller rotational tip speed and defines the aerodynamic geometry of 
propeller operation. For each curve the rotational tip speed is con-
stant as shown by the second column. The points indicated on the solid. 
curves cite the example chosen forthe previous chart and show that as 
diameter is increased the rotational speed decreases rapidly. The 
column on the right shows typical values of maximum centrifugal stress 
for solid steel blades. These values show that the trend toward small 
size and high rotational speed is accompanied by a rapid increase in 
centrifugal stress which is a limiting factor in this direction. On 
the other hand, for very }igh powered Installations mere size and weight 
of slow turning propellers makes the trend toward high rotational speed. 
desirable. 
A comparison of the two upper curves shows the effect of design 
speed on diameter. The curves present the variation of diameter with 
power for propellers of similar geometric design, the solid curvefor 
a flight Mach number of 0.9, the dotted curve for . Mach number of 0.75. 
The example illustrates a fortunate trend toward smaller diametersas 
flight speed is increased. 
Another factor which critically affects propeller diameter is the 
variation of air density with altitude. For a given power, the 
propeller diameter required increases with altitude. However, because 
turbine engine power decreases with altitude the relation between 
propeller diameter, engine power, and altitude is a specific problem 
for each individual application. 
While no criterion for the selectiOn of propeller diaineter is 
offered by this discussion, the material does illustrate that com 
promises must be made between size, weight, and structural integrity 
which from the practical iewpoint are more important than the small 
differences In efficiency. To absorb large amounts of power at 
moderate speed with best efficiency, the trend toward large diameter 
slow turning propellers is limited .by physical size and weight.. For 
the small diameter high-speed propellers the limiting factors are: 
high blade stresses and -poorer performance at moderate speed. . . - 
Of very great interest to the aircraft operator is take-off per-
formance. Figure 4 presents the variation of thrust with air speed. in 
the take-off speed. range for the 10-foot and 16-foot diameter propellers
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considered. in the previous figures. For static cond.itions at sea level 
the power available for take-off was assumed to be 6900 horsepower. 
In general it would be expected that a large diameter propeller 
would Droduce more thrust for take-off than a smaller propeller 
absorbing equal power. In this case, however, a larger propeller, 
which with no additional gearing would normally turn at 860 rpm, 
would be operating in a badly stalled condition and would produce a 
static thrust of only about 7000 pounds. The poor performance merely 
reflects the inability of the propeller to absorb the available power 
at low rotational speed wIthout becoming stalled. This propeller 
under such operating conditions would also be very susceptible to 
stall flutter.	 S 
The improved pe'formance attainable through use of a two-speed 
gear is shown by the dashed curve at the top. The same 16-foot 
diameter propeller is assumed, but for take-off its rotational speed 
is assumed to be increased, to 1300 rpm byprovision of a two-speed 
gear.: For this condition the bla&e sections are no longer stalled., 
the static thrust is increased to 16,000 pounds, and the tendency 
towards stall flutter is greatly reduced. 
The smai]er. high-speed propeller, l0.f.eet in diameter turning at 
2760 rpm, produces close to 10,000 pounds static thrust. Because of 
its high disk loading and. unavoidable compressibility loss the pounds-
thrust .per horsepower Is much smaller than the commonly quoted figure 
of 2.5, but it does operate without being stalled. This fact together 
with the high rotational tip speed make for a propeller type for which 
the sta11 flutter troblem at take-off is alleviated. Also because. 
normal operal.ion of this propeller requires extreme1 high rotational... 
speedno sdi.tlonal gearing for speed change at take-off is required... 
These limited observations indicate that aircraft designed prin-
cipafly.for thigh-speed flight, Mach number 0.9 or groater.,.may..well.• 
use relat.ively small high-speed propellers., and obtain satisfactory 
performance In, take-off without the complication of a two-speed gear. 
For long-range aircraft required to cruise at moderately high .speed_, 
Mach number P.7., consideration of efficiency demands.atren&towr 
the use•.o.f ; re1.tIvely large propellers turning at low speed... For . 
performance tends . to become critical... .In.view 
of the .' very. , great increase in' thrust for . take -off made poss..ble Y :1: 
use o.fatwo'speed gear, the practicability of such . a feature-Is 
worthy,pf.cpnsideration. ..	 .	 .	 •.	 .: 
To this point the discussion has been confined to a few of the 
aerodynamlp.aspects of :PI'0P1e1' selection, and operation. :P:m9.
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concern to 'the operator perhaps are the problems of flutter and. 
vibration, because., these, if not solved ', can lead,to structural 
failure. 
FIgure 5 shows, the variation of flutter speed. coefficient with 
blade section angleof attack for two approximate values of tip Mach 
number. The flutter speed coefficient is the ratio of resultant 
speed. to the product of blade width and. blade torsional freq.uency, 
theresultant speed and. blade width being measured at a typical section. 
Note that the. denominator, the product of blade widthand torsional 
frequoncy, is determined by physical characteristics of the propeller 
which t some extent can be controlled by the designer. For a given 
propeller tills product is a constant and. the' ordinate scale therefore 
represents section speed., or for the static case, represents rotational 
speed. In the region below either curve the propeller will operate 
free from flutter. 
For' small values of section angle of attack, at which the blade' 
cannot 'be stalled., flutter does not occur until a large value of' the 
flutter speed. coefficient is attained. In this angle range the 'fluttei 
is of the classical type. At higher angles, hOwever, between 8 and 
24 degrees, the blade sections become stalled. Flutter is encountered 
atrelat'iv.eiy low speed-and. is of the type designated as stall flutter. 
Because the flutter speed coefficient reaches its lowest values at 
section angles of attack,, frequently encountered in take-off, the most 
sex'ibus:.fiutter problem apparently will. be stall flutterd.uring take-
off and climb 
Note that as the tip speed is increased the flutter boundary is 
raised, and. there is good indication that at t'ip speeds somewhat 
greeter than Mach number l.O..flutter will not occur at 'all;' In sornO 
cases a propeller which is safe for operation at a valUe' of tip Mach 
numbér near 1.0, may be' susceptible to ç stall flutter at low values of 
tip Mach number and. therefore could. not be brought to full rotational 
speed at a high value of section angle of attack requir€..d. for take-
off In such a case it may still be possible to operate the propeller 
The Section ang:Le can be reduced. to 8 degrees, or less, where theie is 
no danger of stall flutter, and the rotational speed increased to the 
normal rated value For example, if this value of tip Mach number 
is approximately 1 0, the higher flutter speed boundary then applies, 
and' stll'1 flutter will, notoccur even at high angles of 'attack. '"It 
is then safe to increase blade angle to the value required for take-
off and. climb. When this critical phase of operation' is completed 
there is little further danger from flutter because at higher 'flight 
speeds the .b1ade sectiqn angles. of attack, a well below the stall 
range For such a marginal propeller design, however, the same
procedure in reverse must be followed at the completionofa flight 
when the engine is shut off. 	 •" 
Another type of propeller vibration, illustrated in figure 6. 
is the so-called'first-order vibration caused by operation with the 
thrust axis inclined to the air stream. First-order vibration is 
experienced by all propellers, but is most serious for those having 
large diameter and. thin blades. 
The figure to the left illustrates the nature of the exciting 
force which Is the variation of thrust exerted by the blade as It 
turns through one revolution. When the thrust axis is inclined to 
the air stream a blade on one side of the propeller disk operated at 
increased angle of attack and experiences an increased thrust; on 
the other side of the disk the angle of attack of the blade is 
decreased and. the blade suffers a loss of thrust. For each blade 
the changing load cycle is óompletei during each revolution and the 
frequency of this excitation is equal to the propeller rotational 
speed.. 
The angle of thrust axisinclinatlon, at , ' illustra.ted by the 
upper right hand sketch, is determined by all factors 'which can 
produce a skewed air flow, sideslip as well as angle of attack, also 
upwash ahead of the wing or unsymmetrical flow created by the 'etiglne 
nacelle aria, fuselage. There have been cases in which taxiing ma 
cross wind, gave rise to first-order vibration. If the eff5cive angle 
of inclination is known the vIbratox r stress an be calculated. 
The blade stresses produced by the oscillating load incxeaso 
directly as the product of the angle, 	 , and dynamic pressure as 
shown in the lower part of the figure. The product, has an 
appreciable value over most of the operating range of the' aircraft. 
At low speed dynamlc. ' pressure' is small but cT is large, at high 
speed the reverse Is 'true. Excitation can occ.ir . under all operating 
conditions, though it ma be alleviated at high speed or cruise If 
the designer can achieve : a rnall value	 T for' these conditions. 
The only encouraging aspects of thIs problem are that the cause of 
the vibration is known, and that the blade vibratory stress can be 
calculated if the flow field In the propeller disk Is known either 
from calculation or from wind tunnel tests of a model. In the lower 
figure the solid line presents calculated. values of stress for a 
propeller used in a wind tunnel investigation; the points on trie curve 
are measured values.
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The problem is sufficiently serious to make necessary special 
operating techniques for some propellers now being used, and the 
future application of very, thin propellers does not promise to ease 
the problem. Operation near' resonant speed should be avoided. Also, 
in the -case where.a, long period in climb is required, or for level 
flight with.a heavily loaded, aircraft, operation with pertially 
deflected flaps will help 'tO reduce the angle of attack and thereby, 
minimize propeller vibration. 
The noise created by the small diameter high-speed. propellers 
operating at supersonic tip speeds will certainly be objectionable. 
Conceivably, the sound. pressures could be sufficiently great to. 
cause structural damage to an aircraft'. If this should be the case, 
noise would become a.limitatlon to the use of small high-speed 
propellers. The noise problem is not at all critical for the large 
slowturning propellers.
	 .	 . 
Because of the improved efficiency at high speed attainable by. 
the use of very thin bladas, serious effort will be directed toward 
the development of thin-blade propelers. 
For the speed ra'nge near Mach number 0.9 the trend will probaly. 
be
 .towrd. .the use , of. 'e1atively small diameter propellers turning at. 
high rotational, speed. At this speed 'such a propeller will, operate 
wtt'h.: . effloiency better. than 75 percent.' The small size results in' a 
lighter weight propeller,, nd high rotational speeds' make possible..... 
the use of smaller and, lighter reduction gears' without. the necessity 
for additional geaing to improve take-off. For the small high-speed 
propeller the flutter and vibration problem will probably 'be ,le 
critical than for large,, slowly:. turning propellers. '
	 .	 ' 
Where cruising at reduced power and speed is important, the 
favorable trend is toward the use of large diameter, elow turning 
propellers bdcause these operate with better efficiency than dher 
types in' themoderate speed range..' For these propellers, however; 
flutter '.nd,: vibration will be critical problems. Also to 'obtain best 
take-off performance may require the development of two-speed' gears.. 
In cases where flutter and vibration are critical, these problems . may 
be avoidable by the use of special operating techniques.
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By Bruce T. Lundin and Eldon W. Hall 
LwlsFlight' Propulsion Laboratory 
The introduction nd subsequent development of the gas- turbine 
power plant within the recent postwar eriod offers possiblities 
of greatly improved transport aircraft performance and, at the 
same time, introduce many new and complex problems of both engine 
and aircraft operation. Both theperformance and perational 
characterstics of the gas-turbine eng.ne differ eatly from 
those of the, familiar reciprocating engine, and these differences 
will have a marked effect on transport aircraft performance and 
operational procedures. Although the application of the turbine-
propeller and turbojet engines to transport aircraft has been 
actively studied and discussed from a performance point of view by 
many investigators in recent monthâ, rapid progress of engine 
development necessitates constant revaluation, and many difficulties 
of engine operation remain to be adequately defined and solved. 
The main performance characteristics of the turb_ne-propeller 
engine that are of interest to aircraft operation are illustrated 
in fIgure 1, •where the thrust per unit engine weight and the thrust 
specific fuel consumption are plotted against flight speed. These 
curves are or an altitude of 35,000 feet, although the general 
trends are the same for any altitude. The principal characteristics 
illustrated by 'these curves are the decrease in thrust and the 
increase in specific fuel consumption as flight speed is increased. 
At a speed of 600 miles' per hour, for example, the thrust is just 
abouonehA-lf as eat and the specifio 'fuel consumpt1ói là 
nearly three times as high as at' a speed of 300 miles per hour. 
This dec'ease in engine performance with increasing flight speed 
is a direct result of the frequently mentioned constan'-horsepower 
characteristics of the turbine-propeller engine. In other words, 
lf the engine performance is expressed in terms of horsepower 
instead, of on a thrust basis, the brake horsepower per unit engine 
weight and. the brake specific fuel consumption would be approxi,. 
mately constant over the range of flight speeds presented and 
numerically equal to the values indicated at a speed of 375 miles 
per hour.
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The main performance characteristics of the turbojet engine 
are presented in figure 2 where the thiust per unit engine weight 
and the thrust specific :fueicdnsumption,are plotted against the 
flight speed. The solid curves refer to the turbojet engine and 
the dashed curves show, for coma'isbn, the characteristics of 
the turbine-propeller engine that were i1iutrated in figure 1. 
In contrast to the contant-power characteristics of the turbine-
propeller engIne, the turbojet engine is essentially a constant-
thrust device, with both. the thrust and the specific fuel consump-
tion remaining substantially unaf ected by flight speed. A com-
parison of the performance : charactristics of the turbine-
propeller and the turbojet engine reveals that, at low flight 
speeds, the thrust of the two engines is abo .ut the same bt.t that 
the fuel consumption of the tüi'bojet bngine is about three times 
that of tha turbine-propeller engine As the flight péed is 
increased, however, the thrust of the turbojet engine becomes 
much 'eater than that of the turbine-propeller engine., and the 
difference in specific fuel consumption o the two engines 
becomes small. 
A1thouh the enc.ine performance characteristics illustrated 
in figures 1 and 2 afford some appreciation of the potentialities. 
of these s•turbine power plants, an adequate evaluation of thei-r 
utility for transport aircraft must consider the aerodynamic and 
structural1
 characteristics of the airplanes in which they are used. 
One such ana1ysi i a study of the range or distance each tyke of 
power plant may carry a given pay load at various flight speds 
and altitudes. Pn illustration of the results of such a range 
study is shom in figure 3, where the flight range is plotte4 
against the flignt speed with the two curves indoating the capa-
bilities of the turbine-propeller and of the turbojet engine 
The power plant providing the greater range at a given flight 
speed is obvius1y the superiorengine even if 'that aiüe bf'range.. 
is longer.
 than' desird becauseshorter ranges could be cored, 
with tnat engine with eitner a smaller fuel oxpendituze or a 
larger pay load. These resülts-äre based on desi1pbiñt tüdie, 
that is, both the airplane and enini±'evaried to obtain optimum 
performance at each point, in order to illustrate .the''potentialities 
ot these two types of engine and to evaluate txeir re1atve ranges 
of application.	 ome of the ai±i airplane aseumptions that iére,. 
used are a pay load of 10 percent of the gross weight, a Etcucture 
weight of 40 percent of the gross weight, a Breguet flight plan, 
and a maximum wing loading of 60 pounds per square foot As would 
be expected from the performance cnaractcristics of the turbine-
propeller engine, tne iange provided by this engine creases
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: rapidly . as . f1jght speed is incrêà'ed. The range provided by the 
turbojet engine, .howver, increases with increasing fIight. peed 
until 'the high"drag region of compressibility is reached., 
turbine-propeller engine is superior to the turbojet engine for 
-flight speeds up to about 520 miles 'per hour'and; at. higher flight 
'spe.eds,' the turboje is..th better ehgine. From: the.standpolñt 
of range and pay-load capabilities, 'the most effective. application 
of, : these engines is in the region of 400 to 500 miles. per hour' for 
the turbne-prope1ler engine and in the iegion from .500 to. 'oO' miles 
per hour. for the turbojet 'engine.
	 . .	 S 
As indicated in figure 3, these results, are for an altitude 
of35;00O feet for both engines. Anaitsis foz'
. 'óthe.r flight alti-
tudesresulted in 'somewhat different values.of, range, but .th 
• cross-over point beween the turbine-prbpeller and.the turbojet 
engine. remained essentially the sathe for all; titu.es This 
atudy'.of various altivaes of operation also indicate& that the 
optmum.altitudê for both types of poier plant w.s between 0',000 
to'40,000 feet. The flight range atan altitude. ,
 of 20,000 fe'st 
was of the order of 80 percent of that shown in 'igure 3 for an 
a1ti,ttde of 35,000 feet .:.. '	 ' 
In order. to illustrate' the chax'aterist•ics of a given'airplane 
over a range Qf flight conditions, the perforirane 0± a selected 
:-;'airpin .a4powe'r plant was analyzed and is: summarized in. 
fgures.4 and 5. The .esi flight condition 'was chosen as 
450 mi'J,es por hour'atan altitude of 30,000 feet for the turbine-
propeller engine, nd as 600 miles per hour at an altitude of 
35..000'feet for the turojet engine. For both types of power - 
plant, a. gross airla-ne weight of 150,000 pounds'was assumed and 
.apay"1'od of 15,000 pouñds,'or 10 percent of the:gross weight, 
is carried. The airplane structure was taken as 40 percent. of 
this gross we.Lght. and the fuel tank weight as lOpercent of the 
total fuel weight. '
 The aalysis included the fueirCquired to 
climb to cruise altitude, and a reserve fuel of 10 percent of the 
total fue- was allowed. This value of reserve fuel was chosen 
insteádof the mor'e conservative current CAArequirements in the 
belief.that present stacking prOcedurs for landing ,
 or resort to'. 
•	 alternate landin fields in event of po'or weather cannot be tol-
erated if the fun potentialities of these gas-turbine power 
plants are to be realized, The wing loading was -.ssumed as. 
•	 60 pounds per èquare foot fOr both airplanes. Thi rather mod-
erate valu.00f wing loading was used in consideraion of he 
landing problem and to assure sufficient volume in the wing to 
carry the fuel.. ' Both airplanes are cOnsidered to be powered by 
four power plants1
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The performance of the turbine-propeller-powered airplane 
is presented in figure 4 as a plot of range aainst flight speed. 
for various altitudes. The design ppint i indicated by the 
circle at a speed of 450 mile's per hour and an altitude of 
30,000 feet. At this design condition,, a flight range of slightly 
over 5000 miles is obtained. The power plant was taken to be, of, 
sufficient size to fly 'the airplane at this design condition at 
normal continuous rating. With this size of power plant, the 
airplane is capable of flying at altitudes 5000 feet over the 
design altitude, but the maximum continuous flight speed is lim-
ited to about 450 miles per hour. The range remains essentially 
independent of flight speed over a range from 300 to'450 miles per 
hour, but falls off as the flight speed is reduced below 300 miles 
per hour. This reduction in range at low flight speeds is due to. 
the combined effects of the reductioi in airplane lift-drag ratio 
at off-design-point flight and the increase in specific fuel con-
sumption of the engines at part throttle. At a speed of 300 miles 
per hour at an altitude of 20,000 feet, it is possible to fly the 
airplane on two engines, and the lower specific fuel consumption 
of the two engines at full power compared to four engines at 
50 percent power results in the discontinuity in the range curve 
at this point. If it is necessary to depart from the design alti-
tude because of unfavorable weatheror head winds, an increase in 
altitude will permit attainment of the design range at a slight 
sacrifice in flight speed, If', however, it. should ,
 become necessary 
to reduce altitude, either'
 the range must be decreased (fig. 4) or 
the pay loa& must be reduced. A comparison of the. various altitude 
curves indicates that a reduction in ltitudé from 3Q,000 to 
20,000 feet will result ii a reduction in 'range of. 25 percent.. The 
dot-dash curve indicates the á irplane .. flighti1mj'tauong on, three 
engines, that is, the'perform,nce that wouldbe obtained, if an 
engine failure occurred near the start bf,the flight. In this :' 
event, the flight speed wou1d'b reduced about 50 miles per hour' 
below the design value, but attainmént'of the design range is. 
still possible. 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 
A similar set of performaiice curves for the turbojet-powered 
transport is presented in 'figure 5 where the range is plotted ' 
a1nst flight speed with the various curves referring to different' 
flight altitude and the circle indicating the airplane and engine 
design point. At the design speed of 600 miles per hour, a range 
of slightly over '2200 miles' is obtained. In this case, the engines" 
chosen were slightly larger than necessary for cruise operation at 
the design point in order to permit flight at slightly higher . 
altitudes and to ,
 partly relieve the' 'take-off problem, which will
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be eubsequently scsed,in. detal The range provided by the 
tutbojet-pdwered1
 airp1a is sonie,what more sensive to flight 
speed than that of the turbine propeller ai'plana', tho range 
decreases from thç es.gn value a-s the laght speed is either 
increased 01 decreased The effect of a change in altitude on 
the range is about the same as that of the turbe-propeller 
airplane with a decrease in altitude of lQOOO feet below the 
design value necessitating a decrease in range of about 25 per-
cent In event of an engine failure, not only ,ts a reducton 
in flight speed required but, unlike the turbine-propeller 
powered airplane, a reduction in both altitude and, range below 
the doèi	 valuee will be necessar'y. . •.,
	 -: 
The engine-performance characteristics used. in the pre-
cedin.an 'lseweié the seie a.s those illustrâecI i-n. figures 1 
and 2 and were chosen to be representative of the performance of 
engines that are either available or infii1 evolopment at the 
preent time As such, these analyses are in substntial agree-
ment with the results of many other investigations that have been 
actively' discussed within recent months It i.s therefore of 
interest to investigate how this picture w41 b changed if the 
improvements i-u engine performance that are indicated by research 
and development now in progress are realized These improved 
eniies shall be designated as future engin.es and are viewed as 
the t3te of power plant that may be available to the transport 
industry in the near future 
The characteristics of the turbine-propeller engine aie 
shown iz figure 6, the values without the box around them refer 
to present engines and the vë.iu within the box are for fL cure 
engines All the values shown refer to engine operation at con-
tiriuous or normal cruising conditions Both the compressor pres-
sure: ratio and turbine-inlet temperature would, be somewhat higher -. 
at maximum rated engine conditions. Thecompreasor- pressure - 
ratio P3/P2 was increased from 6 for the present engine-to 8-
for the future engine, and a turbine-inlet temperature T 4 of 
19000
 H was taken for both engines The use of turbine cooling 
to permit higher turbn&-inlet temperatures for the future engne 
is not considered because analysis indicates it to be of only 
minor benefit for the iange of engine and flight conditions 
presented herein. The component efficiençies were - each increased -, 
3 percent for the future engine, giving a compressor efficiency 
of 88 percent, a combustion efficiency Tb of 98 percent,
and a turbine efficiency
	 o 91 percent f-or the future engine 
The variation in prope11eefficieny with flight speed is
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illustrated in the small plot in figure 6. For the present engine, 
the efficiency was assumed constant at 85 perent up to a flight 
Mach number of about 0.6, after which the efficiency dropped to 
50 percent at a Mach number of 0.9. For the future engine, the 
efficiency was increased to 90 percent in the low-speed range and 
was assumed to drop to 75 percent at a Mach number of 0.9.. The 
engine air flow Wa/Ac at sea-level conditions was taken as 
15 pounds per second per square foot of compressor frontal area 
for the present engine, which was increased to 20 for the future 
engine. Only moderate increases in cOmponent efficiency and 
pressure ratio were considered for the. future engine with prin-
cipal emphasis being placed on engiie air flow and;.prope11er 
efficiency because anai rsi.s hs shown these factors . to be of 
greatest impOrtance.: All these assumptions are considered to be 
fairly realistic a.nd possible of attainment without exterthive• 
development.	 .	 : 
The characteristics chosen. for the prsnt-and. ±uture turbo-
jet engines are illustrated in figure 7 The conipressor pressure 
ratio of this engine was somewhat lower than or the turbine-
propeller engine, being 4 5 for the present engine and 6 0 for 
the future engine For both engines, the turbine-inlet tempera
-
ture was maintained at 1)OO° H and an exnaust'-nozzle efficiency 
of 95 percent was sed The cemponerit effic'iencies ae the same 
as those previously indicatd for the turbine-propeller engine 
The an. flow wet s taken as 25 pounds per second per square foot of 
compiessor frontal area for th present engine and 30 pounds per 
second for the future engine All these assumptions, in paiticular 
the engine air flow and pressure ratio, may be- consi(Iered ratner 
conservative when compared to the anticipated performance of some 
engines now under development for the m1itary services, but were 
o taken an the belie-f t1at they would thus be most representative 
of engines that would be available to the transport industry in 
quantity p'9duction at moderate cost 
The improvement in airplane performanOeáfforded by the... . 
future engines is illustrated bya desi-oint-range study in 
figure 8. In this figure, the two solid lines refer tothe-uture 
turbine-propeller and turbojet engines and, for Oômparison., the 
dashed lines indicate the performance of present engines. Thiè 
comparison between present and future engines shows that the 
range performance of both the turbine-propeller and the turbojet 
airplane is greatly improved by the future engine. At the design-
point speed of 450 miles per hour for the turbine-propeller 
engine, which is indicated by the vertical line, the range is 
increased from about 5000 mIles with present engiñes.up to 
8500 miles with the future engines, or a.n increase of 70 percent
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As previously mentioned, these range capabilities may be con-
sidered as a relative rating, or figure of merit of the power 
p1an, even if ranges as large as 8500 miles are unnecessary. 
For example, it'Ias mputed that, for a range.of 5000 miles 
for both engines, the pay load that could be carried could be 
increased from 15,000 pounds with the present engine up to over 
38,000 potind with the future engines, or an increase of over. 
two and a. half times. This increase 'in.air plane performance with 
the future turbiné-Dropeiler engine is largely the result of 
higher component e•ficencies and'air-flow capacity at low flight 
speeds and ear1 half the gain at' high flight speed is due to 
the higher propellex efficiency. For the turbojet-powered air-
plane, the range at a desii speed of 600 miles per hour, shown 
by the vertical liie in figure 8, is increased from 2200 miles 
with present engines up to 3100 miles with the future engliies, 
or an increase'of about 40 percent. 
Although' large improvements in performance are thus pre.. 
dicted for both turbine-propeller--.ad 	 airrft, 
• the maiitude of these future gains is somewhat greater for the 
turbine . propeller: engine than for the turbojet engine. As a 
result, the cross-over point between the turbine--propeller and 
th. turbojet engine is extended from about 50 miles per •hQur for 
present engines to over 600 miles per hour for the future efigines. 
Althou&i the exact value of this cross-Qver point is admittedly 
sensitive to the assumptions used, the fact remains that the anti-
cipated . future development of both the turbine propeller .and tur-
bojet Ongines iqill be of greater benefit to. the turbine-propeller 
.engine' 
As previously mentioned, the size of the power plants used 
• in. .the preceding performance analysis was chosen to be just suff 1-
,cien to fly'the airplane at the design-flight cönditonwith, in 
the case of the 'turbojet engine, a small increase to ....pemit flight 
at a.higher altitude. It therefore becomes necessary'.to investi-
gate the take-off situation with both turbine-prOpeller and tur-
•	 bojet engliles'. This take-off problem is the same for both the 
present and: future engines because. the airp.ane gross, weight and 
the total thrust output of the engines are identical. : -. 
One factor that aggravates the take-off problem -i's the decrease 
• • - in thrust of these engines at high ambient air tettheratures. The 
- magnitude of this effect is shown in figure 9, whe'ie the ratio of 
take-off thrust to' rated engine thrust is plottOd against the air 
tempetatre. 'Cures are shown for boti turbojet and turbine-
propeller engines, with the effect of air temperature 'being most
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pronounced for the turbine-propeller engine.. At an air tempera-
ture of 100° F, the take-off thrust of the turbine-propeller 
engine is reduced to about 75 percent of the rated value and the 
turbojet engine has lost about 10 percent of its rated thrust. 
In spite of the large reduction in take-off thrust of the 
turbine-propeller engine with increasing ambient temperature, 
the inherent large horsepower of this type of engine affords 
satisfactory take-off performance even at high air temperatures. 
For the turbine-propeller airplane, which was equipped with 
sufficient power to fly at 450 miles per hour at 30,000 feet 
under cruise engine conditions, the take-off distance with an 
air temperature of 100° F . is only about.350Q feet. 
For the turbojet airplane, however, which was provided with 
engines that were slightly larger than necessary to cruise at 
600 miles per hour and 35,000 feet, the take-off distance was 
computed to be about 9000 feet. In order to reduce this take-off 
distance to practicalvalues, the engine thrust at take-off must 
obviously be increased. Increasing the number or size of the 
engines to obtain this increase in thrust would penalize the 
cruise performance of the airplane. The magnitude of this loss 
in airplane performance when the engines are increased in size 
is shown in figure 10 where flight zange is plotted against take-
off distance.. The take-oft distances (fig. 10) were computed 
for design aircraft oss weight and an ambient temperature of 
100°F and aresufficient to clear a 50foot obstacle. Current 
CAA requirements were used which.permit all four engines to be 
used at full rated power for the initial ground. run but, after 
a critical point is reached, require the take-off to be corn-
pleted with one engine dead. As previously mentioned, the attain--
ment of the design range of 3100 miles, which is indicated by 
the dashed line, requires a take-off distance of 9000 feet As 
the take-off distance is decreased by increasing the size of the 
engines, the range •is decreased because of the greater weight 
and size of these engines and because of the higher specific 
fuel consumption associated with part-throttle operation. With 
sufficientengines to provide a take-off distance of 3000 feet, 
the range is reduced to 2200 miles, or about 30 percent below 
the design value. 
The loss in rang illustrated in figure 10 nec-d not be tol-
erated if the normal engine installation is retained and if the 
additional thrust required for take-off is obtained by some other 
means. •.This extra thrust for take-of can be obtained by rocket-
assist units; but this method is rather expensive and has other
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obvious disadvantages for widespread commercial use. The use of 
special methods for augmenting the thrust of the turbojet engine 
fçr. short periods of time therefore becomes of particular interest. 
Fxper.nienta1 and analytical nvtigations of various methods 
of thrust augmentatioi have been in progress at the Lewis labora-
tory foi seera1 years, and a summarj of the results of several of 
the investigations is presented in figure Il In this figure, the 
ratio of augmented to.normal thrust is plotted against the ratio 
oi liquid or fuel flow with aiigmentati.ói:i to the normal éiiine 
fuel fThw T1ire.e difTerent methods of thrust augmentation. are 
illustrated, each of which is advantageous for. various ranges of 
application. The use of tail ::pipe burning, or the burn.ng of 
additional fuel in the engine tail pipe to raise the exhaust-gas 
temperature higher than permitted by the turbine-blade materials, 
is obviously the best method from the standpoint of low liquid 
• . consumption and provides a thrust ratio of up to nearly 1.5 for 
a liquid consumption ratio of about 3.5 This point is very close 
	
•	 to maximum possiblities, which are reached when enough fuel is 
injected into the engine tail pipe to completely burn all the air 
that passes through the engine. The water-injection method is 
limtedto thrust ratios of the order of l.25and . requires con-
sidexably higher liquid flow rates than the tailpipe-burning 
•	 method. Because of theextreme simplicity and small additional 
•	 weight of this method, however, tt is probably the most desirable. 
if only moderate thrust increases are required for short periods 
of time.	 .	 .	 : 
	
•	 Beäause. the use of water injection inreases the compressor 
....pressure ratio and because the use of tail-pipe burning increases 
the exhaust-gas temperature, these two methods work yell together 
and actually augment each other. Thus, these two methods may be 
used in•ombiriation when very large thrustincreases are required. 
	
•	 . Some of the results obtained by this combirtion method are also

indicatèd. in figure 11 for two diferentrates of water injection. 
This type of augmentation may be used to cover the range of thrust-
augmentation rating from about 1.5, or the maximum possibilities 
of tail-pipe burning, up to nearly 1.7. Thus, these effective 
methods of increasing, the thrust of the turbojet eng..ne may be 
used to help solve the take-off problem. 
The reduction in take-off distance permitted by these methods 
of thrust augmentation is illustrated in figure 12 where the take-
off distance is plotted against the ratio of augmented to normal 
engine thrust. Adjacent to the abscissa scale is shown the range
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of ap1icb1ity of eah of the threernethods of thrust augmen-
..tation. The takeoff distane decreases ra'pidly as the amount 
of thrust augmentation is increased; th use of eater injection 
alone provides a reduction from 9000 feet to 5600 feet. For a 
take .
-ofi: distance of 4000 feet, a take-off thrust ratio of 1.45, 
Whichis near the upper Iimts of ,
 tall-pipe bu.rning, is required. 
The extra fuel required to operate the tail-pipe burner for this 
amount of augmentation during the take-off period was computed at 
about 2.5 percent of the total fuel load, of which the largest 
part is cbnsumed during the ground run. The use of the combina-
tion of water injection and tail-pipe burning, which provides a 
thrust ratio of nearly 1.7, would permita furthr reduction in 
take-off distance to 3000 feet. 
This brief survey of some of the performance characteristics 
of .
 gas . turbine power plants has indicated that the constant.-power 
characteristics of the turbine-propeller engine result in its most 
effective, application at flight speeds between 400 and 500 miles 
per hour. and that the constant-thrust characteristics of the tur-
bojet engne make this engine most effective at speeds from 500 
to E'00 miles per hour. Very large increases in the capabilities 
of both . of .
 these power plants are indicated by anticipated future 
development;.:..part.cular1y for the turbine-propeller engine. 
Desirable cruising altitudes are of the orderof 30,000 to 
40,000 feet for both engines, w,th both eng.nes being about equally 
aftected by departure from the desii altitude. The turbine-
propeller engine was found to have sufficient power to take off 
on a hot day with.engnes properly sized for cruising conditions, 
but the take-off characteristics of the turbojet engine were such 
that special thr.ust-augmentation methods will be necessary for 
take .. of.: use,if.the full potentialities of this engine are to be 
obtained. Adequate thrust augmentation methods are available, 
however., with the tail-pipe-burning method providing a take-off 
distance of 4000 feet with an engine installation desigmed for 
most efficient use at cruising conditions;
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PROPULSION CONSIDEIATIONS R HIGH-SPEED TRE-NSPORT AIRPLANES 
19. ORRATIONAL {ARACTFRTICS OF 	 ENGINES . 
By Viliam A. Fleming and Reece . V, Hensley. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Lboratory 
The applicability of birbine engines to transport aircraft 
has been discussed from the aspect of engine and aircraft per-
•forpance ard range characteristics0 In addition tb these factors, 
there are a number of engine operational characteristics that hae 
been encountered in operation of turbine engines during the last 
several years. Some of-the operating problems stemmiflg'from these 
engine-operational characteristics are reviewed herein with respect 
to their effect on the operation of transport aircraft. 
The operational characteristIcs that have been encouitered 
and considered to be of main importance are: The altitude oper-
ating limits of the engines; the ability to restart the engines 
during flight at the crujse altitude; posible methods of oper-
ating the engine during landing approach, with a view tdward 
maximum thrust reduction uithrapid recovery of full thrust -in 
t-ne event of an unsuccessful landing approach; and requ.iremènts 
of. an engine-control systm for all altitudes. These .character- : 
istics -pose mere severe problems -in some engines than in pjriers,., - 
and- in. engines of recent design some of the problems have been. --
essentially eliminated 9	 -	 -	 -	 - 
• -	 Investigations: of the - altitude operating limits have	 -. 
dicated that the maximum altitude at which a turbrie engine will 
operate is limited by the ooustor, As the altitude iS inëreas-
ed, the pressure in the combustor becomlewer and thereby adverse-
ly a'fects combustion AC a result, t he combustion efficiency decreases at hii altitudes until an altitude is 'eached vthere the 
pre.ssure in the coirbustor is no loPgr high enough to sustain suf- - 
ficient burnirg ahead o± the turbine to -maintain engine. operation 
and the flame is e'tinished. 
An example of the altitude operating limits of a current tur-
bojetngin.e-Iiaving a cOmpressor pressure ratio of about 4.iS shown 
in figure 1 Opeiaton of tnis engine at any aiti+ude was possible 
only over the range of engine steeds between the onium and mac-
imuin-speed--liñiit curve	 ,1ith this engine it was-posiblC t.o
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operate at engine speeds as low as the normal idle speed up to an 
altitude of 38,000 feet. At higher altitudes, the pressure in the 
combustor at idle speed was t low to sustain combustion. It was 
therefore necessaiy to increase the engine speed as indicated by 
the blow-out limit so as to retain the pressure in the cambustor 
sufficiently high to maintain burning0 The decrease in the max-
imum-speed limit at high altitudes was caused by a reduction in 
compressor efficiency which is generally encountered at high al-
titudes and results in a rise in turbine temperature at rated 
speed; therefore the speed. must be reduced at high altitudes to 
avoid overheating the turbine Altitude limits are not indicated 
over the intermediate speed range, inasmuch as these limits were 
above the altitudes covered in the investigation. 
Also 'illustrated in figure 1 are the probable ranges of cruise 
and let-down operation 0
 The probable limits of cru.se peration are 
well within the altitude operating limits f the engire Operation 
of this engine during let-down at high altitudes wcuid be dangerously 
close to combustion blow-out, 
With cOntinued research and developnent, the operating limits 
of most curreflt engines are well above those shown in figure 10 
Means for exteoding the blow-out limits to higher altitudes and con-
sequeritly to .
 lower burner pressures include rdifying the coinbustor 
liners to alter the introduction of air into the burning region and 
using aI'iable-area ±\iel injectors, which permit operating with high-
er injection pressures at 'high altitudes and onsequent1y with better 
fuel atomization than is obtainable with fixed-area injectors. Also, 
as the compressor pressure ratio of the engine is raised, the altitude 
operating limits will be correspondingly extended, 
The turbine-propeller engine does not,suffer from the maximum 
and minimum speed or thrust limitatioqs. of the turbojet, because it 
can be scheduled to operate from maximum to minimum thrust at or 
near rated speed by changing the propeller blade angle. The maximum 
altitude will.be limited by the combustôrs in. the same manner as the 
turbojet engine. Altitude limitâ of Ourrent turbine-propeller en-
gines are in the vicinityof 50,000 feet or higher. 
Another extremely important operating problem, which is under 
•	 intensive research at the present time, is that of restarting an 
engine in flight at the crui.è altitude. The necessity for restart-
ing the engine may be due to combustion blow-out resulting from mal-
functioning of the engine or improper controlling of the engine. 
• Also, it may be either necessary pr desirable for best economy to 
• shut down scme of the engines during part of the flight. Failure 
of the engines to restart might reqizirea let-down of as much as 
10,000 to 20,000 feet. P4 subsequeLt climb to cruise altitude after 
restarting the engines vu1d result in án undesirable cost in terms 
• . of fuel ca'isumpt.ion, as well as a loss in time,.
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The problem of restarting a turbojet engine in flight can be 
illustt&ted with the a2d of figure 2, jAany current engines are of 
the type shown in fj,gure 2 with a ruimber dr tubular ca'thuators 
Spark p1us are enera1ly p1acq in only two of the-combustors. In-
terconnecting tubes provide a pith for the flame to travel- to the 
other combustol's, AltitUde starting can be divided into three steps 
ignition, propagation, nd acceLeration. Ignition is obtained by 
supplying a combustible mixture of fuel and air in the region of a 
sp ark that h aufficient energy to Ignite it • Once the fuel .i 
ignited in one or both of the combustors containing sparc plugs, 
conditions must be favorable for the propagation or spreading of th'e 
flame through the interconneqting tubes to each of the other corn-
bustors. vlith engines haying annular combustion zones, propagation 
pr spreading of the flame is generally no problem 
With the fuel burning in all the combustors, it is then neces-
sary to aCcelerate' the engine fiOmthè windmilhing starting speed, 
which may be on1 10 to 20 perOent df rated seed' to the tibrnlaI 
• opeiating speed range. Acceleration must be accomplished with'oüt' 
eccedin-g the turbitie-temperature l irnits L
 or without quenching the 
flame iti the cmbustors by increAsing the e
 fuel flow too rapidly. 
•	
In order to illustrate how'ignitioñ flame propagation, and 
acceleration limits are iñu5oed oh a turbojet engne,.anexample of 
• the altitude-starting limits of orte engine investigated is shown in 
•figure 3. Successful starts of the engine could be made only at al-
• titCtdès below the acceleiation-limit cdrv&up to.a ach numbr of 0.6 
and below the propagation limit at higher Mach numbers. 
For' eample, at a iviach number of 0,4 and an altitude of 28,000 
éet., burning could be obtained In all the conthustors, but the engine 
could not be accelerated withc'ut exceeding the tur1iine-temperature 
limits. At a Mach.nuinber of 0.7 and an altitude of 35,000 :.fét', the 
fuël-ir mixture could be ignited in the conibustors containing spark 
plugs, however, the flane would not propagate through the inter-
connecting tubes and ignite the remaining comlustors. 
Although startin 'ofthisengcne was• marginal at.the cruis'e 
altitude of 35,000 feet, some current engines have somewhat higher 
altitude-starting limits 
A program is now in progress at this laboratory to improve al-
titide starting. The aim of this prog±thn is to i'aiae the altitude 
ignition and propagation limits to approximately the altitude Oper-
ating limits. Variables being studies to improve i•gnitión at al-
titude include the location of the spar1c n the cornbusto'r, the type 
of spark plug usei the amount of energ das3ipated n tle cpak, 
and the fuel c pray pattern The size aid ccLon of tne ante - 
connecting tubes are being varied to improve propdgdion or the 
ability of the flame to spread from combustor to conibustor0
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Preliminary eeriments with single combustors have shown that 
when the spark energy is increased from the standard value of 0.025 joule to a va:lue of 10 jou.les, both high and low volatility fuels 
ware ignited at much higher. altitudes than those shown in figure 3. 
• One factor that can limit altitude acceleration is poor com-
bustion, In order to accelerate •the' engine, the turbine-inlet tern-
erature must be raiséth The stability of some combustors at altitude 
starting conditions isso poor that when the fuel flow is increased 
to raise the temperature the flame is quenched0 With rother combus-
tors, an increase in fuel flow at starting conditions results in 
lengthening of the flame through the turbine into the, tail pipe 
The additional restrict,'ion'to the gas flow causedby this burning 
downstream of the turbine results in a rise in pressure in the tail 
pipe. Therefore, a1tha.gh limiting turbine .teinperature may be reached, 
the available pressure drop across the turbine isinsufficient for 
engine acceleration. 
Another factor that can limit altitude acceleration is compressor 
stall0 There'is a pressure rise across the compressor accompanying 
the increase in temperature for aOcelerati•on. This increased pressure 
rise at windmilling starting speeds can stall the compressor blades 
and result in a speed reduction.	 . 
Orte : thethod for increasing the altitude acceleration limit is by 
the use of a variable-area exhaust nozzle, When the exhaust nozzle 
is opened,; 'less restriction is , offered to the gases flowing through 
it and hence the' turbine-outlet essure is lowered Although gains 
obtained with the variable-area, nozzle are. limited 1
 the maximum al-
titude for engine acceleratibn has been raised by 5000 to 10,000 feet 
with this method0 
Continued research'to'.improve the coirbustor performance should 
permit a further increase' in altitude acceleration limits0 
The altitude starting problems of the turbine-propeller eltigine 
are the same as those fOr the turbojet engine0 When the propeller 
is geared to the compressor-.turbine shaft ? "the turbine-propeller 
engine can be windmilled to as higii' as rated speed with the propeller 
even at low airspeeds. Ignition and flame propagation would there-
fore be the only problems.' in sthrting at altitude with this type of 
engine. 
During the landing approach it is necssary that the' engine 
thrust be reduced as much as possible; however 1 the engine must be 
able to regain rated th±'ust in'2 to 3 econds' if necessary in order, 
to regain flight speed and altitude in case of.. an unsuccessful approach. 
The amount of thrust reduction de'perid,s on the aerodynamics of the air-
plane in the landing configurati'br,' which is 'discussed in a previous 
paper. '	 ' .,
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With the urbojt engi.ne, •a considerable thrust 'redüctionis 
possible during the approah by reducing hgine speed;"as shown in 
figure 4, Operation at abait 55 percent of rated speed permits a 
thrust reduction, to only1O ,percent. of the rated value, 
Although this thrust reductiori is satisfactory for appro&ich, 
the large mass of the rotor makes the engine inherently sluggish to 
accelerate whèn rapid thii.ist recovery. becomes necessary, as shown 
in.figure5 '. With theengine .operating'at 10 perert of-rated thrust, 
abcut 7 seconds are required to accelerate the engine to rated thrust 
In order to keep the acceleration time within the acceptable limits 
of .2 to 3 sconds,.the.engine must be operated' between 35 and. 50 percent 
of rated thxist .durng the approach.	 .	 ..	 . 
Qre mCth6d of obtaining wide thrust control wt'h a greatly re-
duced time for thrust recovery is by the use of a variable-area ex-
haust nozzle, Thrust contrpl with the variable-area nozzle is cin-
ái'ed to that with a fixed nozzle in figure 6 By increasing the ex-
haust-nozzle area 50 percr, the thrust:.at.rated speed cn be lowered. 
to 40 ercen,t of the rated value. In order to obtain 10 percent of 
th rated. thrust, the speed need then bereduced 'only to 77.perceit 
of rated sed as compared to . 55 percent of rated speed with the 
fixed nozzle, 
Thrusf reóovery"from this higher speed is then much more rapid 
as . shown ir figure 7. Recovering from 40 to 100 precent of rated 
thrust by closing the exhaust nozzle requires only about 1/2 second 
as compared to 2 seconds by varying speed with a fixed-area nozzle0 
Furthermore,, the timer equired to 'increase the thrust from 10 to• 
100 percent of the rated value requires only 2 seconds with the var-
iable-area nozzle as compared to about 7 seconds with the t'ixed nozzle. 
Other methods of thrust reduction for landing aroach ,. are: 
bleeding air from the compressor, thrott)ing the englne inlet, and 
diverting the exhaust jet sideways or forward with jet-thrust spoilers. 
There is essentially no thrust-control pob1em with the turbine-
propeller engine inasmuch as the engine can be scheduled to operate 
fronl reverse to rnaximwn thrust at or near rated speed by prDal1er-
blade-angle chang es. 
Considerable trouble has been experienced at. high altitudes vrith 
control systems of some turbine engines. Most ngine' controls are 
designed, to operate, at sea level. Difficulties arise; however,, when 
the controls are taken to altitude because of the increased acceler-
ation time of the engine, which is referred to as an increase in time 
constant0 The time constant of the.control mustbe hargedaccbrd-. 
ihgly to avoid instability. An example of operation with a control 
that has not been properly compensated for a change in engine-time 
consta'ritis compared in figure 8 with a cotrol'thát'was'projerly 
compensated.
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The dashed line in figure 8 indicates the change in set or 
desired speed as the control lever is advanced. The uncompensated 
control had previously been operated satisfactorily at sea level. 
When the control lever was advanced at 25,000 feet, the control 
response in supplying fuel flow was the same as that at sea leveL 
That is, the control anticipated the same acceleration as at sea 
level, wh'eas th.e actual áccelêrAtiOn rèiired about three times 
as long. Because the acceleration was slow, the control called for 
more fuel to hasten the acceleration 0
 The result was an acceleration 
with excessively hi turbine temperature foUowed by a severe over-
shoot beyond the set speed. The control, anticijating a quick re-
sporise in speed as at sea level, then gave the signal to reduce fuel 
flow. Since the engine response was sl, the fuel flow was decreased 
too much0 An under shoot below the set speed then occurred, The 
control continued to increase and decrease the fuel flow, resulting 
in undamped overshoots and undershoots. Such operation could readily 
lead to engine destruction ari was stopped by shutting down the engine. 
The. compensated control was set to anticipate a slower acceler-
ation response at altitude. The fuel flow was therefore increased 
more slowly. This acceleration was slower and within the allowable 
temperature limits0 As the control anticipated the slower acceler-
.1 . , atiOn response at altitude,
	 only a siht 'overshoot and under-

shoot, which were damped out after the first cycle, occurred. 
Because the turbine engine must be operated within a narrow range 
of conditions for maximum economy, the control must be able to accurate]y 
hold. the sot cotdition. Also, because the operating conditions for 
maximum economy are. near the operating limits of the engine, the con-
trol must be very sensitive to overspeed and overtenperature conditions 
to prevent overheating the turbine blades or overspeeding the rotor 
for any length of time. 
It is also desirable to have a control that will operate with a 
single lever that has a fixed schedule at all altitudes, That is to 
have altitude compensation built into the control so that at 'all al-
titudes .a gLven control-lever position corresponds to a given percent 
of rated thrust for the turbojet engine or percent of rated power for 
the turbine-propeller engine, This relation between control-lever 
position and power level becomes extremely difficult to obtain be-
cause the fuel flow at cruise is only one-fourth to one-sixth of the 
fuel flow at take-off. 
A number of current turbine engines now under development have 
controls that approach these requirements; however, much remains to 
be accomplished before the control system can' be completely relied 
upon to meet the dernanc imposed on it, Studies of a number o' engine types 
are being carried on to utilize the 'engine characteristics in the 
analysis of controls and thereby determine ' the basic factors leading 
to improved control reliability.
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In conclusion, solutions to some of the engine operating problems 
are currently available and research is being continued to eliminate 
the other problems that still exist. It should be kept in mind that 
the demands of the military on these engines are in most respects more 
severe than those for transport application. Therefore, because these 
engines are being used and will continue to be used even more widely 
in military aricraft before they find their way into transport appli-
cation, many of the problems will be solved for the military. The 
result will be that, as in the past, solut,cns to the most important 
problems will be avàiläble when the engines are finally used by the 
transport industry.
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